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Editorial

Covid forces aviation to
change course
The pandemic has significantly impacted the airline industry and will lead to longterm structural changes.

I

n 2020, airlines were busy raising funding across all
corners of the globe with some jurisdictions more
favourable to support the airline industry. Government
support has played a big part for some European airlines
and those in North America.
This has continued into 2021.
Airfinance Journal recorded more than $220 billion
raised by airlines as well as $54 billion by lessors for the
first seven months of this year.
Airlines raised $110 billion in fresh funding between 1
January and 31 July, shows Airfinance Journal data. There
exists, however, a very large regional divide.
North American carriers and, to a lesser degree, airlines
in Europe, continued to enjoy easy access to funding
their operations, while airlines in Asia accounted for only
$4.8 billion of extra Covid-19 warchest financings raised
between 1 January 2021 and 31 July 2021.
Of that $110 billion global total, more than $29 billion
came from unsecured bond issuances, especially from
airlines in Europe, $22 billion from secured loans, $34
billion from payroll support programme facilities in the
USA, $10 billion from secured bonds and more than $6
billion from sale and leaseback activity.
North America-based carriers netted more than $67
billion of the $110 billion of new funds that became
available this year to 31 July, according to Airfinance
Journal Deal Tracker. European carriers received more
than $25 million in funding during the first seven months
of this year, while airlines in Asia, including China, received
more than $10 billion in funding.
Large airlines have started to consolidate their fleets
by retiring older assets earlier than anticipated, or selling
them with short-term leases. Last year, the leasing
community supported their airline customers by executing
purchase and leaseback transactions for used and new
aircraft. This is continuing into 2021, albeit at a lower level.
Airlines are continuing to trim their expenses but, as the
International Air Transport Association recently pointed
out, their effort in reducing costs is not matching the fall in
revenues.
The Airline Analyst shows that passenger revenues
declined by 60% in the second quarter of this year
compared with pre-Covid. North American carriers showed
a 49% revenue decline overall. Asia-Pacific and European
carriers posted passenger revenues down 63% and 66%,
respectively, compared with the pre-crisis level.

In the second quarter of 2021, cash-flow generation
improved, with North American carriers leading the way,
amid the rebound in US domestic travel.
One increasing factor impacting airlines in 2021 has
been fuel costs. Airlines have operated fewer aircraft but
the average Brent crude oil and jet fuel price has gone up
considerably since summer 2020.
After several months of upward trend, the average Brent
crude oil and jet fuel price ticked down in August 2021
amid concerns that new Delta outbreaks and the resulting
restrictions will hit oil demand and slow global economic
recovery. The additional downward pressure on prices
also came from the increase in output from the Opec
countries. The International Energy Agency has recently
downgraded the oil demand forecast for the rest of the
year. The average price of jet fuel through August 2021
was $71.6 per barrel.
The current conditions have not deterred investment in
the sector.
The aviation market has seen a flurry of investment
over the past three years with equity commitment to
asset managers. But some equity providers are hesitant
to invest in the sector right now because new-technology
narrowbody aircraft is still a very competitive market for
investment.
Covid-19 has also forced lenders and capital providers
to refocus on the airline credit. Some think that with a
further emphasis on costs, the airline business model will
inevitably move further to the low-cost carrier model.
The capital providers, and especially banks, are also
evolving. The aviation debt sector has been historically
dominated by the banking market, but some institutions
have temporarily stopped activities in lending or sold
some or their entire aviation book exposure to the sector.
This has opened up opportunities for alternative lenders.
All eyes converge on airline financial performances,
which depends on government policies regarding the
vaccines and the travel restrictions.
More than ever, liquidity remains a priority for airlines,
capital providers and leasing companies.
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Industry review and outlook: Alton Aviation Consultancy

Low visibility and persistent
turbulence
Alton Aviation Consultancy’s Industry Altimeter looks at the state of commercial
aviation and aircraft leasing.

T

he situation in the commercial
aviation industry has continued
to evolve with the ever-changing
Covid-19 pandemic that has
dominated life since early 2020. As
of the writing of this report in late
August 2021, it has become quite
clear that historical trends have limited
applicability to the nature of this
“black swan” event, and economic
activity alone is but one driver of air
traffic demand.
Covid-19 rippled travel and tourism
worldwide, evaporating demand and
stalling expectations of a full traffic
rebound in the immediate future.
Over the longer term, the economy
market and aviation industries are still
expected generally to revert to longterm trends, but near-term dynamics
are changing frequently and trend
towards volatility.
Any potential recovery will be
driven by a regrowth of the economy
coupled with the effective and
thorough distribution of Covid-19
vaccines, and a stabilisation of more
dangerous variants – both of which
have been occurring in fits and starts
since early 2021, making predictions
about the near-term future difficult.

Before Covid-19, the commercial
air travel industry had been enjoying
expansive growth and profitability
for more than nine years. This
rapidly reversed in March 2020 and
passenger demand plummeted to
extremely low levels through the
spring and early summer.
Although demand has recovered
from these lows and airlines have been
able to secure loans and government
assistance, demand remained very
weak in many regions during the
summer 2021 travel season and only
approached prepandemic levels in
select domestic markets. According
to final International Air Transport
Association (IATA) figures for 2020,
passenger revenues dropped by 69%
or $423 billion compared with 2019.
IATA has revised its forecast for
both 2020 and 2021 downward
several times since the start of the
pandemic. It now expects passenger
revenues of only $231 billion in
2021, which would represent a 62%
decline from 2019 and only a 22%
improvement compared with 2020.
In some regions, such as AsiaPacific, passenger revenues for
2021 will be lower than 2020 levels.

Figure 1: Historical and forecast air traffic and GDP growth
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South-East Asia has been particularly
hard hit and slow to recover with
2021 passenger revenues likely to
be more than 80% down from 2019
levels. Total industry revenues, which
include record-high revenues for the
much stronger but smaller air cargo
segment, are expected by IATA to
drop by 45% to $458 billion in 2021
compared with 2019 levels. In 2020,
total industry revenues dropped by
56% to $372 billion.
The global reduction in capacity
necessitated by the evaporation of
demand has also forced airlines to
reduce the size of their active fleets
significantly. Out of the global fleet
of more than 26,000 narrowbody,
widebody, regional jet and turboprop
passenger aircraft, nearly 45% were
inactive at the end of July 2020, down
from a high of almost 70% in May
2020. As of August 2021, however,
the global inactive fleet has stabilised
at about 30%. Many of those aircraft
still flying are operating at belowtypical levels.
Two steps forward, one step
back
Covid-19 and its effects on demand
are unprecedented in the history of
the aviation industry. Air travel has
been especially battered by the fast
spread of the pandemic and resultant
government-mandated protective
measures, with more pernicious
effects than any previous downturn.
As with any unprecedented black
swan event, the situation is continually
evolving, and the future is uncertain.
As of the third quarter of 2021, a
perceived end of the pandemic is
beginning to come into sight.
Western nations have rapidly rolled
out vaccines to their populations and
most have fully vaccinated more than
half of their populations. Vaccination
rollouts are also accelerating in many
developing countries with some
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Current state of Covid-19 and
global response
As of the end of August 2021, the
state of the pandemic’s global
progression has shifted from guarded
optimism to tentative pessimism.
Although the number of global cases
has been increasing since early
February, the number of vaccines
administered across the world
continues to increase rapidly.
In the USA, nearly 360 million
doses of Covid-19 vaccines have been
administered, and 169 million people
– more than 50% of the population –
have been fully vaccinated. Vaccine
hesitancy has taken hold in some
areas of the country, which, combined
with the spreading Delta variant, has
caused spikes and swells of infections.
On the other hand, vaccinated
portions of the country have seen
some degree of normalcy begin to
return.
Additionally, vaccine supply in the
USA and UK is no longer an issue as
it was at the beginning of 2021, and
anyone who wants one can receive
one quickly. Availability of vaccines
is at similar levels only in a few other

Figure 2: Global Covid-19 vaccinations
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exceeding or approaching vaccination
rates of 30% but it will take at least
several months for most developing
countries to reach herd immunity
levels. This may mean that some
western countries return closer to
normal by late 2021 while developing
nations continue to struggle with the
spread of the virus into 2022 and
perhaps even 2023.
The 2021 northern summer travel
season has shown improvement over
2020 in most regions. Passengers
are willing to travel, but international
restrictions, as well as the spectre
of Covid variants such as Delta and
Lambda, loom over groups of people
who remain unvaccinated or are
otherwise at risk – precluding their
ability and desire to travel.
However, despite the current rise
in cases, many economies have
reopened, particularly outside the
Asia-Pacific region, with the aid of
government stimulus, and businesses
are adapting to the new normal. The
ultimate speed and particulars of the
industry’s recovery remain uncertain
but are not as optimal as previously
hoped.
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generally much smaller countries such
as Singapore, which is now the most
vaccinated country in the world, with
nearly 80% of the population having
received both doses.
While the vaccination campaigns
in the USA and UK have been largely
successful, the vaccination efforts of
most other developed and developing
countries have gone far less smoothly.
The EU initially encountered numerous
supply issues and had a slower rollout
of the approved vaccines, although
vaccination rates are now above 50%.
India, Indonesia and Brazil are
struggling to vaccinate their large
populations quickly and many smaller
developing countries in Asia, Latin
America and Africa are receiving few
shipments of vaccines. While virtually
all developed countries anticipate
vaccinating their populations by

the end of 2021, many developing
countries are expected to achieve
widespread vaccination only before
2023. Current expert estimates
project that it will take until 2023 or
2024 for everyone in the world to
have access to a Covid-19 vaccine.
Despite the ongoing efforts to
increase global vaccination rates,
global case rates provide some
cause for concern. After reaching a
peak in mid-January 2021, the global
seven-day average of new cases
had been rapidly declining. However,
this decline began to reverse in
late February and global daily new
cases increased to a new peak in
April, followed by another decline in
May and most of June and another
increase in July.
The World Health Organization
has said the recent increases are 6
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Current state of global
economy
Historically, growth in global
aviation industry revenue passenger
kilometres (RPKs) has significantly
outpaced GDP growth. In the past
decade, RPK growth has averaged 2.2
times global GDP growth.
The Covid-19 pandemic precipitated
market contractions in most industries
around the world; global GDP shrank
3.3% year-over-year in 2020, but RPKs
collapsed by 65.9% year-over-year. As
of July 2021, the IMF estimates that
world GDP will grow 6% against 2020.

Figure 4: Historical GDP and RPK growth, 2000-2019
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“worrying” and has projected that
the world will be combating Covid-19,
especially in developing countries,
well into 2022.
Additionally, the numerous virus
variants that are spreading in various
regions worldwide have caused new
peaks in cases, posing a challenge in
the efforts to end the pandemic. For
example, a variant first identified in Brazil
has led to a surge in new cases and
serious outbreaks around the country,
even in places that had been hit hard
by Covid earlier in the pandemic.
Although the future progression of
the virus is largely unknown, many of
the vaccines being rolled out around
the world are effective and will,
hopefully, help to bring about an end
to the pandemic. Once the spread of
the virus has been largely contained,
travel restrictions will relax and
consumers will feel more comfortable
travelling once again, allowing the
broader aviation industry to recover.
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Based on July 2021 traffic data from
IATA, monthly RPKs were 193% above
2020 levels but were still 60% below
2019 levels.
Projections from the IMF expect
GDP in 2021 to grow 3.5% against
2019. RPKs, however, are not
expected to recover until 2023,
according to projections from IATA;
Alton anticipates it may take until
2024 to see 2019 traffic levels return.
More optimistic recovery scenarios
project RPKs returning to 2019 levels
in late 2022. In either case, RPKs
should not be expected to outpace
GDP in the short term as they have for
decades, but may do so after air travel
finally returns to prepandemic levels.
Nonetheless, the aviation industry
has shown stiff resilience in the wake
of previous crises; in the medium and

Figure 5: Historical growth of commercial airline traffic
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longer terms, growth trends such as
those observed before the pandemic
should be expected.
Covid-19’s continuing impact
on aviation
The pandemic’s impact on aviation
has largely been driven by a decline
in the confidence of individuals to fly
safely in a confined vehicle close to
strangers, together with government
travel advisories and travel bans made
to restrict the cross-border and, in
some cases, domestic spread of the
virus. These restrictions are aimed at
all types of commercial passengers
and include strict measures such as
mandatory quarantine and compulsory
testing.
In its 20-year outlook that was
published before the pandemic in
2019, Boeing forecasted GDP growth
of 2.7% and traffic growth of 4.6%
on average per year, equivalent to a
traffic-growth-to-GDP multiple of 1.7
from 2019 to 2038.
As a result of the Covid-19 outbreak,
there was a severe fall in both GDP
and air traffic demand in 2020, which
has subsequently constrained nearterm air traffic growth. However, once
demand recovers and the industry
returns to 2019 activity levels, longterm air traffic growth is expected
generally to follow projected preCovid trends, although some structural
changes may persist and moderate
growth rates.
In its most recent outlook update,
which was published in October 2020,
Boeing forecasts GDP growth of 2.5%
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Figure 6: Global RPK and ASK change versus 2019
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and air traffic growth of 4% a year
on average over the period 2020 to
2039, equivalent to a projected trafficgrowth-to-GDP multiple of 1.6 over the
20 years.
In the early days, Covid-19
devastated air travel demand. RPKs,
commonly used as a measure for air
traffic demand, fell globally by more
than 90% in the second quarter of
2020. In the peak month of the crisis,
April 2020, global RPKs were down
by 94%, including a 98% drop for
international RPKs and an 87% drop
for domestic RPKs.
Airlines’ response to the lower
demand was to reduce capacity,
commonly measured by available
seat kilometres (ASKs). In the second
quarter of 2020, global ASKs declined
by about 83%, including an 87% drop
in April 2021. Global RPKs and ASKs
improved in the second half of 2020
and, as 2021 has unfolded, there have
been further general improvements,
though RPKs and ASKs still lag
significantly compared with where
they were in 2019.
IATA’s latest reports indicate that,
compared with June 2019, global
RPKs for June 2021 were down 60%
while global ASKs were down 52%,
though these demonstrate substantive
recovery from June 2020, which
featured comparative dips of 87% and
80% on RPKs and ASKs, respectively.
With the rollout of vaccines
and gradual lifting of some travel
restrictions, global RPKs and ASKs
show a slight upward trend going
forward, one that is far beyond the
lows seen in the first full months of the
global-scale lockdown.
Nonetheless, any evidence of
a quick snap-back return to preCovid global levels has yet to show.
There have been quick snap-backs
in some domestic markets but
international traffic remains well below
prepandemic levels.
International RPKs were still down
by 81% in June 2021 compared
with 2019 levels, with Asia-Pacific
particularly lagging, recording a 95%
decline in international RPKs, because
of lingering border closures. Domestic
RPKs were down a relatively modest
22% in June 2021 compared with
2019 levels, but there are still many
domestic markets, particularly in Asia,
excluding China, that were down by

83.0% Global 2019
80.6%

80%
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69.6%

70% 81.5%
81.3%
65%
78.4%
60%
75.2%
55%

65.8%
65.7%

50%
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Asia Pacific

Europe

more than 50%.
The timing and slope of the ultimate
global traffic demand recovery are not
known. In the short term, however,
IATA projects that 2021 RPKs will be
26% higher than 2020 levels, although
still 57% lower than 2019 levels (based
on the most recent IATA outlook
update released in April 2021).
In the first half of 2021, global
RPKs were down 67% compared with
2019 levels, including an 86% drop in
international RPKs and a 33% drop in
domestic RPKs.
Before Covid-19, global passenger
airline load factors were at an all-time
high: rising from 76% in 2009 to 83%
in 2019. The expectation was that load
factors would remain high with regions
such as Africa and the Middle East

North America

Global

seeing gradual growth in load factors
towards 80% as seen in other regions.
Covid-19 has put pressure on load
factors across all regions with yearto-date load factors down to 70% as
of June 2021, according to IATA’s Air
Passenger Market analysis report.
For June 2021, the global load factor
was also 70%, which represents an
improvement compared with the 54%
global load factor in January 2020.
This improvement is driven partially
by domestic market recoveries; the
average international load factor in
June 2021 was 55% while the average
domestic load factor was close to
normal at 79%.
While regional load factors have
not reached pre-Covid levels, they
have been on an upward swing since
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Figure 8: US weekly passenger throughput and scheduled flights
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How are airlines handling
drop in demand?
The global reduction in capacity
necessitated by the evaporation of
demand has forced airlines to shift
their focus from day-to-day crisis
management towards a broader
view given the new normal. These
requirements include adopting and
maintaining superior health and
safety standards, reducing crowds
and enforcing social distancing – all
of which help enhance consumer
confidence and alleviate the current
fear of travelling, which will persist for
some even after Covid-19 restrictions
are lifted.
A survey conducted by IATA in
February 2021 indicated that 57% of
respondents anticipated travelling
within one to two months post

YoY Change in Scheduled Flights (vs. 2019)

containment of Covid-19 and 81%
believed they would be more likely
to travel once they are vaccinated,
underscoring the importance for the
aviation industry of the ongoing global
vaccination effort.
Some airlines have also considered
reducing ticket prices to spur demand.
A consumer survey by Boston
Consulting Group identified low prices
and automatic upgrades as two of
the chief non-health-related drivers
to incentivise travel. Chinese carriers
cut average fares by 40% when their
domestic market reopened, and
some, such as China Eastern Airlines,
have also rolled out discount passes
offering unlimited flights for low
prices.
The intense competition also has
led to very low domestic fares in

Figure 9: Global parked passenger fleet, by operator region
90%
80%
Parked Fleet %

dropping sharply over the 20202021 holiday season when carriers
added significant capacity despite no
significant improvement in demand.
Covid-19 has resulted in a substantial
oversupply of aircraft, which has
translated into falling values for outright
sales and falling values for used
aircraft with leases ending in the short
run given remarketing challenges.
IATA has forecast that 2021 will see
the retirement of 8% of the global
commercial fleet, compared with a
normal yearly average of 2% to 3%.
Many of these announced
retirements are very large widebody
aircraft such as Airbus A380s, Boeing
747s, 777s and A340s. The average
age of retirement is also likely to
decline in the coming years, with more
aircraft retiring earlier than in previous
years.
To highlight the initial impact of
Covid-19 on supply and demand,
data from OAG and TSA shows the
US market dropping substantially in
March 2020. Weekly data, available
since that time from TSA’s daily
throughput statistics highlights that
supply changes lag demand changes.
By the week commencing 23 March
2020, passenger throughput had
fallen by 90% year-on-year. In contrast,
scheduled flights for the same week
had dropped only 6% year-on-year.
The lag indicates that airlines took the
time to adjust their scheduled services
relative to the demand shock.
In April 2020, the average domestic
load factor in the USA dropped to only
14%, according to IATA data. The 2019
changes in passenger throughput
and scheduled flights over the
same period are minimal, indicating
that during normal times demand
and supply move in tandem. The
unprecedented impact of Covid-19 has
therefore resulted in an oversupply of
capacity relative to traffic demand.
However, the USA benefits from a
domestic market that has persisted
– albeit at lower levels – during the
crisis, allowing for a strong recovery
in both metrics starting in the second
quarter of 2021. In August 2021, both
passenger movement and scheduled
flight levels hover about 20% below
that of the same period in 2019. IATA
reported only a 15% drop in domestic
US RPKs for June 2021 compared with
June 2019.
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Figure 10: Global parked passenger fleet, by aircraft type
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Figure 11: Global parked passenger fleet, by aircraft age
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several markets, particularly in Asia.
With most international flights still
suspended, airlines have been eager
to redeploy capacity to domestic
markets when possible (when high
Covid cases are not leading to
domestic travel restrictions). This
has pressured yields, particularly as
domestic business demand has been
much slower to recover than domestic
leisure demand.
On top of addressing consumer
concerns, airlines are also
reassessing their fleet composition,
as they contemplate which aircraft
to retain, retire, or return. Because of
limited demand combined with the
current liquidity environment, many
airlines have actively restructured
their existing orderbooks through
mainly deferrals and/or, in some
cases, cancellations. Airlines with
unencumbered assets have looked
to leverage or sell them via saleleasebacks to enhance their near-term
liquidity.
Generally, Alton observes that many
airlines have aimed to simplify their
current and future fleets – reducing
the variety of aircraft types and
configurations that they operate.
As the implications of the Covid-19
pandemic became clear in March
and April 2020, airlines had enacted
capacity cuts in response to the
deteriorated demand environment, but
as domestic restrictions began to lift
during the summer, more aircraft were
put back into service. As of March
2021, 20% of all passenger aircraft
were inactive, down from a high-water
mark of 68% in May 2020.
At the beginning of 2021, SubSaharan Africa, the Middle East/
North Africa and Europe consistently
showed the highest rates of inactive
aircraft. While little has changed for
the first two regions, Europe has
shown a considerable reduction in the
inactive fleet since the second quarter
of 2021, ending up below the global
mark as of July 2021. North America’s
particularly strong domestic market
has helped it maintain a lower inactive
rate than most other regions.
The Asia-Pacific region has
performed relatively strongly, driven
by the rapid recovery in 2020 of
China’s domestic market. When
excluding China, Asia-Pacific has
lagged other regions in terms of traffic
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recovery and reactivating aircraft.
In terms of aircraft segments, more
than 2,700 narrowbody aircraft (18%
of the narrowbody fleet) were still
inactive in July 2021, up from 860 (6%)
at the end of 2019. Inactive widebody
aircraft have increased even more
significantly, numbering 1,061 (25% of
the fleet) in July 2021, up from 308
(7%) at the end of 2019. However, the
parked fleet size of 5,010 aircraft in
June 2021 is a massive improvement
from May 2020’s peak of 18,234
aircraft.
As of July 2021, aircraft across all
age ranges have an inactive rate
of close to 20%. Overall, zero- to
five-year-old and five- to 10-year-old
jets had an inactive rate of 10% and
16%, respectively, compared with
7% and 3% in 2019. Mid-life aircraft
experienced the largest growth in

the parked fleet when compared with
June 2019. Since mature assets have
higher maintenance costs and are
less fuel efficient to operate, it is not
surprising that younger aircraft are the
most utilised cohort.
As of July, only 10% of zero- to
five-year-old passenger aircraft were
inactive, with aircraft on the older end
(16 to 25 years) hovering at about 30%
inactivity. In fact, zero- to five-year-old
aircraft were returned to service nearly
twice as fast as the two oldest cohorts.
As demand eventually recovers, these
older inactive aircraft may be retired
by larger carriers rather than returned
to service.
Throughout 2021, some airlines
announced plans to do exactly that,
such as Lufthansa saying that all
aircraft older than 25 years might
remain grounded permanently for it
www.airfinancejournal.com
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to emerge from the pandemic leaner
than before.
As of July 2021, the low point
in terms of fleet activity passed in
May 2020. Many aircraft returned to
service in the later summer months of
2020 across all fleet types, regions
and ages. This trend has continued
in 2021, primarily driven by the North
American and European markets,
although the rate at which aircraft
return to service has not been as rapid
as some might have expected coming
into the year.
How has Covid-19 affected
aircraft leasing industry?
There is no question that the
difficulties facing the airline industry
have affected lessors. As of July, 59%
of all parked aircraft are owned by
lessors, with the top 10 lessors, as of
the end of 2019, having nearly 1,000
aircraft parked, down from a May
2020 high of 3,100.
Naturally, lessors have a high
share of parked narrowbody fleet
because they own nearly 60% of all
narrowbody aircraft in commercial
operation. The fact that aircraft are
parked by operators does not imply
they are off-lease and not generating
income, although generally, lessors
have faced challenges collecting
rents. In several markets, this includes
not only aircraft that are parked but
also aircraft which are active.
Large portions of the active leased
fleet, particularly in Asia-Pacific,
excluding China, still have very low
utilisation rates and are not generating
airlines sufficient revenues to pay
leases. In some markets, there have
been limited payments on a majority
of leased aircraft since the start of the
pandemic.
During the pandemic, lessors
initially reported that 80% to 90% of
airlines had requested rental relief
– many of which were granted in
the form of initial three-month rent
deferrals, granted and extended
beyond three months on a case-bycase basis.
In some markets, rental payments
have still not resumed or resumed
for a brief period before being again
suspended. Lessors generally rely
on a significant amount of leverage
and use lease rental income to make
principal and interest payments.
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Those lessors which were not wellcapitalised have faced difficulties
making required payments as lessees
sought relief.
As the pandemic has dragged on,
some airlines that had requested
deferrals at the start of the crisis
were successful in raising liquidity
and have since paid the deferments
in full. Other lessees requested
extensions on their deferrals or
sought to restructure altogether as
the crisis extended and deepened.
Many lessees – LATAM, Avianca,
Virgin Australia and Aeromexico
to name a few – have declared
bankruptcy, requiring their leases to
be restructured or aircraft returned,
further impacting lessors.
Lease extensions have been
common in exchange for nearterm rental relief. Outside such

circumstances, there is limited
evidence that operators are keen for
extensions as they look to cut capacity
and capital costs wherever possible.
Lease extensions also impact fleetrenewal plans, requiring new aircraft
delivery deferrals to match with later
lease return dates as taking on new
aircraft for growth is not a sensible
option.
For leases terminated early, aircraft
repossessions have been challenged
by airline personnel cuts, court
closures (in the case of contested
repossessions), airport lockdowns and
travel restrictions to position technical
teams on-site to take physical control
and collection of records.
Returned aircraft, both from
expected lease expiries and early
terminations, are on the ground longer
than in a typical market because

Figure 12: Notable lessor aircraft order cancellations
and deferments
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finding new lessees is proving
challenging, even at low lease rates, in
an environment with unprecedented
low demand.
In March 2021, Fitch Ratings reported
that continued weakness in aircraft
operating lease asset-backed securities
(ABS) transaction performance was
driven by depressed airline cash flows
and fragile credit ratings. Collections
dropped significantly in spring 2020,
but briefly ticked upwards in the
summer and autumn. Most recently
in March 2021, basic rent collections
across transactions were generally
down by 40% to 60% compared
with January 2020. Utilisation rent
collections were down 60% to 70%
versus the same period.
Lessors have billions of dollarsworth of aircraft leased to operators
with limited cash on hand to cover
expenses and are therefore unlikely to
survive the pandemic without external
help. Government support has been
extended to many airlines, and others
have raised significant amounts of
capital from the bank loan and capital
markets, indirectly benefitting lessors.
In addition, banks have provided
credit facilities and other financings to
some of the largest lessors, and some
lessor shareholders have committed
additional funding.
Lessors with large orderbooks and
unplaced deliveries scheduled in the
near term have seen them as liabilities
and have tried to shed them where
possible. For example, Avolon, CDB
and GECAS have made considerable
737 Max cancellations, while other
large lessors have either cancelled
or deferred orders or entered
discussions with original equipment
manufacturers to right-size their
portfolios for reduced future demand.
Cash-stricken airlines with
unencumbered assets have looked to
lessors for sale and leaseback deals to
bolster their liquidity positions; lessors
with capital available have historically
used the sale and leaseback channel
during times of crisis such as this
to gain exposure to stronger credit
airlines at terms more attractive than
those available pre-Covid. The flood of
liquidity has resulted in a challenging
absolute return environment for
aircraft sale and leasebacks, though
given the returns relative to underlying
debt costs and alternatives, such

transactions remain attractive to
certain players.
Indeed, amid the current industrywide demand deterioration, nearterm opportunities have arisen.
For example, BBAM and Altavair
Airfinance entered into a sale and
leaseback transaction with Delta Air
Lines valued at $1 billion. Similarly,
BOC Aviation carried out a 10-unit 737
Max 8 sale and leaseback transaction
with Southwest Airlines and a six 7879 and 16 737 Max 9 unit transaction
with United Airlines. Sky Leasing
announced that it originated $1.1 billion
of new aircraft deliveries across six
airlines in North America, Europe
and Asia, with sale and leaseback
agreements for 20 aircraft.
Manufacturers have seen an
increase in order cancellations and
deferrals as airlines and lessors are
looking to right-size their fleets. In
2020, Airbus received 115 order
cancellations, while Boeing had a
staggering 655 cancellations. Lessors
had continued to place orders
entering 2020, but at a significantly
slower pace that reduced from 166
aircraft in January to nine aircraft
in April. Since then, some lessors
have also made moves to defer
or cancel their orders from aircraft
manufacturers, and certain lessors
also seek to place some aircraft
orders with lessees in exchange for
restructuring current leases.
On top of natural roll-off, with an
uncertain demand recovery and traffic
levels for the year still expected to be
more than 50% off the peak levels,

additional lessee defaults are likely in
the coming quarters.
Many lessors have sought to boost
liquidity and reduce capital spending
by deferring new deliveries and
drawing down on credit lines. In its
July 2020 financial results, Aercap
stated it had $10 billion in liquidity,
$27 billion of unencumbered assets,
a low debt-to-equity ratio and capital
expenditure mitigation measures
which would allow it to emerge
from this crisis stronger than before.
Aercap has since put its money where
its mouth is – almost literally – by
announcing its intention to acquire
GECAS in March 2021, utilising this
liquidity to produce a combined
entity with more than 2,000 owned
and managed aircraft for about 300
customers worldwide.
Lessors with aircraft on lease
to good credit lessees of high
importance are likely to benefit
indirectly from government bailouts.
For instance, Aercap has a significant
portion of its fleet placed with Chinese
flag carriers and US majors that have
received government support. Lessors
doing business with less prominent
operators which may not have the
same access to government funds will
likely see less indirect benefits from
state aid.
Bank-owned lessors such as BOC
Aviation, ICBC Leasing and SMBC
Aviation Capital are likely among
the most stable and secure given
strong parent support and will be
better equipped to carry out new
deals, but that does not mean midsize

Figure 13: Government aid to airlines because of Covid-19, by
type ($ billions)
Direct aid
Wage subsidies
Loan guarantees

101.1
76.5
25.5

Corporate taxes

12

Ticket taxes

11

Fuel taxes

0.8

Total

226.9

Note: Information as of March 31, 2021
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Damage that has been done
While Covid-19 forced the industry
to face unprecedented short-term
headwinds, the need for air travel
in the future remains inevitable.
Passengers have begun to return to
the skies to do business, visit friends
and relatives, and once again go on
holiday, albeit at a slower rate than
expected and with some markets or
regions not yet participating in the
recovery, given vaccine hesitancy and
new Covid variants.
The industry has gone through
cycles of downturns and exogenous
shocks before – most notably after
11 September 2001 and the global
financial crisis in 2008. But the
effects of the Covid-19 pandemic will
linger long after the aviation industry
resumes a more normal operating
schedule.
The aviation industry traditionally
contributes about 3.6% of world GDP
through employment, freight services,
tourism, and many other factors.
Its importance has forced world
governments to support the sector
during the pandemic by providing
more than $225 billion in aid, nearly
half of it in the form of direct aid such
as loans, cash injections and equity
financing.
Despite this, more than 50 airlines
have failed since February 2020.
They have either ceased operations
or entered either liquidation
or administration/bankruptcy
reorganisation. Filing for bankruptcy
reorganisation is not uncommon
and several airlines underwent such
proceedings after 9/11 and the 2008
financial crisis.
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Figure 14: Passenger fleet retirements per month, by aircraft
segment
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lessors are at immediate risk. Many
independent lessors have drawn
down a significant amount of debt to
enhance liquidity and are active in the
sale and leaseback market.
Some concern exists around
lessors which do not have strong
shareholdings and banking
relationships over their ability to
weather the storm. However, there
are spots of opportunity for lessors
in this crisis. New lessors could see
the pandemic as an entry point to the
leasing market and existing lessors
may find an opportunity to engage
carriers which were previously difficult
to access.
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When an airline enters
administration/bankruptcy
reorganisation, it typically has 30 to
60 days of protection from creditors
and lessor payments. After this
period, it either pays for the lease or
returns any lessor-owned aircraft. If a
lessor believes the right thing to do is
remove the aircraft, it will not hesitate
to do so. In several cases, the airline
can emerge from reorganisation and,
in these situations, it has historically
maintained the majority of its fleet.
Liquidation, on the other hand, is a
more extreme circumstance, wherein
the airline’s assets are reduced to
cash for payment distributions to
creditors.
The demand evaporated by
Covid-19 has caused an oversupply of
aircraft, and airlines with the flexibility
to do so are downsizing their fleets
and commitments. Even before the
pandemic, there were reports of some
difficulty placing forward orders with
operators, particularly Max aircraft
and widebodies. Given the current
market, lessors with orderbooks
likely see them as a liability and are
subsequently trying to shed such
commitments where possible.
The backlog for the Max stood at
4,545 at the end of 2019, but through
July 2021, the backlog was reduced
to 4,087 – only some of which can be
attributed to deliveries.
The Max programme had sustained
more than 600 cancellations as of
August 2021. However, these have
been offset by large Max orders,

Apr-21

May-21

Regional Jet

Jun-21

Jul-21

Aug-21

Turboprop

such as the 200 requested by United
in June 2021, and deliveries of the
aircraft are restarting.
Most aircraft order cancellations
since the start of the pandemic have
involved the Max. This could be
driven by the fact these aircraft unlike
other types can be cancelled without
penalties or significant penalties
because of the long delivery delays
caused by the type’s grounding,
which has still not been lifted in some
markets.
Lessors are looking to right-size
their fleets for reduced future demand,
with Avolon, Aercap, Air Lease,
GECAS and Japan Investment Adviser
all trying to minimise their near-term
obligations.
It is not just Boeing bearing the
brunt of order cancelations – Airbus
has seen cancellations and deferrals
from Easyjet, Cathay Pacific, Iberia,
Saudi Gulf, LATAM and others.
The European manufacturer
reported a negative net orderbook in
early 2021 after Norwegian cancelled
an order for 92 aircraft. The Airbus
cancellations have been mainly driven
by bankruptcies, which allow airlines
to cancel orders that otherwise cannot
easily be negotiated.
Initially, the prepandemic trend
of low aircraft retirement rates was
expected to continue into 2020,
bolstered by low fuel prices and high
levels of demand, but Covid-19 has
forced airlines worldwide to execute
accelerated retirement plans as
they look to restructure their fleets
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Paths to recovery
Demand for air travel has not
historically wavered long in the face of
exogenous shocks. Most significantly,
the events of 11 September 2001
and the 2008 global financial crisis
negatively impacted traffic demand
in the short term (and profitability in

Figure 15: Retired passenger fleet per month, by aircraft age
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and remove aircraft with higher
maintenance and operational costs,
while simultaneously dealing with the
current oversupply in the market.
In 2020, narrowbody aircraft
experienced the highest number of
retirements (212 aircraft) followed by
widebodies (144 aircraft). Eight months
into 2021, the number of retirements
is slightly above half of the entirety of
2020. It should be noted that there is
a significant delay in reporting aircraft
retirements, and it is likely that many
more aircraft may have been retired as
Airfinance Annual went to press.
By historical standards, the useful
life of an aircraft has been between
20 and 30 years. In recent years,
however, retirements before the age
of 25 have been seen, sometimes
motivated by part-out opportunities
with attractive values (particularly for
engines) compared with the available
options for subsequent leases, for
example.
Most aircraft retired between 2019
and 2020 were 25 years of age or
older, followed by those between 21 to
25 years. Going forward, particularly
post-Covid, there is an expected
increase of retirements across both
age brackets, and even of younger
aircraft in the 16- to 20-year range.
Aircraft that are more costly to
operate and maintain, as well as
larger, older-generation aircraft in
need of heavy maintenance or with
better early part-out value will be the
most likely candidates for retirement.
Additionally, a proportion of the
current parked fleet is likely to be
permanently retired, particularly
ageing widebodies such as the A340,
777-200/-200ER, 777-300, older
A330s, older 767s, A380s, A340s as
well as older narrowbody platforms
such as the McDonnell Douglas
MD80/90, and passenger 757s.
A380 retirements will be particularly
younger than normal, with several
aircraft that are less than 10 years old
likely to be retired.
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the medium term), but subsequently,
demand has rebounded.
Furthermore, in the wake of these
crises, many bankruptcies ensued
spurring merger and acquisition
activities that consolidated the market
and resulted in restructuring to more
robust operating models. They also
triggered a cost consciousness and
financial discipline in many airlines
which have endured.
Although the airline industry was
historically a challenging area for
investment returns, the industry
enjoyed more stable and profitable
returns in the years immediately
preceding Covid.
From 2000 to 2009, the industry
experienced losses in all but three
years, while conversely, the industry
has seen profits in each year from
2010 to 2019 and, according to IATA,
was originally anticipated to continue
to see positive margins in 2020
onwards.
IATA’s latest forecast estimates that
2020 operating margins were -28.2%
and are forecast to be -9.4% in 2021.
Net margins for 2020 were -33.9%
and are forecast to be -10.4% in 2021.
Furthermore, even in the event of a
full recovery, the large volume of debt
accumulated by airlines to survive the
pandemic will likely impact investor
returns for the immediate future.
Economists forecast that in the
best-case scenario, dependent to
a significant extent on the success
of containment measures, GDP will
return to 2019 levels in 2021. After the
recession in 2021, the IMF forecasts
a 6% growth in GDP in 2021, with a
slightly smaller 4.9% growth in 2022,
as countries continue to open and
vaccines roll out more fully across the
globe.
While the return of economic
growth should drive a return of air
passenger growth, the correlation
is likely to be different in the postpandemic environment because of
structural shifts in air travel patterns,
which for now remain very hard to
predict.
Emerging markets that accounted
for a majority of air passenger growth
before the pandemic will also take
longer to recover from an economic
perspective because of slow vaccine
rollouts and lingering lockdowns. In
some emerging markets, particularly
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Figure 18: Indexed RPK growth of demand scenarios, 2019
through 2030
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in Asia, there could be a temporary
reduction in middle-class populations,
which had expanded significantly in
the years before the pandemic, driving
a large portion of global air transport
growth.
Contingent on how the
macroeconomic and global health
factors of the pandemic are handled
going forward and their impact on
the aviation industry, Alton outlined
in last year’s Airfinance Annual a
range of recovery scenarios. We
noted that Covid-19’s lack of historical
precedence meant there was not a
strong basis for predicting which of
the conceptual scenarios would be
most likely. However, exploring the
assumptions and implications of the
following four scenarios is informative:
1.
2.
3.
4.

2025

IATA Baseline
2019 Index

Optimistic Recovery
IATA Baseline
Alton Baseline
Pessimistic Recovery

Optimistic recovery
The first potential post-Covid-19
scenario assumed an admittedly
optimistic and rapid full recovery of
the industry, reaching prepandemic
normalcy with little long-term impact.
This Optimistic Recovery scenario
required a highly effective public
health response to slow down
the spread of the virus in the near
term with limited or non-existent
subsequent waves of infection.
Critically, this scenario also
assumed the vaccine to be widely

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Alton Baseline
Pessimistic Recovery

distributed across developed
countries followed quickly by
distribution in developing countries
thereafter. In addition, government
support and stimulus packages would
be effectively deployed to limit the
recessionary impact and spur a fasterthan-expected economic recovery in
late 2021 and 2022.
Air traffic, aircraft and the global
economy
In the event of a full recovery, the
initial decreased traffic demand would
be limited to 2020 and 2021, with
airlines seeing pre-Covid domestic
traffic levels by 2022 and international
traffic levels by 2023. Given a limited
change in propensity to travel, airlines
would benefit from a long-term RPK
growth rate of about 4.2%. The overall
trend in air traffic would be cautious,
steady growth.
After this return to air traffic growth,
production rates of narrowbody
aircraft would return to 2018 levels as
soon as 2022. For widebody aircraft,
the recovery would be slower, not
reaching 2018 production levels until
early in the next decade. There would
also be a surge in aircraft retirements
for a couple of years. The long-term
impact on the cost of financing to
facilitate fleet growth past 2023 would
be limited.
Underlying these trends would be
a rapidly recovering global economy.
In this scenario, global GDP would
be expected to grow by the end of
2021 at a rate stronger than expected.
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International trade would also be
expected to exhibit strong growth.
Within the aviation sector, there would
be some operator exits and moderate
levels of consolidation.
Iata baseline
The second potential post-Covid-19
scenario assumed a more modest
pace of recovery within the industry,
resulting in a sustained weaker
industry because of the pandemic.
This IATA Baseline scenario assumed
a public health response sufficient to
reduce, but not control, the spread
of the virus. Subsequent waves of
infection would occur but within
control. Vaccine distribution would
likely be smooth with limited delays,
resulting in high rates of vaccine
distribution across developed
countries by late 2021. In addition,
government support and stimulus
packages would be effectively
deployed to limit the recessionary
impact and spur a resumption of
economic growth in 2021 and 2022.
Air traffic, aircraft and the global
economy
In the event of a more modest
recovery, there would be decreased
traffic demand with soft demand
recovery in the following years.
Airlines would see a return to preCovid domestic traffic levels by
2023 and international traffic levels
by 2024. Given moderate structural
changes in the industry, airlines
would see a long-term RPK growth
rate from 2019-30 of about 3.2%. The
overall trend in air traffic would be a
decreased industry growth rate when
compared with prepandemic growth.
After this return to air traffic growth,
production rates of narrowbody
aircraft would be expected to return
to 2018 levels in 2024-25. For
widebody aircraft, there would be an
extended decrease in demand and,
as a result, the recovery would be far
slower, not reaching 2018 production
levels until the middle of the next
decade. There would also be a wave
of aircraft retirements for several
years, especially among widebody
aircraft.
With regards to the long-term
impact on the availability and cost of
financing, strong credit investments
would see limited impacts, but higher

spreads would be required for assetbased investments of older aircraft
with poorer credits.
Underlying these trends would be
a global economy in the midst of an
L-shaped recovery. In this scenario,
global GDP and international trade
would experience stagnant levels of
growth for one to two years. Within the
aviation sector, there would be some
operator exits and moderate levels of
consolidation.
Alton baseline
The third potential post-Covid-19
scenario assumes a modest pace of
recovery within the industry, resulting
in a sustained weaker industry
because of the pandemic. This Alton
Baseline scenario assumes a public
health response sufficient to reduce,
but not control, the spread of the virus.
Subsequent waves of infection occur
but are within control. The vaccine is
assumed to be smoothly distributed
with some delays in developed and
developing countries, resulting in a
high rate of vaccine distribution in
developed countries by the end of
2022.
In addition, government support
and stimulus packages would be
effectively deployed to limit the
recessionary impact and spur a
resumption of economic growth.
Air traffic, aircraft and the global
economy
In the event of a more modest
recovery, there would be decreased
traffic demand with soft demand
recovery in the following years.
Airlines would see a return to preCovid domestic traffic levels by
2024 and international traffic levels
by 2025. Given moderate structural
changes in the industry, airlines
would see a long-term RPK growth
rate from 2019-30 of about 1.9%. The
overall trend in air traffic would be
more delayed industry growth when
compared with previous scenarios.
After this return to air traffic growth,
production rates of narrowbody
aircraft would be expected to return to
2018 levels in 2025-26. For widebody
aircraft, there would be an extended
decrease in demand and, as a result,
the recovery would be far slower, not
reaching 2018 production levels until
the middle of the next decade.

A wave of aircraft retirements
would continue until 2024, especially
among widebody aircraft, and like
the IATA Baseline scenario, strong
credit investments would see limited
impacts, but higher spreads would be
required for asset-based investments
of older aircraft with poorer credits.
Underlying these trends would be
a global economy in the midst of an
L-shaped recovery. In this scenario,
global GDP and international trade
would experience stagnant levels of
growth for one to two years. Within the
aviation sector, there would be some
operator exits and moderate levels of
consolidation.
Pessimistic recovery
The fourth potential post-Covid-19
scenario assumes a slow pace
of recovery within the industry,
resulting in a profoundly weaker
industry because of the pandemic.
This Pessimistic Recovery scenario
assumes a public health response
that is not effective in slowing down
the spread of the virus. Moderate to
severe subsequent waves of infection
occur, including the emergence of
multiple virus variants that ultimately
lower vaccine efficacy. The vaccine
is assumed to be distributed across
remaining developed countries by
mid-2022, but developing countries
face further delays to receive and
distribute vaccines.
In addition, there is ineffective
execution of government support and
stimulus packages. A potential 2022
recovery is stymied by more new virus
variants and delays in vaccinations,
which all negatively affect business
outlooks.
Air traffic, aircraft and the global
economy
In the event of a weak recovery, there
would be decreased traffic demand
with soft demand recovery in the
following years. Airlines would see a
return to pre-Covid domestic traffic
levels by 2026 and international traffic
levels by 2028.
Given significant structural changes
in the industry and a decreased
consumer propensity to travel, airlines
would see a long-term 2019-30 RPK
growth rate of about 0.5%. Compared
with pre-Covid growth rates, the
overall trend in air traffic would
www.airfinancejournal.com
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be significantly reduced industry
growth rates. In this scenario, the
negative effects of the pandemic on
the aviation industry would be clear
throughout most of this decade.
After this nearly stagnant air
traffic growth, production rates
of narrowbody aircraft would be
expected to return to 2018 levels in
2027-28. For widebody aircraft, there
would be an extended decrease in
demand and, as a result, the recovery
would be far slower, not reaching 2018
production levels until after 2035.
There would also be a wave
of aircraft retirements until 2027,
especially among widebody and
parked aircraft. In this case, the
production rate increases planned
by Boeing and Airbus would be
significantly delayed and any
production ramp-up would be far
slower than anticipated.
Underlying these trends would be
a global economy in the midst of an
L-shaped recovery. In this scenario,
global GDP and international trade
would experience stagnant levels of
growth for two to three years. Within
the aviation sector, there would be
a heightened level of operator exits
and industry consolidation. In these
conditions, it would be difficult for
new airlines to launch successfully,
and many planned launches would
either be cancelled or delayed.
Larger operators that can capture
a greater share of the reduced
air travel demand would be most
successful.

Figure 19: Indexed RPK growth of demand scenarios, 2019
forecasted through 2022
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that would not reach expected levels
at some time between 2025 and
2028. But, of course, this all depends
on actions taken and progress made
in the remainder of this year and the
first part of next year.
Traffic recovery is likely to be
uneven depending on the region and
type of traffic. While it is very hard to
make predictions at this juncture given
all the external factors and variables,
it is safe to assume a continued more
rapid recovery in domestic traffic
compared with international traffic.
The rate of traffic recovery in the
Asia-Pacific, excluding China, will
also likely continue to lag behind
other regions and the recovery will
be slower at least in the initial phases
in developing countries compared
with developed countries. Developing
Where are we now?
countries, particularly in Asia, will
As of writing this in August 2021,
eventually resume their lead role in
given the surge in cases and rapid
driving global air transport growth
spreading of variants caused by
vaccine hesitancy and regional refusal but for at least a few years it could
be developed countries that drive
of mask mandates and preventative
any possible recovery in global traffic
measures, the early phases of the
Optimistic Recovery and IATA Baseline levels.
Domestic traffic has already fully or
seem to have passed us by. And while
nearly fully recovered in some major
the future is difficult to predict, the
markets including China, Russia and
current trajectory we are seeing puts
the USA, as well as several smaller
us somewhere between the Alton
markets such as Kazakhstan, Mexico
Baseline and Pessimistic Recovery
and South Korea. Domestic traffic
scenarios.
At this point in 2021, even given the is currently a small fraction of 2019
levels in several domestic markets
vaccine rollout and slowly opening
– particularly in the developing
economies, hopes of a near-term
world – because of domestic travel
snapback to pre-Covid levels have all
restrictions. However, vaccination
but faded. We may be looking down
rates in most of these markets are
the barrel of a longer-term recovery
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increasing rapidly and several will
achieve widespread vaccination
by the end of this year. When this
occurs, domestic demand, particularly
leisure demand, could recover rapidly
because international travel options
are likely to remain limited for some
time.
Globally, it is possible domestic
travel will return to 2019 levels by the
end of 2022 as most of the main, as
well as most of the smaller domestic
markets, will have fully recovered.
This is roughly in line with the IATA
Baseline scenario, which expects
domestic traffic to be back at 2019
levels by 2023, and faster than the
domestic forecasts under the Alton
Baseline or Pessimistic Recovery
scenarios.
However, international traffic could
take longer to recover fully than the
IATA Baseline, which forecasts a
return to 2019 levels by 2024. The
international traffic recovery will not
necessarily be driven by economic
recovery or a return of GDP growth
as has been the case after previous
crises but will be impacted by
lingering travel restrictions and border
closures.
Even where international travel is
permitted, it will likely be much less
convenient than international travel
before the pandemic because of
onerous requirements and various
hurdles, impacting demand and the
appetite for discretionary travel.
There will also likely continue to
be spikes in Covid cases and the
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emergence of new variants, which
could impact international demand
much more than domestic demand.
International travel has been
perceived as riskier than domestic
travel as requirements for returning
to the country of residence can
change while overseas. These risks
and the associated uncertainties
could particularly impact international
business travel, potentially for several
years.
Covid-19 is not about to go away
and will likely continue to impact
international travel significantly for the
foreseeable future. Domestic demand
will likely be much more resilient and
could globally even grow well beyond
2019 levels in certain scenarios while
international traffic remains well below
2019 levels. International traffic may
not fully recover for several years,
in line with the pessimistic scenario,
which sees recovery of international
traffic by 2028.
Several parameters could be
useful to track given the uncertainty
in the outlook, particularly for the
international market. For this crisis, it
may not be prudent to focus entirely
on traffic and economic indicators.
Covid cases, testing and vaccines
will be key factors as well as the
related Covid strategies used by
governments to try to contain the
spread even in a potentially endemic
environment.
Countries and regions have
diverged considerably with their Covid
strategies. Some countries continue
to pursue widespread testing and
have plans to ramp up testing even
further as restrictions ease, while
other countries have much more
limited testing and have no plans
to rely on testing as part of their
future strategies. It is likely there will
continue to be significant divergence
between countries in terms of both
strategies and air travel protocols,
which could make international travel
difficult.
As new waves of cases and new
variants emerge, some countries
may respond by closing borders
again or reintroducing quarantine
requirements, which stifles demand.
In theory, widespread vaccination
should enable countries to open
borders and keep borders open as
well as transition away from focusing

on case numbers. But some countries
with high vaccination rates have so far
been reluctant to open up with other
high vaccination rate countries and
instead are insisting on both low case
numbers and high vaccination rates as
well as rigorous testing regimes.
As more countries reach
widespread vaccination, it is likely
many, particularly in Asia-Pacific, will
not swing open their borders to all
countries with high vaccination rates.
A much more cautious approach could
be pursued for at least several months
and perhaps even years. Quarantine
requirements could be reduced but
may not go away entirely and will
therefore continue to impact demand
irrespective of economic indicators.
Vaccine effectiveness is another
related variable that will be important
to track. Effectiveness levels vary by
vaccine and therefore effectiveness
rates vary by country given every
country relies on a different
combination of vaccines. This makes it
even harder for countries, particularly
countries with conservative strategies,
to open up fully to vaccinated
travellers or all countries with
high vaccination rates. Vaccine
effectiveness for each country will
likely further diverge as booster shots
start to be implemented by some but
not all countries.
The emergence of new strains
negatively impacts vaccine
effectiveness while, conversely, the
release of new or updated vaccines
and the implementation of booster
shots should lead to improved
effectiveness. How this all pans out in
terms of overall effectiveness globally
and each region is impossible to
predict. However, it is now critical to
track vaccine effectiveness closely as
it impacts government policies and
strategies that in turn have a huge
bearing on the pace of the recovery.
Government support is another
key factor to track as the crisis drags
on, impacting the ability of airlines to
survive and recover. Strong support
from governments and industry
partners including lessors has so far
enabled almost all airlines to survive
the crisis. There have been very
few examples of consolidation and
a relatively small number of major
airline collapses. However, continued
strong support from governments

and industry partners cannot be
assumed. While some airlines should
be able to secure more government
support or may not require additional
support, there will likely be many
airlines which will require additional
support but will not be able to
secure additional packages and or
extensions of current government
benefits.
Securing further support from
industry partners will also become
increasingly difficult as the financial
position of some partners weakens.
Some partners may also decide to pull
the plug on certain weaker airlines,
particularly in regions that are slow to
recover, as better opportunities start
to emerge with airlines which are in a
better financial position and are based
in regions that have stronger nearterm demand.
The pace of airline exits and
consolidation could pick up
considerably in the remaining phases
of the crisis. While new airlines
and expansion of existing airlines
could fill some of the voids, the
overall market could shrink even if
economic indicators become more
favorable. Government support
and industry exits could become
important indicators in determining
which recovery scenario ultimately
materialises.
Bridges to post-Covid growth
Regardless of which scenario – or
combination of scenarios – comes
to pass, there are options for the
aviation industry to leverage this crisis
into an opportunity, especially given
the current downtime afforded to all
sectors.
Lessors
Established lessors require structured
plans to weather the crisis. With
airline revenues in sharp decline,
most lessees have sought commercial
concessions from lessors, either
from near-term rent deferrals or
broader contract restructurings.
When considering the scale of airline
revenue deterioration, continuing
these concessions will be vital
mechanisms for airline liquidity
preservation, and the absence of such
concessions could directly impact
the survival prospects of certain
operators.
www.airfinancejournal.com
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While most global airlines are
severely affected by Covid-19, each
operator’s positioning to deal with the
crisis varies in terms of existing capital
structure, as well as government
and shareholder support. With more
restructuring requests likely, lessors
should not shy from digging deeply
into airlines’ business plans and
forecasts to make objective decisions
on what support to provide.
For most lessees, initial relief has
come in the form of lease deferrals,
and hopes were pinned on a
recovered summer 2021 industry.
However, given the muted recovery,
particularly in Asia, lessors are being
forced to provide further rent relief
or early lease termination, leading to
revenue reductions and increased
exposure to deferred income from
riskier lessees.
To mitigate these effects, lessors
must look for win-win solutions
such as accepting lower lease rates
in exchange for lease extensions
beyond the current term. These
outcomes will allow airlines to achieve
short- to medium-term liquidity relief,
while lessors secure further lease
terms and avoid future remarketing
and reconfiguration expenses.
Lessors can also take steps such
as accepting lease rate reductions
or prolonged payment deferrals in
exchange for sale and leaseback
arrangements on airlines’ forward
orders. As shown by several highprofile sale and leaseback deals in
the first half of this year, including
Delta Air Lines, Easyjet, Cathay Pacific,
and many others, airline demand for
liquidity created the opportunity for
lessors to gain exposure to top-tier
credits at reportedly better yields
compared with the pre-Covid-19
environment.
Given the pressure on values
and rates and a limited market for
remarketing, it is not surprising that
lessors have so far been reluctant
to initiate aircraft repossessions. As
additional airlines enter bankruptcy
and administration processes,
repossessions will become more
frequent and lessors will face
significant cost and revenue impacts
as even new and younger aircraft will
experience off-lease periods. Lessors
face trade-offs between securing
aircraft onto lease at low rates with
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lower-tier credits and allowing longer
downtime in search of more preferred
counterparties while waiting for rates
to improve.
Lessors with orderbook obligations
may see committed lessees unable
to take delivery. The pressure to
place new aircraft could lead lessors
to retire some of their mid-life fleets
prematurely, before realising the
value they initially anticipated. At
the same time, the oversupply of
new aircraft may significantly reduce
demand for secondary aircraft, forcing
mid-life aircraft lessors to reassess
their asset valuation strategy and
turn to passenger-to-freighter (P2F)
conversions of applicable aircraft
types to provide some relief.
Some prepandemic funding options
may be returning to prominence in the
near to medium term, however. For
example, while many potential ABS
deals had ceased during the deepest
phases of the crisis, six new deals
have been issued since the onset of
Covid-19 through August 2021. This
stands in contrast to the milieu after
the global financial crisis, when the
market did not return for more than
five years.
Airlines
Airlines can use the time of Covid
overhang to streamline their
operations both internally and
externally. The focus must be turned
to network strategies, adapting and
improving existing planning and
scheduling processes that typically
take weeks to complete for them
to run weekly, keeping up with the
rapidly changing demand profile as
operations ramp up.
As we transition to recovery,
airlines need clear rules for route
reopening and scheduling, drawing
on the insights from their intelligence
task forces, closely monitoring
competitor actions and taking a
hard look at their airport slots. Given
the impetus to retain or reattract
customers, it also behooves airlines to
improve customer service and overcommunicate with passengers to help
manage operations in these times of
uncertainty.
Most importantly, to maintain
stability in their bottom line, airlines
must look toward cost reductions
through productivity improvements,

contractual arrangements, basing
strategy, process redesign and
outsourcing. They must also reevaluate non-aircraft capital expenses,
and institute processes to avoid cost
creep and ensure any savings are
reallocated to critical areas of need.
Many may emerge from the crisis with
much smaller operations.
Many airlines have adapted new
long-term strategies during the
pandemic while also addressing
immediate challenges, leading to
restructurings and recapitalisations.
The pace of adaptation could increase
as the crisis continues and as more
airlines recognise how the landscape
has permanently changed.
Digitalisation is a major theme
that has already emerged with many
airlines adopting new digitalisation
strategies or accelerating digitalisation
plans that were already in place
before the pandemic. Many airlines
have used the downtime to upgrade
systems that should improve customer
experiences, particularly given the
increased focus on touchless options
in the post-pandemic environment,
as well as improve efficiencies. There
are still opportunities for airlines to
pursue further digitalisation in many
areas – both internal or backend and
customer-facing – although for some
airlines financial constraints make it
difficult to invest at this time.
Diversification is another trend
that has been accelerating during
the pandemic, because airlines
are eager to pursue new revenue
streams to offset the huge drop in
passenger traffic. Several airlines
have launched new products aimed
at loyal customers and designed to
leverage their brands, particularly
in their home markets. Most of
these airlines are selling lifestylerelated products that complement
their traditional offering but some
have pivoted more significantly. For
example, Air Asia has developed a
super app that is now offering food
delivery, package delivery, groceries
and ride-hailing along with typical
airline-related products such as hotels
and insurance.
Most airlines also have increased
their focus on cargo, which is another
example of revenue diversification.
While passenger revenues have
plummeted, cargo revenues for
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the overall industry have surged to
all-time highs. Cargo airlines and
passenger airlines that already have
large freighter operations have
benefitted the most from this surge
but passenger airlines which had
limited cargo businesses before the
pandemic also have adapted their
strategies to tap into this opportunity.
Some airlines have launched
passenger aircraft freighter operations
by removing seats or loading cargo in
the passenger cabin.
While these operations peaked in
2020, many airlines have continued
to operate some passenger aircraft
freighters and are planning to again
increase these operations in the fourth
quarter of 2021 to meet peak season
cargo demand.
Low-cost carriers
Low-cost carriers (LCCs), which
traditionally have shied away from
cargo because of concerns it would
compromise their business model,
have particularly been keen to
start pursuing cargo opportunities.
Cargo has been a lifeline during
the pandemic and many LCCs
have now also adjusted their longterm strategies to focus on cargo
permanently. Some have even
started operating or wet-leasing
full freighters and have established
logistics businesses aimed at growing
e-commerce demand.
While cargo opportunities are
not limited to LCCs, they have

some potential advantages in the
e-commerce sector, which has
boomed during the pandemic. Some
traits of the low-cost model can be
leveraged for cargo operations,
enabling LCCs to offer relatively
inexpensive cargo capacity. This
particularly applies to narrowbody
operations.
While widebodies account for most
cargo flown globally, the narrowbody
segment is important and growing
rapidly because of the e-commerce
boom. LCCs can effectively offer
e-commerce customers a highfrequency service in domestic and
regional international markets.
LCCs are also well positioned
as leisure travel recovers. While
LCCs are still much smaller than
full-service carriers (FSCs) in terms
of overall revenues, they generally
rely much less on business traffic,
which is expected to recover slower
than the leisure and visiting friends
and relatives segments. LCCs also
generally rely much more than FSCs
on domestic markets, which have and
will continue to recover faster than
international markets.
One of the most significant
drivers of pre-Covid growth was the
increased proliferation of the LCC.
LCCs subscribe to a different business
model from that of the traditional
FSCs, enabling them to attract
passengers with lower fares because
of their lower cost base.
The general characteristics of the

Figure 20: Annual global low-cost carrier capacity share of
total seats
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LCC model feature a standardised
fleet type of single-aisle aircraft that
operate at high utilisation levels with
short turnaround times in a pointto-point mode, often to secondary
airports. They distribute sales primarily
through direct channels and have
eliminated many of the full-service
customer offerings while debundling
fares so that passengers pay for
only what they need. In 2019, LCCs
accounted for 30% of the global
market by seat capacity. In the first
eight months of 2021, the LCC share
was 31%.
Covid-19 has posed a significant
challenge to the LCC business model,
which typically relies on high load
factors and operating frequencies.
Additionally, there are not many LCCs
that are government-owned or linked,
particularly outside Asia. Generally,
governments have not offered aid
to the independent LCCs in the way
they have to FSCs. However, given
the health of LCCs before the crisis,
they – or at least the strongest among
them – may not need as much help
going forward.
Those in a healthy position can take
advantage of their strategy of driving
down fares in their markets. These
low fares will allow them to stimulate
a great degree of demand that will
return during the recovery period,
and put them on an equal footing
with larger carriers which have also
turned to fare-cutting as a mitigation
strategy. Given that Europe and the
domestic market in the USA should
hold strong during reopening, LCCs
are well poised to take advantage.
In Asia, LCCs are also generally well
positioned but many were not that
strong financially before the crisis and
are now struggling more than FSC
competitors which have benefitted
from government support.
It is evident that LCCs have driven
down fares in the markets in which
they operate and that there is a
degree of demand that is stimulated
by these low fares. The LCC model
first put down roots in the US market,
then penetrated the European market
and, in more recent years, rapidly
inundated the Asia-Pacific market.
Specifically, by the end of 2020, LCCs
accounted for 51% of available seats
in South-East Asia and 64% in India.
LCC fares have declined at a greater
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Figure 21: Distribution of in-service passenger aircraft age,
year-end 2020
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rate than global averages in regions
such as the Asia-Pacific, where the
concentration of LCCs is high.
The LCC model has proven
particularly effective where populations
are dense and major population
centres and leisure destinations
are close. South-East Asia, one of
the world’s most densely populated
regions, was one of the first to see
LCCs overtake FSCs by available seat
capacity in 2019 and 2020. In Europe,
LCCs accounted for 39% of available
seats in 2020; in Latin America for
43%; and in North America for 34%.
While the largest two markets (by
seat capacity), Europe and North
America, have a high LCC presence, in
China, the third-largest market, LCCs
accounted for just 12% of available
seats – the Chinese passenger aviation
industry is still heavily dominated by
three government-owned carriers
and their subsidiaries. If regulations in
China were relaxed, the market would
likely be poised for a rapid increase in
LCC penetration, as was the case in
many other markets.
The LCC business model is heavily
supported by ancillary revenues
beyond ticket sales. Industry
research from IdeaWorks suggests
that ancillary sales accounted for
22.1% of the airline industry as a
whole in the second quarter of 2020;
for some major LCCs it accounts for
significantly more – Volaris (Mexico)
and Ryanair (Ireland) each reported
ancillaries as 48% of total operating
revenue in the fourth quarter of
2020; Spirit Airlines (US) earned
as much as 50% of its revenue on
ancillaries in 2019.
As passenger numbers fell in 2020,
LCCs also sought to compensate by
collecting more ancillary revenues –
ancillaries grew 27% year-over-year in
the fourth quarter of 2020 as a share
of Ryanair’s revenues and 35% as a
share of Easyjet’s (UK) in the same
period.
As LCCs have grown in market
share, many FSCs have also taken
to unbundling certain products and
raising ancillary revenues, introducing
basic economy fares that mimic the
stripped-down fare model of an LCC
and incorporating fees for baggage,
seat assignments and even in-flight
catering services in economy cabins
on short- and medium-haul routes.

0%

NOTE: Excludes aircraft parked at 2020 year-end

Market liberalisation
Ongoing market liberalisation
stemming from the deregulation of
the commercial airline industry in
the late 1970s has allowed airlines
to supply the demand as they see
fit in markets they find attractive,
with less government involvement.
Not only has liberalisation enabled
greater competition, it has also
enabled greater cooperation among
airlines. The Open Skies Agreement
has opened up more routes for
competition and laws about foreign
ownership have been relaxed.
Domestic deregulation has
increased within specific markets,
such as India, adding more domestic
routes and, in so doing, increasing
demand, particularly for narrowbody
aircraft. The overall effect has been a
reduction of barriers to entry, enabling
more new entrants, most notably
LCCs which would not otherwise have
been able to overcome regulatory
constraints. LCCs have opened
up more secondary destinations
and added more point-to-point
routes while driving down fares for
consumers.
However, with Covid-19 severely
impacting travel between regions and
countries, we expect some of this
progress to reverse in the near term.
First, governments worldwide
have put travel restrictions beyond
airlines’ control, some of which are
expected to remain in the near term
as countries try to avoid unnecessary

travel from bringing secondary waves
of infections. As these restrictions are
slowly lifted, we expect governments
to maintain control over which routes
are deemed operational.
Second, airlines worldwide have
been asking for government aid to
survive the fallout of the Covid-19
pandemic. Having infused financial
support to airlines, governments
will be more actively involved in the
industry. Some governments have
implemented or are considering
moratoriums on awarding licences
to new airlines to protect airlines
they have bailed out and provide an
opportunity for all existing competitors
to recover.
Some governments have
implemented or are considering
domestic airfare floors and caps
that could also stifle competition. In
some cases, air service agreements
may be reopened and become more
restrictive rather than continue the
pre-Covid trend towards liberalisation
and open skies. Foreign airline
ownership restrictions are unlikely to
be eased – and could, in some cases,
even be tightened – making it even
more difficult to pursue cross-border
consolidation.
Progressive deregulation since the
1970s has liberalised the commercial
airline industry, spurring both fiercer
competition and more efficient
cooperation between airlines. Open
skies agreements have opened
routes for global competition, and
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laws restricting foreign ownership of
airlines have been relaxed. In many
markets, domestic regulation has also
been curtailed – India, in particular,
has seen a boom in the number of
domestic routes and destinations
served, and an accompanying rise in
demand for aircraft, particularly in the
narrowbody segment.
Deregulation has also had the
overall effect of lowering the barriers
to entry for carriers into the aviation
market – most notably LCCs, many
of which would have been otherwise
unable to overcome regulatory
requirements and restrictions. The
proliferation of point-to-point LCCs
saw a great increase in new routes
and unique city pairs; immediately
before the pandemic downturn in
2020, the global airline industry
served more than 20,000 unique
city pairs, up from just over 10,000
20 years previously. By April 2020,
this figure had fallen to less than
5,000 and, although there has been
some recovery since that trough, full
recovery in unique city pairs may not
be seen for years.
Aircraft retirement demand
An aircraft is retired when it reaches
the end of its economic life, which
is when the cost of operating and
maintaining the aircraft exceeds its
profit-making ability.
By historical standards, the useful
life of an aircraft has been between
20 and 30 years. In recent years,
however, retirements before the age
of 25 have been seen, sometimes
motivated by part-out opportunities
with attractive values (particularly for
engines) compared with the available
options for subsequent leases.
At the end of 2020, nearly 20%
of the global active and parked
commercial aircraft fleet, numbering
more than 7,500 units, was older
than 20 years of age. This cohort
of aircraft is perceived to be likely
candidates for retirement in the
coming years.
Additionally, as shown in Figure 21,
a significant number of aircraft were
delivered 16 to 20 years ago and
remain in service; fleet demographics
such as these will cause retirements
to increase over the next decade,
especially with Covid-19 accelerating
aircraft retirement plans.

The rate of retirements has grown
over the decades as the global
fleet has aged. While the average
retirement rate in the mid-1990s was
about 0.6%, retirements reached
about 2.5% of the global fleet in the
2009-13 period. The slowdown over
the past five years has been caused
by a combination of strong growth
demand and a more modest fuel price
environment.
The more significant decrease in
narrowbody retirement rates can
be partly attributed to the 737 Max
grounding because operators are
forced to extend the operation of
older aircraft that were slated for
replacement by the 737 Max.
Amid the Covid crisis and beyond,
a wave of retirements is expected to
remove older aircraft from the global
fleet earlier than expected. But while
this may remove much existing metal
from play, it does allow for airlines and
lessors an opportunity to reconsider
their fleet make-up. Whether this means
switching to newer, more fuel-efficient
technologies or targeting aircraft to suit
their most profitable segments, Covid-19
may be the push aircraft owners and
operators need to replace and optimise
their fleet to their specific needs.
Initially, low retirement rates were
expected to continue into the 2020s,
but the Covid-19 pandemic has
forced airlines worldwide to execute
accelerated retirement plans as
they look to restructure their fleets
and remove aircraft with higher
maintenance and operational costs.
This is a signal that the industry will

experience a spike in retirements
throughout the next few years.
Freighter conversion demand
Freighter conversion is also a driver
of passenger aircraft demand for
replacement. A significant proportion
of the global freighter aircraft fleet
– especially narrowbody aircraft
-- is conversions from passenger
aircraft as opposed to purpose-built
production freighters. Conversions are
economically feasible when values of
passenger aircraft decline sufficiently
to make the investment attractive
enough for freight operators.
P2F conversion programmes are
only available for certain aircraft
models. The programmes have
historically served to extend the life
and buoy the residual values of those
aircraft. Boeing forecasts that 61% of
the freighter deliveries expected in the
next two decades will be passenger
aircraft conversions.
Recently launched conversion
narrowbody programmes are
providing attractive options; in
late 2017, the first 737NG freighter
conversion was completed, offering
additional capacity and nextgeneration efficiency advantages over
current generations.
The conversion programme for
the A320/A321 marks the first for an
Airbus narrowbody. The converted
A321 entered into service in late 2020.
With a capacity of up to 14 pallets, it
expects to be positioned as a 757200 replacement. For the 737NG
and A320/A321 P2F programmes,

Figure 22: Boeing freighter demand forecast 2020-2039
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The end of Covid-19 is not coming
as soon as most had hoped.
Several factors have prolonged
its effects on the aviation industry
and the pace of recovery has
proven uneven

the availability of attractively priced
feedstock would seem to be a limiting
consideration.
However, as Covid-19 forces some
airlines to accelerate retirements
of older models, including those in
the 737NG and A320 families, the
freighter conversion market may see
an uptick in feedstock availability.
If you’re going through Hell,
keep going
The end of Covid-19 is not coming
as soon as most had hoped. Several
factors have prolonged its effects on
the aviation industry and the pace of
recovery has proven uneven, currently
at levels below the prepandemic norm.
The landscape remains altered and
while the fight for survival continues,
industry players need to carry on with
their medium-term planning and look
for ways to increase cash coming in,
reduce costs and keep operations
running – all while managing the
continuing health and safety issues for
customers and employees.
Business-as-usual planning will not
suffice. Companies must continue to
plan for extended recovery, carefully
evaluating their financial stance

and preserving flexibility. Ultimately,
they will need clear action plans
incorporating no-regret moves,
strategic bets and a set of triggers to
activate these actions as the situation
continues to evolve.
But there still may be light for
many at the end of the tunnel. With
the rollout of vaccines, the deep
phase of the crisis is more than likely
over. Countries are gradually lifting
quarantine measures for vaccinated
individuals and domestic and
international travel has resumed at a
lower level. In the coming overhang
phase, expect further dips and
rebounds as various global regions
are impacted until a vaccine is
widely available internationally, and
dangerous variants are quelled.
At the same time, we are confident
that players across the entire value
chain who can take advantage of the
shakeout will emerge from this crisis
smarter, more focused and more
risk-averse. For industry stakeholders,
this means a continual weathering of
ambiguous, challenging times that
are continually evolving – but also an
opportunity to come out of the crisis
better positioned than before.

Alton Aviation Consultancy
Alton Aviation Consultancy is a global advisory firm serving the aviation
and aerospace industries. It was founded by veteran aviation industry
executives, globally recognised for their thought leadership, quantitative
analytics and innovative solution development. The firm offers full value
chain coverage with clients including airlines, manufacturers, maintenance,
repair and overhaul and aftermarket service providers, lessors and the
broader financial and investment community.
With offices in New York, Dublin, Hong Kong, Beijing, Tokyo and Singapore,
Alton’s diverse team of professional advisers bring a global perspective with
deep regional expertise across the entire aviation value chain to its client
engagements. Typical client engagements include strategy and business
plan development, operational performance improvement, restructuring and
transaction support.
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The Changing Tax Landscape
for Aviation Finance
KPMG looks at the imminent tax changes that “may result in the greatest
realignment of global taxation in living memory”.

T

he world of international tax is
undergoing a period of great
turbulence. The taxation of aviation
lessors has been subject to significant
change over the past 10 years.
Previously reliable tax structures have
fallen away. Airlines are demanding
more robust tax structuring. New tax
laws are emerging in key customer
jurisdictions, and the OECD, EU and
USA are driving changes to which
lessors have to react.
Plentiful capital raised in a tax-efficient
way contributed to a sustained period
of booming growth in the industry in
the 2010s. Asset-backed securitisation
(ABS) debt and unsecured debt issued
by lessors enjoyed a buoyant level
of demand in the capital markets.
Neat, tax-efficient structures supported
these transactions, even as high-growth
lessee jurisdictions turned their attention
to lessor taxation and substance.
In 2020 and 2021, as the Covid-19
crisis devastated aviation, global
leaders met to agree a fundamental
reorganisation of international tax
rules. The still-unfolding BEPS 2.0
process will have a defining effect on
taxation and returns in the aviation
finance industry over the coming
years. Changes are on the horizon
which may result in the greatest
realignment of global taxation in living
memory, and aircraft lessors will need
to understand the potential impact on
their businesses.
In this article, we review the impact
of tax changes which have emerged
in recent years on the aviation finance
community, at investor, lessor and
lessee levels. We also consider
the future direction of travel in
international tax and its possible effect
on aviation finance.

structures which have long served
investors and lessees well. Tax
efficiency is at the heart of these
structures (see diagram below), which
typically feature an Irish leasing
platform with aircraft held in assetowning special purpose vehicles
(SPVs) leased to airlines around the
globe.
Capital is invested into the Irish
platform from overseas, by way of
debt raise or equity, and is pushed
down into the SPVs in a tax-efficient
way. Employees are generally
separated from the assets and are
employed by an operating company,
or services are bought into the group
from an Irish-based lease manager.
Rentals are paid to the SPVs and are
returned to the investors by way of
interest or dividends.
These structures broadly operate
across three levels (investor, platform
and lessee), and at each level
there are specific tax issues to be
considered and managed. At a high
level, these are:
• investor level: withholding taxes

on returns of interest and dividends
are a key concern for investors.
Equity investors will also need
comfort on potential future exit
taxes which may arise on a disposal
of their investment;
• platform level: key platform-level
tax concerns include the rate of
tax applicable to profits earned,
the deductibility of operating
costs incurred, the availability of
accelerated tax depreciation on
aircraft costs and ability to offset
accrued tax losses against profits to
defer cash tax payable; and
• airline level: at the level of the
airlines, a key concern is managing
withholding tax exposures on lease
rentals returned to the platform.
Transfer taxes on aircraft novations,
and local income tax and VAT/
sales tax exposures, also require
management.
As the aviation finance industry has
developed and boomed, an Irish
leasing structure with clean, efficient
answers to the tax questions posed at

Typical aircraft leasing structure

Tax structuring in aviation finance
An investor entering the aircraft
leasing market for the first time will
find there are certain tried and tested
www.airfinancejournal.com
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each level has proven very effective.
The diagram provided is greatly
simplified for illustrative purposes.
However, as platforms grow and
expand into multiple SPVs, parallel/
side-car structures, foreign presences
and numerous holding companies,
bond issuers, treasury companies
and legal orphan offshoots, the
fundamental tax questions and
answers generally remain consistent.
At each level, the basic principles
of certainty and predictability in tax
treatment have been key to supporting
growth. However, developments
over recent years have tested that
predictability, with lessee jurisdictional
tax issues in particular putting pressure
on some aspects of the traditional
leasing structure.
In the next section, we will review
some significant tax changes over
the past 10 years and consider the
impact they have had on lessor/lessee
relationships.
BEPS 1.0: first steps towards change
The OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit
Shifting (BEPS) project in its first
iteration in October 2015 set out 15
“actions” designed to guide member
jurisdictions in reforming domestic
and international tax law to counter
the erosion of the global corporate tax
base.
One of the underlying aims of the
process was to bring about greater
alignment of taxation and substance.
The most significant of the actions
from an aircraft leasing perspective
was Action 15, the Multilateral
Instrument (MLI).
The MLI
The MLI was an instrument which
overlaid and amended existing
double tax treaties, including those
entered into by common leasing
platform jurisdictions such as Ireland,
Hong Kong SAR and Singapore. The
MLI sought to change the terms of
existing treaties to tighten up key
definitions and restrict access to
benefits, bringing a greater focus
on the substance of any company
seeking to claim treaty benefits. It has
the potential to deny treaty relief from
withholding tax on lease rentals.
The MLI started coming into force
for Ireland’s treaty network from 2019.
It is now effective for many key airline
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jurisdictions, where double tax treaty
relief is being availed of.
Among the changes introduced
into tax treaties by the MLI was the
Principal Purpose Test (PPT), which
effectively eliminated the availability
of treaty relief from withholding tax on
lease rentals where “treaty shopping”
was suspected.
The PPT states that relief will be
denied where it is reasonable to
conclude that obtaining a tax benefit
was one of the principal purposes of
entering into a transaction. The PPT
places very significant pressure on
what had historically been one of the
primary methods of managing income
tax and withholding tax risk on leases
to jurisdictions such as Australia, Japan
and Indonesia – the use of leasing
intermediary companies, or lease-in,
lease-out companies (Lilos).
The MLI also introduced into some
treaties additional tests under the
definition of permanent establishment
(PE). These changes mean that where
an employee “habitually plays the
principal role leading to the conclusion
of contracts” in a given jurisdiction,
a PE can be triggered and corporate
income tax become payable.
While Irish treaties do not contain
the expanded definition of PE, this
suggested change at OECD level
has heightened countries’ awareness
of the level of activity employees
of foreign organisations (such as
lessors) have in their jurisdictions, and
has significantly raised the risk that
negotiations and interactions with
airlines on their home turf may lead
to local tax exposures for aviation
lessors.

Demands for substance
Even before BEPS 1.0 formalised antitreaty shopping and PE exposures
in the MLI, airlines were beginning
to respond to the direction of travel
in international tax by tightening the
demands they were making of lessors.
In particular, aircraft lessors have seen
an increased focus from airlines in
certain key customer jurisdictions on
the level of substance in the lessor
entity or group.
Airlines in India, South Korea,
Russia and Poland, among others,
have issued lessors with detailed
questionnaires and letters of
representation to be completed and
signed before lease commencement.
These documents have posed
challenging questions of lessors,
seeking onerous and detailed
representations of their facts and
circumstances. Airlines have insisted
on SPVs being incorporated in the
jurisdictions in which they are tax
resident, ruling out the use of Cayman
or Bermudan incorporated SPVs.
In addition, airlines have requested
the release of commercially sensitive
information such as numbers of
employees in the lessor SPV,
properties owned or leased by the
SPV, and copies of board minutes, tax
returns, group structures and financial
statements.
In many cases, airlines’ demands
are driven by developments at local
tax office level. Airlines in India, Russia
and China have been subject to
investigation by the tax authorities in
their home jurisdictions, with questions
being asked in relation to leasing
contracts.
Tax authorities have queried the
entitlement of airlines to apply treaty
benefits to payments of lease rentals
to lessors resident overseas. The
airlines have responded by insisting on
the provision of what they (mistakenly)
understand to be evidence of Irish
tax residence or the SPV’s beneficial
ownership of rental income.
Demands for evidence of substance
in the asset-owning SPV have posed
a particular problem for lessors
using intermediary leasing entities to
manage withholding tax or income
tax in the airline jurisdiction. They
have also challenged structures
holding assets offshore, in zero tax
jurisdictions (such as the Cayman
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Islands or Bermuda), and leasing them
via intermediaries resident in Ireland,
Singapore or Hong Kong SAR.
Some lessors have responded to
the challenges of recent years by
seeking to own multiple assets in a
single entity (as opposed to bankruptcy
remote single asset-owning SPVs). The
airlines’ preferred model of a lessor
with employees and assets held in one
entity remains rare, however.
EU responses
While airlines have pushed lessors
to amend their structuring to
address substance concerns, at a
macro level tax changes driven by
the EU in response to the BEPS 1.0
project have imposed new reporting
requirements and additional significant
structure challenges. The EU’s AntiTax Avoidance Directive (ATAD),
introduced in 2016, set out a number
of measures it required member
states to implement in order to
address perceived tax abuses among
multinationals.
ATAD included requirements that
member states introduce Controlled
Foreign Company (CFC) rules to
tax profits held offshore in low tax
jurisdictions, anti-hybrid rules to
counter loopholes between tax
systems, exit taxes, General AntiAvoidance Rules (GAAR) and interest
limitation rules.
From an Irish tax perspective, some
of these rules were already in place
in Irish law. However, some (CFC, antihybrids) have had a significant impact
on lessors’ structures and on the tax
deductibility of expenses incurred by
lessors.
Commencing in 2022, the
introduction of interest limitation rules
in Ireland will require aircraft lessors to
consider their financing arrangements
in detail, with the risk of tax deductions
for interest on borrowings being partly
denied.
Alongside ATAD, the EU’s
introduction of the Common Reporting
Standard (CRS) and the Mandatory
Disclosure Regime (DAC 6 reporting),
also in response to BEPS 1.0, have
added to the information gathering
and disclosures burden being placed
on business.
Separately, tax reform in the USA,
now being revisited by the Biden
administration, has created new costs
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and difficulties for the structuring of
US investment into aviation finance.
Collectively, these new rules have
significantly upped the ante on lessors
in terms of the complexity of their
tax structuring and the tax reporting
required by them.
Different structures, different
challenges
The tax developments of recent
years have posed different kinds
of challenges for different kinds of
structures. Broadly, we have seen the
following impacts:
• mature leasing platform: full-scale
leasing platforms with significant
substance and a history of
transactions with existing customers
have not been immune to the
developments of recent years.
In particular, lessors have found
that Lilo structures which served
them well in the past have fallen
away, in some cases necessitating
significant restructuring. Irish lessors
with offshore presence have also
had to consider CFC rules;
• ABS structure: lessors’ ability to
place aircraft leased to certain
airlines into ABS structures has
come under significant pressure.
Novations of Russian, Indian and
Korean leases have been slow,
with airlines uncomfortable with the
change from an existing substantial
leasing platform to a legal orphan
structure without employees or a
physical presence. The payment
of returns to E-note investors have
given rise to complex anti-hybrids
questions;
• US investment: US funds typically
invest into leasing structures by way
of partnerships and LLCs, entities
which are treated as transparent
for US tax purposes. Airlines in less
sophisticated jurisdictions have
been known to request group
structures giving details of entities
above the level of the leasing
SPV, all the way to the ultimate
investor. Aside from the commercial
sensitivity of what is occasionally
requested, some airlines have
difficulty understanding the taxation
of income streams received by
entities typically used by US
funds, and some lessors have
encountered lessee resistance

with novations and new leases as
a result. The entities used by US
investors into Irish structures have
on occasion given rise to antihybrids problems; and
• offshore ownership: lessors
which have historically structured
their leases by way of asset
ownership offshore in tax-friendly
jurisdictions with head leases to (for
example) Ireland and sub-leases
to the ultimate airlines have faced
pressure from lessees seeking
evidence of a substantial presence
in Ireland.
All Irish resident structures will be
required to consider the impact of
the introduction of interest limitation
rules from 2022 onwards, and all
have been required to consider the
DAC 6 reporting implications of new
transactions being entered into.
Since the introduction of the MLI,
the general direction of travel in
international taxation for aviation
finance has been clear. The more
substance that can be demonstrated
in the lessor SPV and its wider
group, the easier the deal. The PPT
in particular has crystallised what
were already well-established moves
towards insisting on greater substance
from lessors. While lessors have
minimised the representations given
and documents delivered, ultimately, in
order to be commercial and get leases
signed, accommodations have been
made – and costs incurred.
The demands imposed by BEPS 1.0
have not gone away; however, minds
are turning now towards the further,
very significant changes in the global
tax landscape proposed by BEPS 2.0.
In what follows, we will introduce
the expected rules and provide an
overview of how they might apply to
aviation lessors.
BEPS 2.0: new direction of travel
Notwithstanding the sweeping
changes introduced in the first phase
of the OECD’s BEPS project, the rapid
digitisation of the global economy
and the growth of the tech sector has
sharpened calls for a further radical
overhaul of international tax law. At
the conclusion of the BEPS 1.0 process
in 2015, certain countries remained
unhappy with the ultimate output;
however, it took a further number
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of years before any real movement
towards further change emerged.
The speed of progress has
accelerated rapidly over 2020 and
2021, with the publication of detailed
blueprints in 2020, and G7 and G20
level agreement on broad principles
earlier this year.
Collectively, the proposed further
changes are known as BEPS 2.0.
Across two “pillars” of rules, BEPS
2.0 proposes in some specific
circumstances (though most likely
not for lessors) to reallocate taxing
rights to customer jurisdictions, with
tax arising where revenues, rather
than profits, are generated, and to set
a global minimum effective tax rate
applicable to all multinationals over a
certain size.
New rules
As of September 2021, we have a
broad general sense of how the
rules might fall. First, it is important
to note that what is proposed under
BEPS 2.0 is expected to apply only
to multinationals with consolidated
global revenues of more than €750
million ($890.1 million). No account of
inflation is taken in the rules, however,
therefore monitoring will be needed
going forward. There is also the risk
of individual nations introducing
domestic rules which apply to
multinationals at a lower revenue
threshold – this is a point to watch out
for in the years ahead.
Pillar One seeks to reallocate
taxing rights to jurisdictions in which
revenues are realised, looking at
where sales are made rather than
where profits booked. There are
carveouts from Pillar One for certain
classes of regulated financial services,
not including leasing – however,
overall it is agreed that Pillar One
is less likely to be of immediate
relevance to aircraft lessors.
The calculations in Pillar One limit
its scope to multinationals with annual
turnover of more than €20 billion only
(expected to shrink to €10 billion in
seven years).
Minimum global effective tax rate
From an aviation finance perspective,
Pillar Two is likely to be the most
impactful. The aim of Pillar Two is to
establish a minimum global effective
tax rate (ETR), and to put in place

rules and the number of countries
which have agreed to implement
them, it appears likely that there will
be limited scope for restructuring to
manage exposures.

Claire Waters, Tax Director, KPMG
in Ireland, claire.waters@kpmg.ie

rules designed to ensure that ETR is
realised by multinationals.
Much recent media attention has
been focused on the minimum global
ETR. The agreements reached earlier
this year at G7 and G20 levels and
subsequently signed by more than 130
OECD member jurisdictions reference
an ETR of “at least” 15%. Earlier in
discussions it was hoped that the ETR
would fall at between 10% and 15%. It
is known that the USA under President
Biden prefers a higher rate of up to
21%, and it remains to be seen what
ETR will be settled on.
In order to ensure that in-scope
multinationals with consolidated
revenues of more than €750 million
are subjected to the agreed ETR, a
framework of rules has been agreed.
While much detail remains to be
worked out, at a high level these are
as follows:
• the Income Inclusion Rule (IIR):
a CFC-style rule will tax income
held offshore in jurisdictions which
do not impose the agreed global
minimum ETR;
• the Under-Taxed Payments
Rule (UTPR): tax deductions on
payments to jurisdictions which
do not impose the agreed global
minimum ETR will be denied; and
• the Subject to Tax Rule (STTR): this
rule will overlay tax treaties, denying
withholding tax relief on related
party payments to jurisdictions
which do not impose a nominal rate
of tax above a (to be agreed) 7.5%
to 9% rate.
A complicated system of formulae has
been proposed to ensure that taxable
amounts are fairly shared across
jurisdictions. Given the scope of the

Application of the rules
The practical impact of the BEPS 2.0
rules on aviation finance will vary
depending on the jurisdictions in
which the investors, asset-owning
SPVs and (if different) leasing SPVs
are resident for tax. The different rules
and calculations will pose different
problems for different kinds of
structures.
The clearest impact to model is
that of a change in the applicable
ETR. Many of the details around ETR
calculation, including the availability
of carried forward losses, allowances
to be made for substance in a given
jurisdiction and the rate itself, are yet
to be ironed out.
The following points consider at
a high level the possible impact of
BEPS 2.0 on three well-known leasing
regimes, subject to finalisation of the
detail of the rules and assuming an
agreed global minimum ETR of 15%:
• the Irish regime has a headline
corporation tax rate of 12.5% and
this is the rate which aircraft leasing
companies are generally subject to
on their trading profits. Therefore, a
move to a 15% minimum ETR could
result in additional tax of 2.5% (ie,
an increase in your tax charge of
20%);
• Hong Kong SAR has a headline
corporation tax rate of 16.5% but its
concessionary regime for qualifying
aircraft leasing activities, introduced
in 2017, offers a net headline 1.65%
rate (8.25% on 20% of profits), but
with no deductions available for
tax depreciation. This generally
results in an ETR for a leasing group
in Hong Kong SAR around the 4%
to 6% range. Therefore, a move to
a minimum 15% ETR could result
in additional tax of 9% to 11% (ie,
an increase in your tax charge of
between 250% to 375%); and
• Singapore has a headline
corporation tax rate of 17%, however
under the concessionary Singapore
Aircraft Leasing Scheme, leasing
companies can avail of reduced
ETR of 8% (generally for an initial
www.airfinancejournal.com
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agreed period of five to 10 years but
it is possible to renew). A move to
a 15% ETR could result in additional
tax of 7% (ie, an increase in your tax
charge of 87.5%).
While ultimately the devil will be in
the detail of what is agreed at OECD
level and how it is implemented in
national legislatures, some possible
impacts on aviation finance structures
are as follows:
• US investment: US structures
which feature offshore blockers or
Cayman holding companies may
find the IIR and UTPR render the
use of these entities uneconomical,
imposing top-up taxes to eliminate
previous benefits. The expectation
of further US tax reform alongside
the continuing BEPS 2.0 process
means that US investors may incur
additional tax costs in aviation
finance structures over the coming
years (though this may be the case
for sectors other than aviation
finance as well);
• Japanese operating lease (Jol)
structures: many Jol structures are
managed by large, third-party Irish
leasing platforms. Japan’s corporate
tax system imposes sufficiently
high rates of tax such that the UTPR
would not be expected to impact
on lease rentals paid from Ireland
to Japan. The STTR also should
not apply in a third-party leasing
arrangement;
• offshore ownership: the UTPR is
designed to catch payments to
jurisdictions which operate a rate
of tax below the agreed global
minimum. The rule is likely to
increase the costs of structures
which hold assets offshore in low
or nil tax jurisdictions such as
Bermuda or Cayman. From the
perspective of the STTR, this is most
likely to impact on payments within
groups to countries which tax the
receipt at a nominal rate of less
than 7.5%. Consequently, lessors
owning assets in SPVs resident
in jurisdictions such as the UAE
may also find that the STTR has an
impact on their tax costs; and
• Chinese investment: Chineseheadquartered leasing groups will
need to be careful when paying
interest and fees from platforms
to Hong Kong SAR group entities
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to make sure the Hong Kong SAR
sourcing rules do not apply. Where
amounts received in Hong Kong
SAR are subject to a nominal rate
of tax of less than about 7.5%, the
STTR may deny tax treaty relief.
The UTPR will also need to be
considered in such a scenario.
What happens next?
The speed of progress in the BEPS
2.0 negotiations has picked up
significantly since the inauguration
of US President Biden in January.
Agreement on elements of the
proposals was reached at G7 and G20
levels in June and July – however,
there remains a large amount of detail
to be worked through.
Once a complete and final
agreement is reached at OECD
level, national legislatures will have
further work to do to implement the
agreement in domestic law. The USA
is pushing for a 2023 implementation
and the OECD has stated its
agreement; however, in reality it may
take a number of years before the real
impact of the changes are seen.
As mentioned earlier in this article,
very significant aspects of the
incoming rules are yet to be finalised.
A final ETR needs to be settled on,
with the current open-ended wording
referencing a rate of at least 15%.
The specifics of the calculations
of the IIR and UTPR alongside the
method for allocation of taxable
amounts to the various jurisdictions in
which a multinational has a presence
need to be worked out. Certain
nations have requested carve-outs
from the rules for favoured industries
and sectors, and the knock-on effect
of any such concessions will need to
be understood.
There is a long road left to travel
before we can be in a position to say
with confidence exactly how much of a
bearing BEPS 2.0 will have on aircraft
lessors two, five or 10 years into the
future.
One notable roadblock standing
between the proposals and their
implementation is the Biden
administration’s razor-thin margin in the
Senate and House of Representatives,
and its ambitious domestic agenda.
Having already won significant political
victories domestically, with the 2022
mid-term elections on the horizon, the

administration is likely to encounter
significant resistance in attempting to
pass BEPS 2.0 alongside domestic US
tax reform late this year or early next
year. Without the USA onboard, the
likelihood of the BEPS 2.0 proposals
being implemented would be
significantly reduced.
BEPS 2.0 and Ireland
US Treasury secretary Janet Yellen
has been liaising with the six OECD
member jurisdictions which remain
outside the agreement, applying
pressure in an effort to reach
unanimity. Of the six, Ireland is the only
significant one from an aviation finance
perspective (the others are Hungary,
Estonia, Nigeria, Kenya and Sri Lanka).
Ireland’s position on the BEPS 2.0
project has been clearly stated by the
current government, in that Ireland
supports the process and is committed
to international tax reform but cannot
sign up to the agreement given its
current lack of detail.
Ireland has also defended its 12.5%
rate as an appropriate and fair rate
and within the ambit of healthy tax
competition.
The Irish government has noted
that tax policy is a legitimate lever
to compensate for advantages of
scale, location, resources, industrial
heritage and the real, material and
persistent advantages enjoyed by
larger countries. That said, as the
BEPS 2.0 process evolves and the
detail of the plans are developed, it
remains a possibility that Ireland will
commit to joining the agreement and
corporate tax changes could follow in
the coming years.
Conclusion
The past decade has seen material
levels of change in the taxation of
aviation finance, with a direct effect
on the structuring of transactions and
the related knock-on costs for lessors.
Further great change is expected as
the second round of BEPS proceeds
towards a final agreement. The
ultimate impact of the rules and the
extent to which they will hit lessors’
bottom lines remains to be seen.
As always, those systems of taxation
which provide business with certainty,
stability and predictability in the face
of increasing complexity will be most
attractive to new investment.
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Ireland – centre of excellence
for aviation restructuring
The country has been a centre of excellence for aviation financing, and now
it is leading the way in aviation-related multijurisdictional restructurings,
writes Irish law firm Matheson.

T

here are a number of well-known reasons why
Ireland continues to attract investment in aviation:
its favourable tax regime; a wide double tax treaty
network; ease of access to the EU and OECD; a welldeveloped common law legal system; decades of
professional experience and expertise in aviation; and
a competitive business environment.
These factors, combined with a government which
is committed to growing and supporting the industry,
mean that Ireland is the obvious location to acquire,
finance and lease aircraft.
The Covid-19 pandemic had a major impact on the
aviation sector in general, and highlighted some of
the challenges and complexities involved in crossborder insolvencies and restructurings, having regard
to the jurisdiction of the airline’s/lessor’s centre of
main interests and the location of its assets. Despite
the pandemic, Ireland continues to build on its global

reputation and thrive as a centre of excellence for
aviation finance. This enviable position which Ireland
has achieved has been further enhanced having
regard to the approach of the Irish High Court over
the past 18 months to approve the use of both
schemes of arrangement and examinerships, the two
principal Irish restructuring tools, to facilitate complex
multijurisdictional aviation restructurings.
Schemes of arrangement
A scheme of arrangement is a statutory procedure
under Part 9 of the Irish Companies Act 2014 (as
amended), which is very similar to a scheme of
arrangement under the laws of England and Wales. It
is a flexible restructuring tool, requiring: the approval
of at least 75% in value and also a majority in number
of each scheme meeting of affected creditors, and
court approval to be binding.
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A significant distinction between an Irish scheme
of arrangement and its counterpart in England and
Wales is that an Irish court may, on application, grant a
moratorium with regard to creditor actions to facilitate the
formulation and approval of the scheme. This is a feature
of examinership also – the more widely used restructuring
process in Ireland, although, in the case of examinership,
the moratorium automatically commences on the court
filing for examinership (or on the appointment of an
examiner – interim or otherwise – in the case of a related
company).
The directors and shareholders are usually instrumental
in putting together the scheme and running the process.
As with an examinership, the company can continue
trading and the directors can stay in control of the
company.
Nordic Aviation (2020)
With respect to Nordic Aviation, the Irish High Court
approved a scheme of arrangement under Part 9 of the
Act. Although ultimately unopposed, the judgment of
the Irish High Court very helpfully clarified a number of
matters, including the following:
• it reaffirmed, following Re Ballantyne plc [2019] IEHC
407, the ability to affect third-party liabilities. The Irish
High Court went one step further on this occasion in
that the company which proposed the scheme was the
guarantor of the relevant liabilities and the third parties
were the principal creditors;
• following case law in England and Wales, it confirmed
that the order approving the scheme was a judgment
enforceable under the Brussels regulation; and
• it held that, because of the overwhelming creditor
support the scheme received, it did not constitute a
non-consensual restriction on an enforcement remedy
for the purposes of Article XI of Alternative A of the
Aircraft Protocol to the Cape Town Convention.
Recognition of the Irish court order under chapter 15 of the
US Bankruptcy Code was also entered by the New York
Bankruptcy Court.
Examinership
Examinership is a statutory framework and the principal
rescue process for companies in Ireland. Although there
are a number of differences, international corporates will
recognise examinership as being similar in many respects
to the Chapter 11 procedures in the USA and, to a lesser
extent, administration in the UK.
In an examinership, the maximum period in which a
company may be under the protection of the court is 100
days. It should be noted, however, that in response to the
pandemic and to address operational issues in respect
of compliance arising under the Act, the Companies
(Miscellaneous Provisions) (Covid-19) Act 2020 was
commenced for an interim period (which will expire on
31 December 2021 unless extended beyond that date)
and provides for the temporary extension of the 100-day
period to 150 days (subject to certain conditions being
satisfied).
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An examiner (a court-appointed insolvency practitioner)
must have formulated a scheme, convened creditors’
meetings and reported back to the court on the outcome
of the vote within the statutory timeframe, and the scheme
must be approved by more than 50% (in value and
number) of at least one impaired class of creditor before
the jurisdiction of the High Court is engaged to consider
and sanction the examiner’s scheme.
Provided an examiner delivers their report on the
outcome of the vote of the creditor meetings to the court
within the prescribed statutory timeframe, the court can
extend the protection afforded to the company beyond
that period so as to afford it sufficient time to consider and
rule on the scheme.
In an examinership, the company will continue to trade
and the directors usually remain in control of a company
during the protection period. This is subject to the court’s
discretion to direct, on application, that the examiner
assumes some or all of the director’s functions only for
the period of examinership. In practice, this is rarely done,
and usually only when there has been a suggestion of
some sort of wrongdoing on the part of the directors.
The examiner’s scheme of arrangement requires court
approval before it becomes binding.
Norwegian (2021)
On 26 May, Norwegian Air Shuttle successfully exited
the examinership process in Ireland. Matheson advised
Norwegian and its affiliated group companies on the
implementation of a global restructuring which resulted
in a write-down of the airline’s debt; discontinuation of its
long-haul operations and the downsizing of its operations
with a focus on Nordic and European routes.
A number of interesting observations can be made from
the decision of the Irish High Court:
• sufficient connection to Ireland: it was held that the
Irish High Court had jurisdiction to appoint an examiner
to Norwegian, on a related company basis, being a
non-Irish debtor which did not have its centre of main
interests in Ireland (or any other member state of the
European Union to which the EU Insolvency Regulation
applies), but which did have a “sufficient connection”
to Ireland on the basis that “the commercial operations
of the Group taken together with the range of
legal transactions entered into by both NAS and its
subsidiaries are so closely linked and interdependent
that NAS has a real and deep connection to the State”;
• parallel restructuring processes: the Irish High Court
reconfirmed that an examinership can be used in
parallel with other restructuring processes, running
outside of Ireland, for the purposes of giving effect
to cross-border restructuring plans. In this respect,
the principal restructuring process for Norwegian
and a number of its Irish affiliates was the Irish
examinership. Running parallel to this Irish process was
a reconstruction process governed by Norwegian law,
which effectively replicated and fully implemented the
Irish scheme of arrangement under Norwegian law;
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• repudiation of foreign law contracts: as part of the
examinership process, a number of applications were
made by Norwegian and its affiliated companies in
examinership for leave to repudiate various aircraft
leases, security assignments, guarantees and other
operational contracts with third parties which were
governed by various laws, including English and
New York. While a number of parties opposed the
repudiation applications, the Irish High Court ultimately
gave judgment in favour of Norwegian and its affiliates
on the grounds that the repudiations were necessary
to allow the examiner to formulate a scheme of
arrangement for the survival of Norwegian and its
corporate group as a whole. Interestingly, this was
also the first time an Irish Court has granted leave for a
company to repudiate guarantees, having satisfied itself
that the guarantees, the subject of the applications,
contained both monetary and non-monetary obligations
(predominantly relating to performance obligations
under existing operating leases);
• examinership and the Cape Town Convention: in the
Nordic statutory scheme, given the overwhelming creditor
support, the Irish High Court did not need to make any
determination vis-à-vis the Cape Town Convention and
statutory schemes under Part 9 of the Act. Accordingly,
whether statutory schemes of arrangement constitute
“insolvency proceedings” for the purposes of the Cape
Town Convention and Aircraft Protocol is a matter
yet to be formally determined as a matter of Irish law.
Examinership, on the other hand, is quite clearly an
“insolvency proceeding” and was not disputed by any
contesting party. In giving judgment, Mr Justice Quinn
clarified a number of important points with respect to the
Cape Town Convention and Aircraft Protocol:
• in approving applications for leave to repudiate
certain leases, and relying on the judgment of the
Federal Court of Australia in VB Leaseco Pty Ltd
(administrators appointed) v Wells Fargo, National
Association (trustee) [2020] FCAFC 168, the Irish
Court made a determination that the obligation of
lessees to “give possession” in accordance with
Article XI(2) of the Aircraft Protocol did not include
any obligation to redeliver the aircraft in accordance
with the redelivery conditions of the lease;
• an application for leave to repudiate contacts as part
of the examinership process is an act of termination
and not modification. Accordingly, the repudiation
applications did not conflict with the provisions of
Article XI(10) of the Aircraft Protocol which prohibits
modification without the consent of the other party;
and
• “insolvency administrator” for the purposes of
the Cape Town Convention includes a “debtor in
possession if permitted by the applicable insolvency
law”. Under Part 10 of the Act, the parties in
examinership were each a debtor in possession
and therefore the repudiation of leases was not
prohibited.
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International tax reform:
new era for aviation structuring
The soon-to-be-introduced Interest Limitation Rules will impact on the
manner and extent of debt financing introduced into, particularly, an Irish
aircraft leasing platform, states Deloitte.

T

he new decade began with
numerous countries globally
shutting down their borders in
response to the arrival of Covid-19.
The aviation industry was and
continues to be impacted greatly
by the spread of coronavirus, with
the number of global passengers
decreasing dramatically and record
numbers of aircraft on the ground.
The sharp decline in global
travel had a massive impact on the
profitability of the aviation industry
during 2020. Despite a global
shutdown, however, the international
tax reform train continued to steam
forward resulting in significant
changes to tax regimes worldwide,
with more to come; most of which
is of significant relevance to the
aviation industry.
A notable change was in
relation to transfer pricing, with the
publication of the OECD’s longawaited Transfer Pricing Guidance
on Financial Transactions published
in February 2020. In countries such
as Ireland, new transfer pricing
documentation requirements came

into effect for accounting periods
commencing on or after 1 January
2020, and new debt capacity rules
also became part of the Irish transfer
pricing regime, impacting the extent
of allowable related party leverage
in aircraft leasing platforms.
The revised transfer pricing rules,
while of critical importance to most
aircraft leasing platforms, is not
the focus of this article. Instead,
we have focused on a potentially
far more reaching development
that will impact on the manner and
extent of debt financing introduced
into, particularly, an Irish aircraft
leasing platform. This development
is the impending introduction of the
Interest Limitation Rules (ILR) as is
required under Article 4 of the EU
Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive (EU
ATAD) into Irish tax law with effect
from 1 January 2022.
ATAD Interest Limitation Rule in
Ireland
Article 4 of the EU ATAD requires
the introduction of a fixed ratio rule
that links a company’s allowable net

interest deductions (ie, deductible
interest expenses in excess of
taxable interest income) directly
to its level of economic activity,
based on taxable earnings before
deducting net interest expense,
depreciation and amortisation
(EDITDA). Article 4 requires
domestic provisions implemented
in member states to place a limit on
deductible interest equal to 30% of
EDITDA. The limitation on interest
deduction may be subject to certain
exemptions and group ratios, the
latter of which may allow higher
interest deductions to a taxpayer
by reference to the position of the
wider group.
The implementation of the
rules have been progressing well
in Ireland, with the government
actively engaging in fruitful and
constructive consultation with
industry and practitioners such
as ourselves. The result of this
has been the publication of two
feedback statements by the Irish
Department of Finance, the most
recent of which was released on
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2 July. The latter outlines a range of
policy and technical considerations,
including a number of proposed
definitions and a suggested
mechanism for the operation of the ILR
in Ireland.
The consultation period closed
on 16 August and is being followed
by a period of discussion between
the Department of Finance and
stakeholders which have submitted
their responses to the feedback
statement, including ourselves.
As mentioned above, domestic
legislation is expected to be
introduced in Finance Bill 2021 to
implement these interest restriction
rules with effect from 1 January 2022.
The introduction of the ILR provided
for in ATAD is the first time that Irish
companies will have to contend with
a restriction on the deductibility of
interest (both related and unrelated
parties) calculated as a percentage
of tax-adjusted EDITDA (ie, EDITDA
as calculated for tax purposes). The
intention, based on the feedback
statements issued to date by the
Department of Finance would be
to layer the ILR on top of existing
interest relief rules. Accordingly, Irish
taxpayers currently obtaining tax relief
on borrowings will now be required to
consider the application of the ILR as
part of their compliance and tax return
preparation processes.
Given the capital-intensive nature
of the aviation finance industry and
the high levels of relative leverage, a
restriction calculated as a percentage
of tax-adjusted EDITDA could have
a significant impact for some in
the industry, potentially resulting in
increases in the effective tax rates of
certain platforms, and cash tax being
payable in a platform earlier than
expected.
Broad outline of latest proposed ILR
rules in Ireland
The ILR is intended to limit the
deductibility of in-scope taxpayers’
net interest expense (taxable interest
and other interest equivalent taxable
revenues less deductible borrowings).
The greater the proportion of a
company’s income which is treated
as taxable interest income and other
interest equivalent taxable revenues,
the lesser the effect of the ILR. The
question for aviation platforms is
whether an element of aircraft lease
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rentals can be regarded as being
economically equivalent to interest?
It is clear from the definition in the
feedback statement that finance lease
income/expense would be considered
interest equivalent. However, specific
to the aviation finance industry, an
operating lease could be argued as
also being a financing activity and
at least a portion of an operating
lease return should be regarded as
“interest”.
At present, however, the definition
of “interest equivalent” in the
feedback statement does not include
any portion of an operating lease
payment. It is hoped that the Finance
Bill (to be published likely in October)
would include a final version of the
ILR that at least affords the taxpayer
the option also to have the “interest”
component of an operating lease
payment under IFRS 16 included in the
definition of interest equivalent.
This should alleviate any adverse
impact for an operating lessor and
there is also precedent for this
approach elsewhere in the EU. It is not
yet clear whether this request from the
industry would be acquiesced to.
A further important question relevant
to large aircraft leasing groups consisting
of many separate legal entities is
to which entities do the restriction
apply? While the ILR applies to each
taxpayer (which in Ireland means each
separate legal entity), a local group
(defined as an “interest group”) can be
considered to be a single taxpayer for
the purposes of the restriction.
The feedback statement explains
that an “interest group” should be
linked to the same definition as
applies for Irish loss group purposes
(ie, a group for corporation tax loss

sharing relief purposes). The current
feedback statement provides that
where such a loss group is present,
the separate entities will essentially
be regarded as one taxpayer for the
purposes of the ILR rule, unless an
entity or entities in the group elects
out of the interest group.
It is currently proposed that such
an election shall apply for a period
of three years. This election would
be critical and may have far-reaching
consequences, especially for aircraft
leasing groups which consist of many
separate special purpose vehicles
(SPV), for reasons as set out in further
detail below.
An important point to bear in mind is
that even though the ILR has the effect
of limiting an interest deduction to 30%
of tax-adjusted EDITDA, the “disallowed”
portion would be allowed to be carried
forward indefinitely for utilisation in
future years. As such, the true nature
of the impact of the ILR could more
accurately be described as a deferral
than a disallowance. However, in
several instances the excess carrying
forward may never be effectively
utilised and careful modelling would
be required to assess the total
potential adverse impact, if any.
In addition to excess interest
carrying forward, excess “total spare
capacity” can also be carried forward
for a period of five years. Total spare
capacity refers to the taxpayer’s ability
to claim an interest deduction under
the ILR and is made up of the sum of
“limitation spare capacity” (the extent
to which net interest expense in a year
is less than the 30% limit) and “interest
spare capacity” (the amount of net
interest income in a year).
In summary, therefore, the basic
effect of the ILR on Irish aircraft leasing
platforms is that the deductibility of
interest incurred during a year by the
Irish “group” for loss relief purposes
would be limited to 30% of the taxadjusted combined EDITDA of that
group (calculated by disregarding any
transactions between entities within
that group).
Alternatively, an election (which
would be effective for three years)
could be made for the ILR to apply
instead on an individual SPV by SPV
basis (ie, an SPV can be elected to
be excluded from the group). In both
cases, the excess interest carries
forward indefinitely to future years.
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Important available exemptions
The above, however, is only a broad
outline of the basic rules and is by
no means the final impact. The ATAD
and the feedback statement further
provides for a number of exclusions
and exemptions, which in several cases
that we have reviewed will ultimately
result in a zero adverse impact for
some aircraft leasing platforms. These
can be summarised as:
• a de minimis exemption for net
interest expense of up to €3
million ($3.6 million) per taxpayer
per 12-month accounting period
pro-rated accordingly for shorter
periods. This is a critical exemption
because if the ILR is elected to
apply on an SPV-by-SPV basis,
we have found that SPVs with
narrowbody aircraft typically suffer
no restriction at all because the
annual interest expense is below
€3 million;
• an exemption for “standalone
entities”. This may be relevant
for several leasing entities set up
as “orphan” vehicles in certain
circumstances;
• an exclusion for loans concluded
prior to 17 June 2016 to the
extent such loans have not been
subsequently modified; and
• an exclusion for financial
undertakings. This would be
relevant to aviation platforms
considering to be set up as an
exempt Irish regulated fund.
In addition to the above, the
feedback statement provides for the
two-group ratio options (the “Group
Ratio rule” and the “Equity Ratio rule”)
outlined in the ATAD, which may allow
a higher deduction to an individual
taxpayer by reference to the position
of the wider accounting group.
The Equity Ratio rule allows
taxpayers to deduct fully all their
interest expense without limit where
the ratio of the taxpayer’s (which as
mentioned above could be elected
to be a specific SPV, or the Irish
interest group as a whole) equity
to total assets is not more than
two percentage points below the
equivalent ratio of the worldwide
consolidated group as a whole.
In other words, if the ultimate
consolidated group of which the
aircraft lessor is part has an equity-
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to-total-assets ratio of 10%, then the
Irish taxpayer will be able to deduct
all its interest expenses if its equityto-total-assets ratio is 8% or more.
Note certain anti-avoidance rules are
proposed to prevent a group from
injecting equity within a period of time
before the year-end with the main
purpose of availing of the Equity Ratio
rule.
The other group ratio option is the
Group Ratio rule, which increases the
30% EDITDA restriction limitation to
the ultimate consolidated group’s net
interest expense to EDITDA ratio (as
calculated for accounting purposes).
In other words, if the ultimate
consolidated group of which the
Irish aircraft lessor forms part has
a net interest expense to EDITDA
ratio of 40%, then the Irish taxpayer
will be allowed to deduct its interest
expenses up to 40% of tax-adjusted
EDITDA, not 30%.
A taxpayer may only avail of one
of these two group rules in any given
period but the manner in which the
formulas are drafted in the feedback
statement (which is in line with the
ATAD) is that the Equity Ratio rule is
applied first. Where a taxpayer meets
this rule, there is no restriction. Where,
however, the taxpayer does not meet
that ratio, then it may apply the Group
Ratio rule which may then serve to
increase the 30% limit.
The availability and usefulness of
either ratio will depend on the facts
of each particular aircraft leasing
platform, based on their group and
capital structures. The impact of
Covid-19 alone has seen volatility in
earnings, interest costs and asset
values which may create difficulty
in forecasting the impact of the
application of one ratio over another.
We recommend that leasing
platforms perform early modelling
exercises to determine the availability
of these ratios because the impact
could vary greatly depending on the
nature of the platform.
For example, leasing platforms that
are ultimately owned by banks may
find that the Group Ratio rule is of
no use (as the ultimate consolidated
group may have net interest income,
not net interest expense) whereas
leasing platforms that are part of large
non-financial conglomerates may find
that the Equity Ratio rule is of little use
because the ultimate consolidated

group may have a higher equity
to total assets ratio than the highly
leveraged aircraft leasing business.
The way forward
The impending introduction of the
ILR and the advance availability of
the feedback statements presents
a welcome opportunity for the
industry to timeously revisit their
existing structures and plan for the
tax-efficient financing structure of the
future. Detailed modelling exercises
should be undertaken to assess the
potential impact along with a number
of mitigation strategies. On publication
of draft and final legislation in Ireland
(expected from October 2021
onwards), such models should then be
refined and the preferred mitigation
strategy selected.
For new platforms being
established, careful consideration of
the potential impact of the rules is
vital because it would impact on the
effective tax rate of the Irish platform
and ultimately the return on equity for
the investors.
Potential structures that should be
considered include the use of funding
types that falls outside of the scope of
the proposed ILR rules, consolidation
or non-consolidation structures that
maximise the availability of the equity
or group ratio rules, and structures that
utilise the exempt Irish regulated fund
as part of the overall platform.
From numerous modelling exercises
that we have performed for clients,
we have found that each platform
structure should carefully consider the
impact based on its own specific facts
and circumstances. But in the vast
majority of instances, we have found
that the available exemptions or other
solutions either significantly minimise
or even eliminate any adverse impact
of the ILR.
Other future International tax
developments of note
It should be borne in mind that the
introduction of the ILR in Ireland is by
no means the result of an isolated tax
development, but was brought about
by ongoing international tax reform
following the publication of the final
OECD BEPS reports in October 2015.
That was the first phase of
international tax reform, ultimately
culminating in the ATAD in the EU,
and numerous other measures
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that have since been implemented
worldwide including but not limited
to the Multi-Lateral Instrument and
the Principal Purpose Test (in force
in some countries since 2018), the
anti-hybrid rules enacted in Ireland
and effective from 1 January 2020, the
revised transfer pricing rules referred
to above, the EU Council Directive
2011/16 in relation to cross-border tax
arrangements, known as DAC6 (in
force since June 2018), and others.
The next phase of the OECD’s
BEPS project is currently underway,
occasionally referred to as BEPS
2.0, originally aimed principally at
addressing the tax challenges arising
from the digitalisation of the economy.
This led to the publication of two
detailed blueprints in October 2020
on potential rules for addressing
nexus and profit allocation challenges
(Pillar One) and for global minimum
tax rules (Pillar Two). The proposals
were updated and simplified by the
US Biden administration in April and
formed the basis for the political
discussions by the G7.
On 5 June, the G7 finance ministers
published a communiqué which sets
out high-level political agreement
on global tax reform, including the
reallocation of a share of the global
residual profit of certain businesses
to market countries and a minimum
effective tax rate in each country in
which a business operates of at least
15%.
With respect to Pillar One, the
statement explains that in-scope
companies are the multinational
enterprises with global turnover above
€20 billion and profitability above
10% (ie, profit before tax/revenue)
with the turnover threshold to be
reduced to €10 billion, contingent on
successful implementation including
of tax certainty on the new taxing
right described as “Amount A” in the
Pillar One blueprint. Pillar One should
generally not be relevant to the
aviation finance industry.
Pillar Two, however, is of relevance.
The three areas of Pillar Two of
importance to aircraft lessors are the
Income Inclusion Rule (IIR), which
imposes top-up tax on a parent entity
in respect of the low taxed profits
of a subsidiary; the Undertaxed
Payments Rule (UTPR), which denies
deductions for payments made to low
taxed entities; and the Subject to Tax

Kate McKenna: Tax Manager
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Rule (STTR), which seeks to impose
a withholding tax on payments to low
taxed entities.
The IIR is envisaged to operate
in such a manner that will result in a
top-up tax being imposed on profits or
gains held offshore in low effective tax
rate (ETR) jurisdictions and will apply
to multinational enterprises that meet
the global €750 million consolidated
annual gross revenue threshold as
determined under BEPS Action 13
(country by country reporting). In
other words, several aircraft leasing
platforms would not be affected by this
rule but aircraft leasing platforms with
an effective tax rate below 15% owned
by large groups may be affected.
The IIR is intended to apply first, with
the UTPR intended to apply as a fallback position if the IIR does not apply.
This could be the case, for example,
if the ultimate parent company itself
is tax resident in a low ETR country or
has not implemented the IIR.
The intention of the UTPR is to
deny a tax deduction for related-party
payments to low ETR jurisdictions (ie,
tax rate below 15%). The UTPR also
would only apply where the €750
million threshold has been met. Note
that the UTPR would not be applicable
to payments between third parties
– therefore, aircraft lease payments
to low ETR countries would not be
impacted, unless the lessor and lessee
are related (eg, in captive lessor
airline structures or lease-in-lease-out
structures) and the €750 million group
revenue threshold has been met.
As such, the impact of the rule in an
aviation finance context is expected to
be more relevant to interest payments

made to low ETR jurisdictions within
large aircraft leasing groups (or aircraft
leasing platforms owned by large
multinationals).
The other rule of relevance is the
STTR. Currently, it is envisaged that
the STTR will apply to payments made
where a double tax treaty is in force
between the entities with the aim of
allowing the paying country to impose
a withholding tax on certain payments
(interest, royalties and a defined set
of other payments) where paid to a
country that has a nominal tax rate
below a certain rate. Note it appears
the €750 million threshold would
not apply to the STTR measure such
that any related party payment within
scope may be impacted.
Based on the communiqué, the
minimum rate will be between 7.5%
and 9%. In other words, where a
related party interest payment is made
to an entity tax resident in a country
that has a nominal tax rate below 7.5%,
the result would be that the paying
company would be allowed to impose
a withholding tax (up to a certain limit)
where under the current treaty such
payment may be exempt from WHT.
There remains a long way to go
in the BEPS 2.0 project because
it remains to be seen whether the
multiple stakeholders in the project
can reach agreement on how the rules
should function. At this stage, however,
it is worth taking note of these
developments.
A particularly important point to take
note of, in addition to the uncertainty
as to whether these measures will
ultimately be agreed, is that the future
tax developments will not apply to all
taxpayers in all circumstances. The
previous and future international tax
reform measures do not have as their
objective to eliminate any and all forms
of tax planning for all taxpayers in the
world.
Therefore, there continues and will
continue to remain opportunities for
both existing and future aircraft leasing
investment platforms to be structured
in a tax-efficient manner in order to
maximise the return for investors into
this industry.
Pieter Burger is the Lead Aviation
Finance & Leasing Tax Partner at
Deloitte and Kate McKenna is an
Aviation Finance & Leasing Tax
Manager.
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Market review: turboprops
punch above their weight
Angus von Schoenberg, industry officer, TrueNoord, and aviation journalist
Michael Doran put the case for turboprop aircraft.

I

n September 2021, the global
commercial airline fleet numbers
about 35,500 aircraft, with some
5,750 of those being turboprops.
About 40% of those turboprops come
from two manufacturers, ATR and
De Havilland Aircraft of Canada, and
operate in the large turboprop market
of 46- to 90-seat aircraft.
ATR, a partnership between
Airbus and Leonardo, produces the
most popular current-generation
turboprop with about 1,200 aircraft in
operation. The aircraft is considered
a workhorse of the fleet and was
first launched in the late 1980s
as the ATR72-200. The -200 was
superseded by the -500 series in
1995, followed by the current ATR600 series from 2011.
The ATR42-600 can be configured
with up to 50 seats, and the first
ATR42-600S, a short take-off and
landing aircraft that can be used on
airstrips as short as 800 metres, will
be delivered over the coming years.
The ATR42 has also been
successfully converted to use as
a freighter and, more recently, the
first ATR72-600F, a purpose-built
freighter, was delivered to launch
customer Fedex.
De Havilland Canada took
over the Dash 8 type certificate
and manufacture in 2019 when
Bombardier exited the market and
made a solid start by delivering
11 Dash 8-400 aircraft in 2020.
However, when Bombardier left the
business, it sold the plant where
the Dash 8 is currently produced so
De Havilland needed to find a new
facility at a time when fresh orders
were stalling.
In February, De Havilland
announced it would not produce new
Dash 8-400 aircraft at the existing site
beyond currently confirmed orders in
what it called a “production pause”.
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The company says it is committed
to the Dash 8-400 programme and
will be ready to meet new aircraft
demand as the industry recovers
but will not rush into a decision on a
future production location.
On the aircraft side, the Dash 8-400
is a high-speed turboprop (360 knots
high-speed cruise compared with 270
knots for the ATR72-500/-660). It also
has about a 35% range advantage
over the ATR72-600. The Dash 8-400
can carry up to 90 passengers and is
an impressive performer, flying faster
and further with 12 more passengers
than the equivalent highest density
ATR72-600.
Turboprops are used for all manner
of regular passenger transport and
freight operations, starting from
the world’s shortest flight of 1.7
miles between two Scottish islands,
although more generally on trips of
up to 90 minutes. In terms of range,
the sweet spot is about 250 to 350
nautical miles (nm) because the faster
speed of a jet has a marginal impact
on sectors of this size, shortening the
journey by 10 to 15 minutes at best.
It is not uncommon to see large
turboprops at major airports on every
continent, but an area in which they
come into their own is in regional
and remote locations, often where
the existing infrastructure is limited
or virtually non-existent. An ATR is a
truly self-contained aircraft that can
land on a gravel airstrip, turn around,
go into hotel mode with the right-side
engine instead of an APU to keep
power running on the non-boarding
side, load and unload passengers
and take-off.
Turboprops also perform many
public service obligations to keep
communities connected where no
viable air service would otherwise be
available and have played a major
role in getting medical personnel and

supplies out to distant communities
during the Covid-19 crisis.
In these times of “flygskam” (flight
shame) and banning of short flights,
although two-and-a-half hours is
hardly a short flight, having green
credentials is important, and on
this aspect the current-generation
turboprops have plenty to talk about.
Flight shame is still predominantly
a European consumer sentiment.
However, because of their lower
fuel burn, and emissions, any effect
is likely to influence positively the
balance between jets and turboprops
in Europe where the proportion has
skewed in favour of jets in recent
years. But the turboprops will only
gain where no high-speed rail
connections are feasible.
On the back of environmental
arguments, turboprops also have
good prospects of regaining territory
in the USA that was previously lost
to 50-seat aircraft. Major airlines are
considering the replacement of at
least some of the sizeable 50-seat
aircraft population in the country with
turboprops.
Although only feasible for shorter
sectors, it still leaves a sizeable
replacement market in which Embraer
has also set its sights. Turboprops
use less fuel and, therefore, have less
emissions than jets, with ATR claiming
the ATR72-600 consumes up to 40%
less fuel per trip than similar capacity
regional jets and emits 40% less CO₂
than a regional jet on an average
route of 550 kilometres.
Many readers would be aware
of the 2019 Perfect Flight when
sustainable aviation fuel was used to
power a Braathens Regional Airlines
ATR72-600 carrying 72 passengers
on a one-hour flight between
Halmstad and Stockholm in Sweden.
The fuel was produced by Neste from
non-palm renewable and sustainable
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raw materials and is claimed to
reduce emissions by up to 80%.
Turboprop manufacturers and
operators have a good story to
tell about their efforts to reach
carbon-neutrality but they need to
educate lawmakers, media and the
broader community on what they are
achieving today. This is particularly
pertinent as alternative sources
such as electric and hydrogen
power engines have many years of
development ahead before they find
their way onto a large commercial
aircraft.

Figure 1: Global commercial aircraft fleet
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Turboprops represent a relatively
small proportion of the world’s
commercial aviation landscape. Of
the aircraft in the global commercial
fleet, the split is distributed between
53% narrowbody, 18% widebody, 16%
turboprop and 13% regional aircraft.
Turboprops of all sizes total about
5,750 aircraft, with more than 1,200
ATRs and nearly 1,050 Dash 8s.
These two have a combined market
share of 40%, the balance being
made up of multiple types and sizes
of aircraft.
Narrowbody, widebody and newgeneration regional aircraft have all
been going through a step-change in
both airframe and engine technology,
in particular, producing a surge of
new aircraft such as the Airbus A220,
A320neo, A350, Boeing 737 Max, 787
and Embraer E2 onto the market.
By contrast, there has not been

0
Narrowbody

similar development in turboprops
and, while cabin interiors have
benefitted greatly from makeovers,
the airframes and engines show little
near-term signs of development.
While step changes in air transport
efficiency have primarily been
driven by engine technology rather
than airframe changes, the present
turboprop engines (Pratt & Whitney
Canada PW100 and PW150 series)
have been in production since the
1980s and late 1990s, respectively.
Both ATR42/72 and Dash 8-300/400 aircraft have an average age of
more than 13 years, which increases
when the out-of-production, smaller
30-seat variants are considered. In
the case of the Dash 8, this pushes
its overall average age up to 18 years.

Figure 2: Distribution of 50-plus-seat turboprops
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This compares with an average age of
10 years for the A319/A320/A321 and
12 for the 737NG and Max aircraft.
This lack of new technology in
turboprops can in part be attributed
to their efficient engines and the
overall fit-for-purpose nature of
the turboprop fleet, where their
construction and performance
characteristics suit the more remote
environments in which they often
find themselves. It also reflects the
lack of incentive for engine original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to
bring new, conventionally powered
turboprops to a market that is
currently served by one established
player and a second whose future is
uncertain.
To date, this market has seemingly
been satisfied with the economics
and capabilities of its current aircraft,
irrespective of age.
With aviation under increasing
environmental scrutiny and
regulation, such as the move in
France to ban flights that can be
made by train in less than twoand-a-half hours, the push for
hybrid, electric, hydrogen or other
sustainably powered regional aircraft
is accelerating. However, the current
state of technology will not allow for
the application of these in 50-plusseat turboprop aircraft until the next
decade.
The ageing nature of the turboprop
fleet is at odds with the preferences
of those lessors and financiers which
trade primarily in new or young
aircraft, but for those that look
www.airfinancejournal.com
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beyond age, there is still the promise
of productive operational life in these
aircraft.
Looking at turboprops with greater
than 50 seats, the most popular
region for these types is in AsiaPacific (APAC) where 35% of the fleet
is located, followed by Europe with
24%, North America 22%, Africa 10%,
Latin America (LATAM) 7% and the
Middle East 2%.
APAC is by far the greatest
market for large turboprops with
more than 850 aircraft in the
region. This is unsurprising given
the need to connect remote and
island communities, challenging
operating conditions and the demand
for domestic services from rapidly
growing populations.
It is the largest market for ATR with
about 550 aircraft and almost 60
operators in the region, compared
with the Dash 8, which has more than
250 aircraft in use by 25 operators.
By country, Indonesia has the largest
combined fleet with 115 aircraft,
followed by Australia 96 and India
with 90.
While North America makes up
22% of the fleet, the figures are
skewed heavily in Canada’s favour
with more than 350 large turboprops
located there compared with just 210
in the USA. Consequently, the USA
currently has the smallest proportion
of turboprops of any large domestic
market.
While there are concerns in the
USA about customer acceptance and
some older ATRs having only reardoor entry and therefore no airbridge
connection, there appears to be an
opportunity to replace a portion of
the ageing US fleet of 50-seater jets,
such as the Bombardier CRJ100/200
and Embraer ERJ135/140/145, with
the more fuel-efficient and therefore
more environmentally friendly
turboprops.
That process gained some ground
when Silver Airways introduced the
46-seat ATR42-600 series in 2019,
almost 25 years since a passenger
ATR had last flown in the USA.
The initial order of 20 aircraft is
replacing Silver’s Saab 340 fleet
with a mix of ATR72/42 aircraft now
operating routes in the southeastern
United States, the Bahamas and the
Caribbean.
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ATR is also increasing its visibility
with logistics giant Fedex using a fleet
of about 40 ATR aircraft on its Fedex
Feeder network. The Fedex fleet is
made up of ATR42-300F, ATR72200F and ATR72-300F aircraft and
has a substantial order for dedicated
ATR72-600 freighters, of which two
have been delivered.
In the rest of the world, the fleet is
more fragmented, with Europe having
only three turboprop operators with
more than 20 aircraft – these being
Widerøe 40 (Dash 8), Binter Canarias
24 (ATR) and Swiftair 22.
Africa is a region where Dash 8
aircraft dominate with more than 60%
of the market, driven by their superior
hot and high performance compared
with ATR aircraft. Ethiopian Airlines is
the largest Dash 8 operator with 23
aircraft, followed by Air Algerie’s 15
(ATR), with the balance of the market
made up of smaller operators with
less than 10 aircraft. In LATAM, more
than 30% of the fleet is concentrated
in just two ATR operators: Azul
Brazilian Airlines with 33 and
Colombia’s Easyfly with 17.
Challenges for financiers
Irrespective of the current pandemic
or any previous crises, there are a
range of market characteristics or
risks that need to be considered,
some of which have been discussed
at length elsewhere in this article:
• owning or financing turboprops is
a niche business within aviation
finance, requiring a specific
skill set different to mainstream
aircraft at all levels, including
technical management, oversight,
counterparty risk and specialised
aircraft remarketing;
• the value of the assets involved are
lower than mainstream aircraft but
managing those assets is just as
onerous as that required for more
highly valued aircraft;
• turboprops are often used by
smaller, niche operators which can
entail greater counterparty risk,
unless they are a subsidiary of a
major airline;
• overall, this a relatively small market
niche with less liquidity;
• any change in the competitive
landscape including, for example,
the launch of a large new

turboprop by Embraer, could
similarly impact the market for
existing types;
• any technological step change,
particularly with reference to
propulsion systems, could impact
the attractiveness of used large
turboprops. However, there is
a wide industry consensus that
such technology will not become
available for 30- to 50-seat aircraft
for at least 10 to 15 years with the
impact on large turboprops likely
to be even further away; and
• any major disposal programme
by a large operator could leave
significant fleets on the market
for a short period, which would
increase supply and thereby lower
values and lease rates.
Notwithstanding these risks, the
financing of turboprops also offers
a number of advantages compared
with mainstream aircraft. While no
aircraft type is totally immune from
external shocks, the turboprop sector,
with its lower capital and operating
costs, high reliability and focus on
domestic connectivity, appears better
equipped than most to absorb them
and bounce back strongly. In many
smaller markets, the turboprop is the
only aircraft that can operate viably
on routes that are shunned or flown
infrequently by airlines with larger
aircraft.
A testament to the resilience of
turboprops is that in the devastated
2020 market, ATR added nine new
operators, launched services in
another three countries and saw 84
new routes opened with its aircraft.
This is also shown by the relatively
high utilisation rates of turboprops
in some regions as shown in Figure
5. This would suggest that operating
cash flows are better protected.
Turboprops also benefit by serving
many routes that are inherently
loss making but subsidised by
governments, such as the EU
Public Service Obligation (PSO)
and the US Essential Air Service
(EAS) programmes. These routes
are typically tendered for by
governments, with the selected
operator gaining a monopoly on
routes not viable without subsidy.
Communities that benefit
from these programmes change
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depending on their circumstances but
are usually remote, low-population
areas with no other way of connecting
to regional hubs.
In the USA, there are about 160
EAS airports with around onethird located in Alaska, while in
Europe PSO routes include some
connecting France, Italy, Scotland and
Greece to their islands and remote
regions within Scandinavia. Similar
programmes exist in all parts of the
world with turboprops figuring largely
in their operation, including many
significant developing markets such
as Indonesia.
Such monopolistic protection also
occurs naturally in most regions. In
many cases, the typical low-density
routes flown by turboprops are
only serviced by a single operator
because competition would generate
too much capacity.
Furthermore, although distances
travelled are usually short, and
therefore could compete with other
transport modes, the reality is that
such alternatives are more often
than not very slow because either
geographical constraints preclude
them, or ground-based transport
infrastructure is underdeveloped.
Indeed, there are few city pairs
connected by turboprops where fast
road or rail options exist even in some
of the world’s richest nations such
as Norway. Such natural monopoly
protects the demand and revenues
of turboprop operators to serve their
obligations to financiers, among
others.
Economic comparison
The elements of operating costs,
apart from the aircraft capital
portion, are often referred to as cash
operating costs and the elements that
are driven by the aircraft itself are
reviewed in the chart below.
Fuel burn
The ATR72-500/600 has generally
been considered to have lower
operating costs than any of its
competitor aircraft in a similar seat
capacity. In the example shown in
Figure 3, the ATR72-600 burns some
850kg compared with 1,100kg for
the Dash 8-400, which represents a
substantial 30% difference in the trip
cost.

Figure 3: Block fuel relative to ATR72-600 (300nm at $0.79/kg fuel)
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While De Havilland agrees that the
ATR72-600’s fuel consumption for a
300nm trip is in the region of 850900kgs, it now claims the Dash 8-400
consumption to be about 980kg, or a
more modest 10% to 12% difference.
Nevertheless, the ATR72-600
still has the lowest fuel burn of any
regional aircraft on both a cost per
trip and a per seat basis at this sector
length. As the trip length increases
(not shown), the faster speed of both
the Dash 8-400 and the regional jets
begin to erode the fuel efficiency of
the ATR72-600 so that the fuel burn
advantage against the Dash 8-400
reduces to below 20% on a per seat
basis, and under 50% for the regional
jets.
Maintenance
As the ATR72-600 and Dash 8-400
are both mature aircraft there is a
strong base of real maintenance
data available. While maintenance
intervals differ between types, there
are similarities in the costs, although
these will vary considerably according
to how the aircraft are operated and
the environments in which they fly.
For example, although scheduled
maintenance costs for the Dash 8 are
generally a little higher principally in
relation to engines, in harsh climatic
environments, the ATR72-600 is
often less robust than Dash 8-400
aircraft and additional findings at
major events can often increase the
maintenance costs significantly.
The maintenance cost estimates
are based on fixed intervals, except

for engines, which are maintained
on condition. With regard to engines,
there is considerable disparity
between benign and inhospitable
climates with several historical
examples of engine removals
below 5,000 flight cycles in harsh
environments.
Performance and economic
comparison points
The ATR72-600 has a number of
benefits over its principal competitor
the Dash 8-400, but the latter also
has some advantages, which does
mean that both types are not entirely
head-to-head competitors in the same
way as typical mainstream aircraft.
Despite its smaller size, the
ATR has best-in-class operating
economics, particularly in relation
to fuel burn, weight-based airport
charges and, to some extent,
maintenance costs.
Figure 4 shows the direct operating
costs, which include capital costs
for the aircraft, and confirms that the
ATR72-600 remains marginally the
most attractive turboprop for most
markets. The exceptions are those
areas where superior performance
characteristics, mainly in terms of
climb and operational ceiling, are
needed where the Dash 8 is stronger.
This is important for those carriers
operating at inner city obstacle
restricted airports, mountainous
regions, or hot and high climates.
The Dash 8-400 also has a faster
cruise speed that enables it to
compete with, or more effectively
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Figure 4: Direct operating costs relative to ATR72-600
(300nm at $0.79/Kg fuel)
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complement, regional jets. In regions
where sector lengths can be long,
such as certain North American
markets, this can be beneficial and
provide greater operational flexibility.
ATR has developed a high-capacity
78-seat variant, which is particularly
well adapted to competitive Asian
regional markets and has contributed
it to being the undisputed leader
across Asia. However, now that the
90-seat EC version of the Dash 8-400
is in service with 12 additional seats
compared with the ATR72-600, the
seat costs of both have converged,
although the trip costs still favour the
ATR.
Covid-19 impact and recovery
Before 2020, any discussion on risk
factors for aviation would most likely
have centred on five major events:
the 1990 Gulf war; the 1997 Asian
financial crisis; the 2001 9/11 terrorist
attack; the outbreak of Sars in 2002;
and the global financial crisis of
2008. As difficult as these times were
for aviation, the industry was able
to bounce back strongly relatively
quickly after each event and continue
its long-term growth path to recover
from the shocks.
Covid-19 is different in so many
ways in that after each of the above
events world passenger traffic
stalled or dipped slightly whereas
with the coronavirus, traffic fell by
more than 60% in 2020, leaving an
unprecedented hole from which to
climb.
When the pandemic struck in early
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2020, thousands of perfectly good
aircraft were parked, stored or retired
and headed for the desert. With
international borders slammed shut,
widebody aircraft, such as the 747
and A380, were immediate casualties,
while the impact on single-aisle
aircraft was shared across all types.
However, the impact on turboprops
was less dramatic. Focusing on
monthly flights in Europe and the
CIS as an example, Figure 5 shows
a generally similar picture for both
jets and turboprops, surfing the same
wave generated by new Covid-19
variants and the arrival of colder
weather in the winter low season. This
illustrates that ATR utilisation did not
fall to the same extent as other types
and it has managed to hold onto and
then accelerate that gap over the past
12 months. It is now closer to flying at
prepandemic levels.

The ATR has also performed
consistently better than other
narrowbody aircraft, which also
reinforces the role turboprops
play in connecting people and
freight on routes where jets are not
commercially viable.
For the Dash 8, the picture is
skewed by the demise of some major
users and planned aircraft retirements
being brought forward because of the
Covid-19-induced lower demand and
flight activity.
UK airline Flybe operated almost
40% of the UK domestic market.
When it collapsed in early 2020, it
took 55 Dash 8 aircraft out of the
European market permanently,
reducing the global Dash 8 fleet by
more than 10%.
About 10 more Dash 8s
disappeared when German airline
LGW folded, to be followed by
the 12 at Air Baltic that went into
early retirement. This loss of more
than 70 aircraft, more than half the
European fleet of Dash 8s, accounts
for a large part of the gap between it
and ATR, with the fleets at Widerøe
(40), Luxair (11), LOT (12), Olympic Air
(10) and Croatia Airlines (4) doing
comparatively well and following a
similar trajectory to the ATRs.
In June, Greek airline Sky Express
took delivery of the first of six ATR72600s with the balance to join the fleet
by the end of 2021. Sky Express is an
existing ATR operator, with ATR42500 and ATR72-500 aircraft serving
a blend of domestic and international
destinations.
With many international borders
closed or constrained by red, amber

Figure 5: Monthly flights in Europe and CIS region
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or green lights, countries with large
domestic aviation markets have
rebounded the quickest, although
sudden closures can change that in
the blink of an eye.
Australia’s domestic market, where
turboprops play an important role
in connecting remote communities,
reached prepandemic levels mid-year
only to have state borders instantly
closed when the Delta variant arrived.
In April, China continued to be the
world’s largest domestic market, about
20% larger than in 2019, while the
USA, previously the largest, shrank by
27% in the same period. Out of the top
10 domestic markets, only Indonesia
and Japan were smaller in April than
a year ago, with South Korea and
Vietnam growing strongly.
With domestic markets growing,
and more people looking to travel
internally, similar opportunities exist
for turboprops to be the right-size
aircraft on thinner routes, be it to
connect communities or transfer to
central hubs.
While gaining access to the China
market is problematic, the sheer size
of the opportunity demands attention
from turboprop OEMs, be they the
existing ones or perhaps those which
are developing the emission-free
technology discussed later.
In China only about 3% of its fleet
comprises aircraft with 100 seats or
less compared to the global average
of 25%, and, although the country has
about 238 airports, some 83% of all
traffic is concentrated through just 39
of them.
ATR says that the 164 regional
airports in China handle just 7% of
total passenger traffic and the ATR42600, in a 30-seat configuration,
would be the ideal solution to provide
essential connectivity and grow local
economies.
The pandemic has also heightened
the need to move medical personnel,
supplies and equipment quickly
and often into remote environments
where road access may not be
possible. Turboprops are the ideal
platform for such operations.
An aircraft with a distinct role to
play in these situations is the ATR42600S (STOL) with its capability to take
off and land on runways as short as
800 metres carrying 40 passengers.
The STOL aircraft moved from design
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to industrialisation in June, meaning
all critical reviews have been passed,
the design architecture frozen and
parts manufacturing can commence.
The launch customer is PNG Air
of Papua New Guinea, which will be
replacing its current fleet of 30-seat
STOL aircraft with the new ATRs.
PNG Air has been an ATR72-600
operator since 2015 and uses STOL
aircraft to connect communities
and access mining operations
using remote airstrips across the
mountainous country.
The ATR72-600F freighter is also
gaining traction with launch customer
Fedex inducting its second aircraft,
from its order of 30, with an option for
20 more in May. Before the launch of
the ATR72-600F, Fedex was already
operating about 40 ATRs in a mix of
42/72 aircraft converted for cargo
operations.
The way ahead
On the surface, it seems that current
turboprop technology is in a state of
suspended animation. With few new
engine or airframe projects under
way, other than the GE Catalyst
engine for smaller aircraft and the
Deutsche Aircraft D328eco, OEMs
are waiting to see which way the
sustainable aviation debate impacts
their businesses.
From a technology perspective,
the main movement looks to be
on new propulsion technologies
that could still be a decade or so
away from reaching large turboprop
aircraft, although Universal Hydrogen
suggests hydrogen fuel cells could
be possible in a 30- to 50-seatercategory Dash 8 or ATR by 2025.
What is concrete is that the large
but ageing US fleet of CRJ and ERJ
regional jets will come under more
environmental scrutiny and their
higher operating costs will present an
opportunity for ATR and De Havilland
to increase their market share. Both
OEMs have invested considerably
in upgrading their cabins to a high
standard, and with Covid-19 making
direct flights more desirable but
less available, the opportunity for
turboprops to capture some of the
regional jet replacement market is
real.
Although Universal Hydrogen is
targeting Dash 8s and ATRs, and

has commitments from Icelandair, Air
Nostrum and Ravn, most projects on
zero-emission aircraft are targeting
the nine- to 19-seat market. While
there are still many hurdles to be
overcome, particularly in battery
technology, power distribution and
hydrogen storage, test flights are
happening and lessons being learnt
that will encourage more players into
this market.
With the push for aviation to
become more sustainable unlikely
to diminish any time soon, the
developments that will ultimately
find their way into large commercial
aircraft are already happening in the
turboprop sector.
Supporting the view that
turboprops have a viable place in
the commercial aviation ecosystem,
Embraer is considering a cleansheet design 70- to 90-seat aircraft
with rear-mounted engines. This will
be targeted at the operators of the
ageing ERJ and CRJ 50-seat regional
aircraft.
While the aircraft still remains
a concept at this stage, Embraer
says it will have a similar crosssection to the E-jets and a quieter
cabin because of the rear-mounted
engines. Embraer suggests the
engine would be a jet-like prototype
that will use 20% to 40% less fuel
and emit up to 40% less carbon than
regional jet equivalents.
Separately, Embraer has already
committed to 100% compatibility with
sustainable aircraft fuels by 2030
and has commenced flight tests of its
electric propulsion EMB203 Ipanema
demonstrator. When the electric tests
are completed, Embraer plans to
convert the EMB203 into a hydrogen
fuel-cell propulsion demonstrator to
be ready for flight in 2025.
Taking its future into its own hands,
De Havilland is working with Pratt &
Whitney Canada (P&WC) to integrate
hybrid-electric technology into a Dash
8-100 flight demonstrator, with ground
testing to start in 2022 leading to
flight testing in 2024. De Havilland
will install the propulsion technology,
which includes an electric motor and
controller from Collins Aerospace,
within the Dash 8-100 airframe
by designing a modified nacelle
structure to house the hybrid-electric
technology.
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They will also be responsible
for the cockpit interfaces needed
safely to monitor and control the
system, conducting the flight tests
and demonstration programme and
working with Transport Canada for
the experimental flight permit.
P&WC estimates the hybrid-electric
technology will target a 30% reduction
in fuel burn and CO₂ emissions,
compared with a modern regional
turboprop airliner, by optimising
performance across the different
phases of flight. However, it remains to
be seen whether this will be sufficiently
attractive if Universal Hydrogen or
others succeed with cleaner options
within a similar timeframe.
In addition to the Universal
Hydrogen projects, the Dornier
Do328, first flown in 1991, may also
be in the vanguard of clean and
green aviation in 2021. Now under
new ownership as Deutsche Aircraft
(DA), and with the aircraft relaunched
as the D328eco, it is heading in
the right direction. The D328eco
will be stretched by two metres,
increasing capacity to 40 seats in
a standard configuration. With new
Garmin avionics, it is being designed
for future single-pilot operation.
Power will come from PW127S
engines capable of running on 100%
sustainable airline fuel or jet-A fuel.
DA says the aircraft will have the
lowest cash operating cost per trip
in its class and will have the highest
cruise speed of any 30- to 50-seat
turboprop. The D328eco is planned
to come to the market by 2025.
While DA has also partnered with
Universal Hydrogen to evaluate
how its system could be applied, in
July, DA signed a memorandum of
understanding with H2FLY, a German
start-up developing hydrogen fuel cell
systems for aircraft, to work together
on the research and development
of hydrogen fuel cell technology for
commercial regional aircraft.
The smaller RUAG-owned Dornier
aircraft are becoming popular testbeds with two twin-engine 19-seat
Do228 aircraft procured in June 2021
by Zeroavia for its hydrogen-electric
aviation programme. The aircraft
came from Aurigny and AMC Aviation
and were previously in-service for
regional flights in the UK and US,
respectively.

Zeroavia has operations in the
UK and US and has already secured
experimental certificates for two
prototype aircraft from the CAA and
FAA. After passing significant flighttest milestones, Zeroavia is planning
to commence commercial operations
in 2024 with its initial focus on a
500-mile range with nine- to 19seat aircraft used for commercial
passenger transport, cargo and
agricultural operations.
In 2020, it successfully completed
the UK's first electric-powered flight
in a commercial-scale aircraft using a
Piper M-class six-seater and followed
that later in the year with the Piper
aircraft completing taxi, takeoff, a full
pattern circuit and landing powered
by a hydrogen fuel cell.
The 19-seat programme is
Zeroavia’s second project to be
backed by the UK government to
target the development of a hydrogen
fuel cell powertrain and is based on
a 600kW powerplant, significantly
larger than the 250kW one in the
Piper aircraft. Initial ground tests in
the US were successfully completed
in August paving the way for flighttesting later this year.
The ultimate aim for Zeroavia is to
develop a zero-emission engine for a
50-plus-seat aircraft that will be built
from the learnings of its six- and 19seat hydrogen-electric powerplants.
The march to emissions-free
aviation may have started with electric
systems and batteries, but a clear
signal that hydrogen is becoming the
fuel of choice came when Cranfield
Aerospace Solutions’ Project Fresson
changed course this year. Cranfield
Aerospace Solutions is leading the
Project Fresson consortium (which
includes Britten Norman) which is
seeking to deliver the world’s first
truly green passenger carrying airline
services using hydrogen fuel cell
technology.
The project started in 2019 aiming
to develop an electric propulsion
system for Britten-Norman BN-2
Islander aircraft, but, in 2021, the
power source was switched from
hybrid-electric to hydrogen fuel cells
with wing-mounted fuel tanks. In
simple terms, the project realised a
pure battery electric solution would
not give it a useable range and that
a hybrid-electric range extender

system with its weight implications
and charging needs was not feasible
either for fulfilling range or green
targets.
With new partners in fuel-cell
systems, and hydrogen storage on
board, the consortium is planning on
a hydrogen-fuel cell demonstrator to
be flying by September 2022. There
are some 230 operators of the nineseat Islander around the world, mostly
tiny airlines and public sector-run
utilities, and Britten-Norman says the
simply engineered aircraft is ideal for
pioneering future technology, while
longer-range aircraft will benefit from
the work being done now.
Based on the above selection of
projects, real progress is being made
and, in the next few years, it is entirely
possible a nine-seat, hydrogenpowered aircraft will be flying,
with the 19-seat versions coming
after. However, the systems under
development are a step change
in technology and certification
challenges are very real so that
projected programme timescales may
yet prove challenging.
The 50-plus-seat turboprop will
be around for many years in its
present form but it remains to be
seen if ATR and De Havilland can
protect their market dominance with
either their own developments, or
those of Universal Hydrogen, or lose
their places to some of the start-ups
discussed previously.
The implications for lessors and
financiers for either or a combination
of both outcomes are potential game
changers. While the opportunities and
risks are substantial, it is clear that
those with an interest or appetite for
current-generation turboprops will
for better or worse experience these
developments before those that focus
exclusively on larger aircraft.
Turboprop conclusions
Although the financing of turboprops
has been a challenge for many years
(for operating lessors and other
financial institutions primarily because
of the smaller scale of the market in
terms of absolute numbers, which
impacts liquidity, and the value of
each individual aircraft), this segment
also offers strong opportunities.
Turboprops operate predominantly
in short-haul domestic and
www.airfinancejournal.com
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neighbouring country markets
on low-density routes with little
competition from either other
carriers or suitable alternative
surface transport modes. Often this
natural monopoly is reinforced by
public service obligation contracts.
This combination creates a level
of demand and therefore revenue
stability greater than for large aircraft
fleets.
Historically, the impact of economic
shocks had a smaller effect on
turboprops because they operated in
distinct local markets so that a local
or regional economic downturn was
often matched by growth elsewhere.
Although the economic impact of
Covid-19 has been felt globally for
all aircraft including turboprops, the
negative impacts, despite being
worse than previous crises, have
been less than for other aircraft types.

Despite the relative recent lack
of engine technology innovation,
turboprops remain highly fuelefficient aircraft. To date, reducing
fuel burn has been about lowering
operating costs, but in the current
age of ESG, this second and arguably
more important motivation is now
dominating the minds of airline
fleet planning departments. Modern
existing turboprops meet carbon
reduction targets effectively.
The next generation of emissionsfriendly aircraft will be small and
gradually creep towards 50- and
then 70-seat capacity propeller
driven aircraft many years before
a mainstream-sized aircraft with
hydrogen or electric propulsion
becomes commercially viable.
If Universal Hydrogen’s ambitions
become a reality, such technology
could be retrofitted to existing

turboprop platforms, thereby
generating the next step change
in aircraft technology. In turn, this
will impact not only the demand
for aircraft and the manufacturers,
but also downstream suppliers,
maintenance organisations and the
leasing and finance community.
However, on a final note of caution
and without wishing to spoil the
party, the certification of any new
aircraft takes years even for one
that is conventionally powered.
Rightly so, the aviation industry’s
paramount concern is safety. The
push for carbon neutrality cannot
be allowed to compromise safety
even if this means delayed service
entry. Among the other technology
challenges remaining, we believe
that certification time alone is likely
to preclude full electric or hydrogen
propulsion in this decade.

Strengths

Weaknesses

• best operating economics of any sub-150-seat aircraft
on sectors up to 300 nautical miles with insignificant
speed penalty on short routes;

• turboprops often operated by smaller and financially
weaker carriers;

• optimised for performance-driven missions – eg, short
runways and climb capability;
• increasingly well diversified global operator base;
• class leader for low emissions footprint;
• relatively resilient to economic shocks including
Covid-19 with greater proportion of turboprops returned
to commercial service; and

• lower value aircraft for financiers that require the same
asset management input;
• average fleet age is higher than mainstream aircraft;
• lower appeal to network carriers compared with regional
aircraft for hub-and-spoke operations particularly in US
market;
• much smaller and less commoditised market compared
with larger aircraft; and

• significant protection offered by both essential public
service contracts and natural monopolistic route
structures.

• lack of significant technological advancement in this
century, particularly in relation to powerplant.

Opportunities

Threats

• significantly underserved markets ideal for turboprops
remain in Asia, Latin America and Africa;

• continued technological and economic improvement
of regional aircraft could erode benefits of large
turboprops;

• above-average fleet age for both turboprops and
smaller regional aircraft creates substantial fleetreplacement opportunity for lessors of turboprops, in
particular;
• any continued fuel price increases or new taxes on
aviation fuel imposed at national or supra-national level
will increase the attractiveness of turboprops relative to
other types because of their lower fuel burn; and
• electrification or hybridisation of existing airframes.
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• introduction of a new 90- to 100-seat turboprop by
Embraer could reduce the appeal of current-generation
70- to 90-seaters; and
• future hybrid and electric-powered aircraft will probably
affect existing turboprop fleets and small aircraft before
any other larger aircraft types thereby increasing
obsolescence risk.
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Surviving the pandemic
Aviation is one of the fastest-growing industries in India but it has suffered more
than most through the pandemic, says Indian law firm Taybji Dayabhai.

W

ith the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic in early 2020,
the aviation sector has been one of the world’s
worst hit industries and airlines in India have been no
different. While many airlines are witnessing a slow path
to recovery, Indian carriers are faced with a varying set of
pandemic restrictions in different states and the continued
suspension of international flights, at least until the end of
September 2021.
Whether it is Air India, the government-owned carrier, or
private airlines such as Indigo, Spicejet, Go First (formerly
Go Air) and Vistara, the steady fall in passenger traffic
during the country’s eight-month lockdown has resulted
in deep losses. Airlines in India incurred losses worth
Rs16,000 crores ($2.15 billion) in the previous financial
year. Some private carriers are seeking periodic deferrals
in payments towards lease rentals. Mounting operational
costs resulting in further defaults in the payment of lease
rentals are readying aircraft lessors to pull the plug on the
leases and repossess their aircraft.
Though not a consequence of the pandemic, the
corporate insolvency resolution process of Jet Airways
(India) Limited, which began in June 2019, has been
prolonged for two years and is now complete with the
passing of the Order of the National Company Law
Tribunal on 22 June 2021. A resolution plan proposed
by a UAE-based consortium specialising in restructuring
businesses has been approved for the airline. A fresh
start is on the cards for Jet; however, a major hurdle to
overcome is regaining its erstwhile slots once the airline
becomes operational. The former Jet slots, which were
temporarily allotted to other airlines, could not be kept
reserved or vacant until, and if, Jet emerged from the
insolvency process and resumed operations. Before it
begins operations, the airline will also have to put in place
fresh regulatory approvals.
While the industry eagerly awaits the turnaround of
Jet Airways, 2021 is abuzz with news of the upcoming
low-cost carrier Akasa Air funded by investor Rakesh
Jhunjhunwala with up to 40% equity stake. The proposed
airline aims to start operations by mid-2022 and will be
headed by Jet’s former chief executive officer, Vinay Dube.
On the legislative front, the civil aviation authority in
India is taking steps to recognise various aspects of the
Cape Town Convention and Aircraft Protocol under local
legislation. The ratification of the convention and protocol
by India in July 2008, recognition of the Irrevocable
Deregistration and Export Request Authorisation (Idera)
executed by aircraft operators in favour of lessors, to
carry out deregistration and export of leased aircraft by
the lessors without recourse to the operator, chalking
out a standard operating procedure for deregistration
and export of leased aircraft by lessors are some of
the changes brought about to give comfort to leasing
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companies. These changes have been consequential to
the challenges experienced in aircraft repossessions from
private airlines over the years. During the fall of Kingfisher
Airlines in 2012-13, many aircraft were leased prior to
the Cape Town ratification and did not have the benefit
of the Idera. As a result, lessors had to rely on active
cooperation by the airline, and negotiations with various
authorities to proceed with each step and even court
processes. The Spicejet repossessions in 2014-15 gave
way to the all-important rules relating to the recognition
of repossession rights under the Idera, followed by
deregistration and permissions for export of aircraft within
a definite time period. In October 2018, just before the start
of Jet Airways’ downfall, the aviation authority laid down
clear steps to be followed by lessors for the repossession
of aircraft, setting definite timelines for a response from
authorities involved in the process, which led to relatively
hassle free and straightforward repossessions. Of course,
the active cooperation of the Jet management has helped
further to smooth the process. Since June 2020, the
aviation authority has put in place provisions for officially
recording the Idera with the aviation authority.
With a view to setting up and promoting an aircraft
leasing business from India, in February 2021, the
government issued a framework for aircraft operating
lease to enable offshore aircraft leasing companies to set
up operations in India in designated free-trade zones in
the state of Gujarat, known as the Gujarat International
Finance Tec-City (Gift City). The Ministry of Civil Aviation
had first announced its vision of setting up an aircraft
leasing and financing ecosystem in the form of Gift City
in January 2019 in its report titled, Project Rupee Raftar.
Under the framework, aircraft leasing is classified as a
financial product, which would include an operating lease
or a finance lease or any hybrid of operating and financial
lease of an aircraft or helicopter or engines or any other
parts thereof. Aircraft lessors fulfilling certain criteria
may set up operations in Gift City and are permitted to
undertake activities which include: operating leases for
aircraft lease arrangements including sale and leaseback,
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purchase, novation, transfer, assignment and such other
similar transactions in relation to aircraft leases; and any
other related activity with prior approval of the regulating
authority. In addition, tax benefits have also been offered.
This will help Indian airlines to save on foreign exchange
costs. The government made another attempt this year to
disinvest from Air India. It is hopeful of completing its 100%
stake sale in the national carrier and its subsidiary Air
India Express and 50% stake sale in the ground handling
unit AISATS by 2021-22. In its first attempt in 2018, Air
India sought to sell only 76% of its stake but no bids were
submitted.
The DGCA which had banned operations of Boeing Max
aircraft in March 2019 has not given Spicejet its go ahead
to resume its Max fleet operations which is scheduled for
as early as September this year but will also allow foreign
airlines to fly their Max aircraft into India.
In a definitive move to strengthen aviation infrastructure
in the country, the government has commenced the third
stage of its airports privatisation programme, with the
sale of the residual shares of the Airports Authority of
India (AAI) in the airports at Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru and
Hyderabad. Another 13 airports operated by the AAI have
been identified for privatisation by combining a profitable
and a non-profitable airport as a package deal to make
it an attractive investment for the private bidders. The
AAI controls and maintains 126 airports in the country.
Last year, in stage one of the airports privatisation, the
Adani Group, the market leader in transport and energy

and large-scale infrastructure development in India,
emerged as the successful bidders for the privatisation
of six airports in the cities of Lucknow, Ahmedabad,
Jaipur, Mangaluru, Thiruvananthapuram and Guwahati.
The Adani Group already owns a 74% controlling interest
in Mumbai International Airport Limited, which owns
and operates Mumbai airport and is also working on
constructing another greenfield airport close to Mumbai.
Another strong private player is the GMR Group, which
owns the controlling stake and operates the two major
airports at Delhi and Hyderabad. The GMR Group has
also undertaken construction of greenfield airports in
Goa and Andhra Pradesh. With more and more airports
in India coming under the public-private partnerships,
the government aims to monetise the operational
public infrastructure assets to raise finances for new
infrastructure development.
India is the third-largest domestic civil aviation market
in the world and the aviation sector is one of the fastestgrowing industries in the country. Currently, the industry
is reeling from the effects of the second wave of the
Covid-19 pandemic, which has only further deepened
the losses reported in the 2020-21 fiscal year. Passenger
traffic, which had declined during the pandemic period,
is reported to have revived since June. While existing
airlines struggle to maintain market share and cut losses,
the emerging ones are hopeful of taking advantage of the
recent turbulence experienced by the industry to establish
their foothold.
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LEAP engines maintain
their dominance
The LEAP-1A tops this year’s engine poll in what has been a challenging
year for the sector.

T

he first quarter of 2021 was
disappointing from an engine
lessor’s perspective as the
anticipation that airlines will be
more active in terms of capacity
adjustment, balancing existing
fleets, or even with new aircraft
deliveries did not materialise.
One lessor’s representative
points out that airlines have been
delaying capacity projections for
the second and third quarter, and
the challenge for every airline is
how efficiently to shape to the right
size in terms of capacity/fleet to
release into the market.
“The moment airlines release
more capacity in the market, in
order to protect their market share,
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it exposes them to potential losses
associated with flying. Load factors
are more in the 40-60% bracket
range, and adjusting (weak)
capacity-utilisation is an issue
for airlines to minimise exposure
to low load factors, yields and
revenues,” says the lessor.
Flying a small fleet is also
proving expensive despite the
urgency to generate revenues. In
this context, the spare engine topic
is no longer a priority, he says.
This affects the leasing industry
because airlines were also
returning engines to lessors as part
of their restructuring process. “We
were taking back engines without
a clear vision of where to put them

next,” adds the lessor.
Traditionally, the first quarter
is active in terms of short-term
leases because operators use
the low utilisation of their fleet
to put engines into the shop in
preparation for busier periods
in the year. This is in addition to
traditional heavy maintenance
visits as airlines work on capacity
projections for the rest of the year.
The part-out business has had its
challenges, because its business
is related to the number of shop
visits. Traditionally, this section of
the market is driven by the demand
for serviceable used materials
from the maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO) companies.

Airfinance Journal Analysis: engine poll 2021

“Airlines don’t want to put engines
for full performance restoration
shop visit, and demand for materials
remains weak,” says a source, who
adds that, consequently, the part-out
business is flooded with materials and
literally very low demand.
“There is a lot of engine shop visit
avoidance, deferral, engine exchange
and/or a reduction in maintenance
costs through higher use of USM and
reduced workscope,” says one source.
“Given all the uncertainty and
focus on the nearer-term, many
airlines prefer ‘shorter-build’
engines, as in used life limited parts
(LLP) with 10,000 cycles remaining
(corresponding to approximately 5-6
years of life) instead of brand-new
with 20-25,000 cycles as there is
no guarantee the aircraft will fly that
long. Demand for green-time leasing
should be on the rise.”
One engine leasing participant
admits his main worry is what is the
critical point beyond which a certain
airline may not survive.
“My concerns are on those
airlines that are still on the verge
of bankruptcy and who are
strongly dependent on the summer
operations. If they cannot come
across the summer with fair amount
of revenues, they will have difficulties
surviving,” he says.
He explains: “Last year, we were more
optimistic. There was a developing
process of developing a vaccine,
but now, despite having the roll-out
of those vaccines, people are more
realistic and therefore more pessimistic
for the short-term future of flying.”
For him, last-minute ticket
purchases require airlines to be very
flexible in terms of capacity, and
an aircraft such as the Airbus A319
market gives airlines more flexibility
to get the right balance in terms of
available seat miles and load factors.
Higher activity in sale and leasebacks
Some airlines have been more
proactive to generate liquidity,
through sale and leasebacks,
compared with a year ago.
“We see lot of demand on the
engine sale and leaseback market,
with an aggressive approach from
customers that realise the necessity
to raise funds for operations.
That appetite for engine sale and

Narrowbody aircraft
Investor
appeal
(out of 7)

Remarketing
potential
(out of 7)

Residual
value
(out of 7)

BR715 (717)

1.38

1.50

1.25

CFM56-3C (737 Classic)

2.07

2.17

1.73

CFM56-5A (A320 family)

2.07

2.20

1.97

CFM56-5B (A320 family)

4.73

4.23

4.80

CFM56-7B (737NG)

5.07

4.37

4.73

CFM LEAP-1A (A320neo family)

6.30

5.52

5.74

CFM LEAP-1B (737 Max family)

6.00

5.11

5.41

IAE V2500-A1 (A320 family)

1.57

1.57

1.57

IAE V2500-A5 (A320 family)

4.27

4.10

4.37

PW2000 (757s)

2.41

2.52

2.22

PW1100G (A320neo family)

5.93

5.15

5.63

PW1500G (A220 family)

4.48

4.19

4.63

RB211-535 (757s)

2.27

2.47

2.10

Source: Airfinance Journal, April 2021

leaseback was not observed to that
extent in the first half of last year, as
airlines were cautious and had no
strategies as to which asset to sell or
store,” he says.
In January, there was not much
appetite for sale and leaseback
transactions but February and
especially March were the tipping
point for that market, he says.
“We now see demand for sale
and leasebacks on the LEAP-1B
engine that was not there in the
past, especially over the past 18-24
months. The momentum is there now,
and it is encouraging for airlines and
investors,” he adds.
Some lessors may keep focusing
on mature engines that power
current-generation aircraft.
“It depends on the type of portfolio
objectives but, overall, lessors are
looking at increasing their market
share in new engine types. They can
be a strategic play by investing, as
lessors, into new types of engines
as part of a package that includes

current engine models like the -5B
and -7B,” he says.
The -5B and -7B engines remain
prime candidates for a recovery,
although both variants are a notch
down on last year’s scores. Both benefit
from a strong investor appeal despite a
relatively high supply at the moment.
In the -7B market, there is a
consensus that more than 50% of
those engines have never reached a
shop visit.
“There is a chance that if the aircraft
manufacturer doesn’t want to take the
risk to push for production rates too
high, airlines may see the opportunities
to fill the gap in capacity by taking
those [Boeing] 737-700s that are exiting
the Southwest Airlines fleet,” says one
participant in the engine poll.
He adds that there might be a
potential for more full performance
restoration shop visits whereby
the MRO will be demanding used
materials, because the only way to
optimise the cost of the shop visit is
to use used serviceable material.
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The -5B engine model maintained
second place in the narrowbody
mature market. Its scores and its
popularity are still growing: 4.73 for
investor appeal, 4.23 for remarketing
potential and 4.75 for residual value.
However, those scores are well down
on the pre-pandemic totals.
“There is still demand for this
engine as some operators and
lessors have delayed Neo and the
Max orderbooks,” observes one
participant.
“The -5B still remains popular as
an engine to acquire for lease pools
despite some lessors focusing on
new-technology engines,” comments
another.
The V2500-A5 is expected to
exhibit higher mature shop visit costs
than the -5B and we should expect
to see a more defined trend towards
shop visit avoidance strategies
among operators, driving lease
demand.
It is also worth pointing out the
V2500-A5 has the larger market
share of the two engine variants on
the A321, which is widely anticipated
to have strong operator demand in a
post-pandemic climate.
While not affecting the breadth
of the fleet that was impacted by
previous airworthiness directives (AD),
the recent AD on the high-pressure
turbine 1 disk will drive some engine
removals and resultant lease demand,
says a trading source.
The pre-pandemic period showed
a trend of continued resurgence of
mature narrowbody engines. The
pandemic has seen a limited market
beyond the -5B, -7B and V2500-A5
engines – beside the new-technology
engines. And most agree that the -3C
market is almost dead. The engine
scored 2.07 out of seven for investor
appeal, 2.17 for remarketing potential
and 1.73 for residual values.
At the other end of the spectrum,
the LEAP-1A is the best engine for
investor appeal, remarketing potential
and for residual values.
The LEAP-1A scored 6.3 out of
seven for investor appeal, 5.52 for
remarketing potential and 5.74 for
residual values, although those scores
were lower than the previous year.
Once again, CFM products led the
engine poll in the narrowbody sector.
The LEAP-1B probably benefitted from
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Widebody aircraft
Investor
appeal
(out of 7)

Remarketing
potential
(out of 7)

Residual
value
(out of 7)

CFM56-5C (A340-300)

1.19

1.22

1.30

CF6-80C2 (747s, 767s)

2.85

3.15

2.81

GE90 (777s)

3.27

2.43

3.00

GEnX (787s, 747-8s)

5.15

4.26

4.93

GP7200 (A380)

1.04

0.93

1.00

JT9D (747s, 767s)

1.07

0.97

1.07

PW4000 (A330s, 747s, 767s, 777s)

2.50

2.80

2.50

RB211-524 (767s, 747s)

1.48

1.48

1.30

Trent 553/556 (A340-500/600)

0.87

0.87

0.90

Trent 700 (A330s)

2.50

2.33

2.13

Trent 800 (777s)

1.52

1.52

1.52

Trent 900 (A380)

0.81

0.81

0.92

Trent 1000 (787s)

3.22

3.44

3.22

Trent 7000 (A330neo)

3.56

3.22

3.22

Trent XWB (A350s)

4.96

3.74

4.41

Source: Airfinance Journal, April 2021

the 737 Max family recertification in
various jurisdictions and re-entry into
service.
Like the LEAP-1A, the PW1100G
scored slightly less than in 2020, but
as Pratt & Whitney has continued
to solve the engine’s technical
problems, acceptance is reflected in
the scoring.

engine types. “The market is gone for
good,” he says. While the prospects
for the RB211-535 engine.
“There is little appeal to mainstream
investors. But niche players continue
to make good returns on these
engines and the declining quality of
spare engines and parts available,”
he adds.

Illiquid markets
The worst-performing engines in the
poll are those for the aircraft in the
most illiquid markets.
For example, the Trent 900, which
powers the A380, performed the
worst in the widebody market, scoring
very low in all three categories.
The Rolls-Royce BR715 engine, on
the other hand, has no prospects of
recovery, especially after Volotea
Airlines decision to release its
remaining Boeing 717s.
One participant points out that the
days are over for the -5A and -A1

Widebody troubles
The widebody market has traditionally
lagged behind narrowbodies; just like
aircraft investors, engine investors are
typically less attracted to this market.
With a smaller installed base and
a less-liquid market, the twin-aisle
sector is seen as a riskier space in
which to operate. There has always
been a view that by taking more steps
to address investor concerns about
the aftermarket, original equipment
manufacturers could do more to make
twin-aisle engines a more attractive
investment.
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Widebody engines have typically
scored less than those that power
single-aisle aircraft, and the pandemic
has accelerated investors’ views of
this market, with the exception of the
GEnx and Trent XWB engines. Both
are viewed as long-term winners in
the widebody space.
The GEnx remains the best
performer of the two engines but the
Trent XWB is narrowing the gap. It
scored 4.96 in investor appeal (versus
4.22 last year), 3.74 in remarketing
potential (3.5 last year) and 4.41 in
terms of residual values (4.22 last
year).
Powerplants on four-engine aircraft
such as the A340, 747 and A380
fleets, in particular, have done badly,
reflecting investor concerns about
remarketing potential and residual
value on those aircraft types.
Sentiments are divided on the
GE90 engine.
One financier agrees there is
aircraft oversupply, which will keep
the spare engine market soft for the
foreseeable future. Long-term postrecovery, it is expected to retain its
place in the widebody market.
Another participant points out
the start of the 777-300ER freighter
conversions at the end of 2022 and
the reasonable appetite for them. But
he also indicates the continuing trend
for retirements. Still, the 777-300ER
model benefits from a relatively large
installed base.
There is a positive market
sentiment towards the Trent 700
engine but A330neo market
penetration remains to be seen and
will ultimately determine the engine’s
desirability, observes one participant.
Regionals
Demand has picked up for CF34-10
engines, says one source, but the
market is limited to few players.
The CF34-8C market has been
more active. There has been a fair
amount of activity in the CRJ700
second-hand market with US carrier
Skywest Airlines acquiring subfleets
over the past year.
The Utah-based carrier acquired
10 CRJ700s from Go Jet Airlines
last year, along with 11 units from Air
France’s Hop subsidiary.
The biggest drive in the CRJ700
market has been the engine

Regional aircraft
Investor
appeal (out
of 7)

Remarketing
potential (out
of 7)

Residual
value
(out of 7)

CF34-8C (CRJs)

3.10

3.27

2.67

CF34-8E (E170/175)

3.67

3.60

3.03

CF34-10E (E190/195)

3.33

3.09

2.85

PW123 (Dash 8)

2.90

3.38

3.00

PW127E (ATR42-500)

3.48

3.95

3.52

PW127F (ATR72-500)

3.76

4.10

4.10

PW127M (ATR72-600)

4.19

4.33

4.14

PW150A (Q400)

3.24

3.38

3.19

PW1919 (E190/195-E2)

3.81

3.10

3.52

Source: Airfinance Journal, April 2021

CF34 shop visit costs
can run well in excess
of $1 million depending
on the level of highpressure turbine work
involved, as that’s where
the big exposure is at the
moment.
condition. “Shop visit costs can run
well in excess of $1 million depending
on the level of high-pressure turbine
work involved, as that’s where the big
exposure is at the moment,” says a
trading source.
Some aircraft have been offered at
less than $850,000 while others are
in the $3 million to $5 million range.
The CF34-8C market has been
the most stable and arguably the
best-performing engine throughout
the downturn. “The utilisation of
the large CRJ fleets has been OK
mainly because US operators have
been flying the type through the
pandemic,” says one source. The
E-jets have also been used in Europe
as main European carriers have
parked narrowdoby aircraft.
There are also some positive signs
in the Embraer 190 market because
the aircraft has been the most traded
type over the past 15 months.

The PW150A market has been
relatively quiet, but demand for
the type has started to recover, as
recently seen with the former Flybe
aircraft transitioning to Canada.
The PW150A is expensive to be put
through the shop at $1.5 million to
$1.6 million, and sources indicate
that Pratt & Whitney has been
impacted by the Flybe total care
package.
The PW127M ranked first in the
regional category with the PW127F
engine lagging just behind. One
trading source observes that lots
of ATR72-500s have been parked
or stored over the past year with
engines not necessarily looked after.
He reckons this market will see more
retirements with the engine part-out
activity coming along.
“As time goes,” he adds, “there will
be a bigger differential between the
PW127M and the PW127F engine.”
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Airbus A320neo family
retains lead
Investors’ appetite clearly remains in mainstream aircraft, especially in the
widebody market.

F

ew investors venture outside
the most popular types of the
Boeing 787/Airbus A350 models. Of
the top 10-favoured aircraft in 2020,
seven were narrowbodies, two were
widebodies and one aircraft was a
turboprop (the ATR72-600).
Seven years ago, the favoured
model was the 777-300ER and the
top six included three narrowbodies
(737-800/Max 8/A320neo), as well as
three widebodies (777-300ER/787-9/
A350-900).
The environment in 2018 and
2019 favoured current-technology
narrowbody aircraft as oil prices
globally remained at reasonable levels,
making a viable case for these types.
The Covid-19 pandemic is set to
accelerate airlines’ transitions to newtechnology aircraft. Airbus currenttechnology narrowbody productions

are almost completed. By December
2020, Airbus’s backlog for the A320
family included five A319s, 18 A320s
and 29 A321s. But in the first 11
months of last year, the European
manufacturer had delivered only 14
current-technology narrowbodies.
On the widebody side, Airbus
delivered five new A330s and nine
A330neos for the first 11 months of
2020.
The second market for the A330200 and A330-300 models was
difficult before the pandemic.
“The A330 entered the Covid-19
era against a landscape of oversupply
and declining values and lease rates.
There is therefore little surprise that
the impact of the global pandemic
on international traffic has further
harmed its fortunes,” says one
pollster.

Placements are possible but lease
rates are low. Owners are trying to hold
onto the type. The market for the A330300 has been particularly bad. Mid-life
aircraft have been placed at between
$210,000 and $250,000 a month.
The market was more than
$250,000 to $280,000 a month by
mid-2019 and above $300,000 two
years ago, but the bankruptcies at XL
Airways and Thomas Cook Airlines
did not help.
The lease rates of the A330-200
are more into the $200,000 range
depending on age, condition and
configuration.
Both A330s, along with the
777-300ER model, have expensive
transition costs, and the cargo
conversion market, although
developing at a relatively slow pace,
could absorb some of the fleet.

Twin-aisles
Aircraft type

Residual
value

Value for
money

Operational
success

Remarketing
potential

Overall
score

Last year's
score

787-9

3.83

4.05

4.29

3.64

3.95

3.84

0.11

A350-900

3.74

3.90

4.10

3.50

3.81

3.97

-0.16

767-300ER

3.18

3.53

4.00

3.29

3.50

3.91

-0.41

787-10

3.18

3.68

3.75

3.00

3.40

3.53

-0.13

A350-1000

3.04

3.48

3.62

2.91

3.26

3.17

0.09

787-8

2.91

3.21

3.45

2.76

3.08

3.16

-0.08

777-300ER

2.38

3.14

4.18

2.26

2.99

3.21

-0.22

A330-900neo

3.00

3.29

2.85

2.82

2.99

3.21

-0.22

777-9

2.88

3.07

2.70

2.67

2.83

3.33

-0.50

A330-300

2.09

3.29

3.71

2.18

2.82

3.17

-0.35

A330-200

1.73

2.65

3.55

1.67

2.40

2.7

-0.30

A330-800neo

2.33

2.47

2.14

2.15

2.27

2.51

-0.24

777-8

2.38

2.57

2.10

2.00

2.26

2.71

-0.45

777-200ER

1.65

2.45

2.90

1.55

2.14

2.52

-0.38

747-8 pax

1.64

2.32

2.15

1.43

1.89

1.9

-0.01

777-200LR

1.59

2.21

2.25

1.38

1.86

2.34

-0.48

A380

1.00

1.90

1.90

0.95

1.44

1.81

-0.37
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Difference
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The Boeing 787-9 model topped the widebody category

The first 777-300ERSF is expected
to enter into service in 2022.
The A350-900 and 787-9 are the
strongest performers in the widebody
market, but as one pollster writes:
“Despite the positive acclaim,
these aircraft will never achieve
the investment ratings of the most
popular narrowbodies.”
The 787-9 aircraft was the clear
winner in the twin-aisle category. Its
notable market popularity significantly
outstrips the other options, with
the A350-900 trailing behind. The
Boeing aircraft took the top spot for
all four criteria: residual values, value
for money, operational success and
remarketing potential. Covid-19 has
heavily impacted some airlines such
as Norwegian, which has released
some 787s back to lessors. The
aircraft are being placed with other
operators, despite a relatively difficult
long-haul market.
The 787-9, along with the A3501000 model, was the only aircraft in
the widebody market to score better
than the previous year. The 767300ER maintained a relatively strong
position in the ranking because of
freighter demand, according to one
trader.
Narrowbodies
The A320neo family benefitted from
the woes at Boeing last year and
was positioned, for a second year in
a row, at the top of the narrowbody
rankings.
The A321neo maintained its
position at the top in the narrowbody

aircraft market category scoring 4.54
overall (out of five), a small increase
over the previous year.
The type continues to be the most
popular aircraft at present. For the
first 11 months of 2020, the A321neo
variants received 145 net orders,
representing half of Airbus overall net
orders. Another 75 net orders were
for the A320neo type, while 47 orders
had been placed by Spirit Airlines for
the A319neo.
At the end of November, Airbus
had delivered about 429 A321neos
to operators and had orders for 3,446
units. In comparison, 1,120 A320neos
had been delivered and orders
totalled 3,925.
Investors are comfortable with the
A320neo family and again this is
reflected in this year’s poll.
The A321neo led the way in three
of the four criteria in Airfinance
Journal’s investor poll: residual
values, value for money and potential
remarketing.

In particular, the model scored
better in three criteria than in the
previous year.
If the Boeing Max family had not
been impacted too much until now,
especially in the residual value and
value for money criteria (because the
consensus is the aircraft is a good
investment), its remarketing potential
has dropped dramatically over the
past 12 months.
This may be a cause of concern
because airlines and lessors have
cancelled orders, and also because
some customers may not want to take
delivery yet as a result of the Covid-19
crisis in the airline industry.
The Max 8 is the least impacted
of the four-aircraft family. Its overall
score was only a few points below
its 2019 total. The Ryanair order for
the high-capacity Max 8-200 model
in December 2020, along with the
positive news on recertification in
the final quarter, has provided more
confidence in the type.

The A220-300 recorded one of the best improvements of any single-aisle aircraft
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Single-aisles
Aircraft type

Residual
value

Value for
money

Operational
success

Remarketing
potential

Overall
score

Last year's
score

Difference

A321neo

4.64

4.35

4.43

4.75

4.54

4.45

0.09

A320neo

4.44

4.26

4.39

4.46

4.39

4.36

0.03

737-800

3.72

4.14

4.70

4.21

4.19

4.14

0.05

A321

3.80

4.04

4.35

4.00

4.05

4.01

0.04

A220-300

3.80

3.89

4.00

3.84

3.88

3.76

0.12

A320

3.36

3.96

4.52

3.67

3.88

4.08

-0.20

737 Max 8

4.00

4.05

2.81

3.88

3.69

3.73

-0.04

737-900ER

2.84

3.32

3.48

2.79

3.11

2.94

0.17

737 Max 10

3.18

3.37

2.67

2.90

3.03

3.37

-0.34

737 Max 9

3.00

3.25

2.67

2.91

2.96

3.1

-0.14

737-700

2.27

3.00

3.30

2.38

2.74

2.93

-0.19

A319

2.12

2.91

3.35

2.17

2.64

2.91

-0.27

A319 neo

2.17

2.40

2.59

2.00

2.29

2.27

0.02

737 Max 7

2.32

2.63

1.77

1.94

2.17

2.37

-0.20

Airfinance Journal’s Deal Tracker
shows that lessors acquired 24
aircraft in the final quarter of
2020 under sale and leaseback
transactions. In 2020, Avolon, BOC
Aviation, CDB Aviation and DAE have
been active in this sector.
Should the return of the Max
family expand to the European and
Asian skies in 2021, the aircraft
type is expected to challenge the
top narrowbodies in the next Air
Investor’s poll. In 2018, the Max 8
scored 4.21 points.
The market has not improved and
remains limited for the Max 7 type, as
well as the A319neo, which are now
under pressure from the A220-300.
The A220-300 recorded one of the
best improvements of any single-aisle
aircraft, perhaps because the market
is more accepting of the model.
Financing of the A220-300 has
broadened over the past two years
and airline request for proposals (RFP)
are proving popular for the type.
A recent RFP saw 37 bids
submitted, according to sources.
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Air Baltic opened up the sale
and leaseback market, and start-up
Breeze Aviation is financing its future
deliveries in the sale and leaseback
market with GECAS, Einn Volant
Aircraft Leasing, a joint venture
between GECAS and Canadian
pension fund manager Caisse de
depot et placement du Quebec, and
Voyager Aviation.
Lessors are placing aircraft.
Recently, US lessor Air Lease signed
its first operating lease commitment in
Europe regarding its A220 orderbook.
Deliveries are commencing mid-2022.
Interest has accelerated because
the focus on domestic recovery is
linked to growing interest in the A220
family, primarily the A220-300 model,
says Air Lease.
In the meantime, Airbus has
registered some cancellations for
the A220 programme with leasing
company Macquarie Airfinance
taking seven aircraft out of its
initial 40-aircraft order while Gulf
Air cancelled a 10-aircraft order in
November.

Air Canada has also cancelled 12
orders and is deferring 18 A220s due
for delivery in 2021 and 2022.
The A321 remains the best
performer of the Airbus currenttechnology product line, but there
is an increasing distinction between
models, with eight years of age, or
2012, models still benefitting from its
success.
“Older models won’t share the
same success,” says one pollster.
However, the A321-200 has a bright
future as a converted freighter.
The 737-800 retained its third
position in the narrowbody ranking.
The model benefitted from strong
demand in 2019, albeit short- to
medium-term lease requirements,
as airlines needed uplift to cover the
non-Max deliveries.
In 2020, demand for the type was
lower, but more 737-800s headed for
cargo conversion. But the consensus
is that as the Max returns, the 737NG
family, especially the 737-800, will
experience a softening in values and
lease rates.
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Milbank comes out on top
Milbank is the winner of Airfinance Journal’s legal survey, which recognises
the most active law firms in 2020 by regions and financing structures.

L

aw firm Milbank secured the
number one spot in 2020 with its
aviation team “firing on all cylinders”
particularly with a strong performance
in North America, Latin America,
commercial loans and capital
markets.
Clifford Chance was second,
although it almost closed a similar
number of transactions.
K&L Gates completed the podium,
while White & Case and Pillsbury came
fourth and fifth. Hughes Hubbard
& Reed was the law firm which
progressed the most year-on-year.
Airfinance Journal would like
to thank all the law firms which
participated in this year’s survey. Our
annual legal survey includes aviation
finance deals based on submissions
from law firms as well as Airfinance
Journal’s Deal Tracker transactions.
Those are subsequently
aggregated to create the winners.
Airfinance Journal received
submissions from 18 firms, compiling
1,035 deals overall, including
transactions gathered from Deal
Tracker.
This is the fifth year Airfinance
Journal has used data transactions
from Deal Tracker for our legal survey.
It provides a more accurate picture of
the 2020 activity because it includes
law firms which were not able to
submit or decided not to submit. The
firms that did submit have the most
accurate representation of their deals
in 2020.
In 2020, Airfinance Journal
recorded 391 unique transactions
compared with 947 the previous year.
The survey also highlighted more
activity in the capital markets and
commercial loans, reflecting the need
for liquidity in the sector.
Europe represented 350
transaction points, or a third of last
year’s volume. Asia-Pacific was the
second region with 326 transactions,
or 31%. North America remained
third by region but its market share
increased to 23% from 20% in 2019.
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Winner
Drew Fine, a Milbank partner, says the
firm’s global aviation team was very
active.
“We had a high level of activity
globally, particularly in North America,
Latin America, Europe and Asia.
The Covid-19 pandemic resulted in
airlines having unprecedented liquidity
needs. During the year, we saw both
innovation and the largest airline
financings in history,” he says.
With Covid effectively closing down
aviation, airlines needed to generate
liquidity in a quick and efficient manner.
“Initially, we worked on 364-day
liquidity financings and that led to
longer-term financings. The dire need
for liquidity led to innovation resulting
in loyalty programme financings,
initially for United Airlines, but then
for Delta Air Lines, Spirit Airlines
and others. The loyalty programme
financings were among the largest
financings for airlines in history. Later
in the year, Milbank was involved
in the development of the current
incarnation of the lessor EETC
[enhanced equipment trust certificate],
particularly to finance sale and
leaseback transactions,” says Fine.
Methodology
The legal survey reviews transactions
for calendar year 2020 only. Aviation
law firms were invited to submit deals
to be included in Deal Tracker. The
Airfinance Journal data team then
reviews the different deals and selects
those eligible for Deal Tracker.
All of the deals used to judge the
winners are eventually loaded into
Deal Tracker and can be reviewed by
our readers. In this sense, our survey
is unique. Our researchers assess
each deal to verify them and to avoid
double counting.
The benefit of using Deal Tracker
is that we can offer a granular
presentation of law firm activity by
both product type and region. There
are limitations to the survey. Client
confidentiality may be an issue for

law firms when submitting deals and
some firms opted not to participate. As
a consequence, the survey does not
represent all of the deals happening
in the market, but it remains the most
comprehensive survey of its type and
crucially offers a real insight into the
aviation market.
The survey gives a strong indication
of which law firms are most favoured
for certain product types and for
certain regions.
Last year, we modified the
evaluation criteria to reflect the
transaction complexity as well as the
law firm’s role in a transaction rather
than simply count the number of deals.
As a result, law firms are asked to
self-assess the complexity of each
transaction and their role in the
transaction according to the following
new set of criteria for which the
specified points were awarded:
Complexity
• groundbreaking pioneer
transaction – 10 points;
• complex transaction, some new
parties or jurisdictions – 7 points;
• average complexity, repeat
transaction with same players and
jurisdictions – 5 points;
• less complex transaction – 3 points;
and
• low complexity – 1 point.
Role
• drafting counsel for major
transaction documents – 10 points;
• primary counsel to major
transaction parties – 7 points; and
• secondary counsel to transaction
parties – 3 points.
For all Deal Tracker transactions that
were not part of the submitted deals,
Airfinance Journal assigned one point
for the complexity of a transaction and
three points for the role played by the
law firm. This resulted in a total score
of four that was assigned to all Deal
Tracker transactions which were not
part of the submitted deals.
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Legal Transaction of the Year: Delta
SkyMiles loyalty programme financing
The Airfinance Journal editorial team selected the Delta SkyMiles loyalty programme
financing as the winning submission in 2020.

D

elta Air Lines drew a massive
crowd for its $9 billion package
of bonds and loans secured against
its SkyMiles loyalty programme in
September 2020, aimed at further
buffering its liquidity position.
The Atlanta-based carrier became
the third airline – after United Airlines
and Spirit Airlines – to use its valuable
rewards programme to raise liquidity
as it continues to burn cash in a
depressed travel market.
The financings involved multiple
banks. Joint bookrunners Barclays,
Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan and
Morgan Stanley upsized the overall
deal from an initial $6.5 billion.
Goldman was left lead on the bonds;
Barclays was left lead on the loan.
Delta, which at the time said it was
burning $27 million a day in cash,
revealed earlier in the month that it
would not chase a $4.6 billion federal
loan available under the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act.

Milbank was involved in this
innovative transaction, which
provided the US carrier a total of $9
billion in liquidity.
The deal marked the largest
airline financing in history at the
time of the closing. The transaction
involved a unique, cutting edge
structure whereby all of Delta’s
loyalty assets – brand, customer
information, co-branding agreements
–were contributed to a new loyalty
programme company and then
financed. This structure has been
copied for several subsequent
financings by other airlines.
The three-tranche financing was
structured as secured bond offerings
from the capital markets as well as
term loan facility. It consists of $2.5
billion senior secured notes at 4.5%
with a five-year term as well as $3.5
billion senior secured notes at 4.75%
due 2028.
The transaction also includes a $3

billion term loan with an eight-year
tenor.
The blended average annual rate
was 4.75%.
Milbank was the drafting counsel
for major transaction documents and
was the law firm advising the lenders.
David Polk advised Delta Air Lines on
the transaction.
“The Delta SkyMiles loyalty
programme financing was particularly
unique since Delta’s loyalty assets
were all owned by the airline and a
new loyalty programme company was
formed specifically for the financing,”
says Milbank partner Drew Fine.
He adds: “All of Delta’s loyalty
assets – brand, customer information
and co-branding agreements –
were contributed to the new loyalty
company and then financed. The
transaction was structured in a way
to strongly encourage the airline to
continue the financing even after a
potential future bankruptcy filing.”

Top 10 law firms by number of deals
1800
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Asia-Pacific

T

he types of financings in the AsiaPacific (Apac) region continue to
diversify. Commercial loans represent
31% of transactions in the region, closely
followed by operating leases (29%) and
capital markets (28%).
Asia was the first to experience
the Covid-19 downturn, yet, with the
principal exception of Singapore, none
of the governments in the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations region has
supported its airlines.
The Cathay Pacific Airways and
Virgin Australia restructurings were
the highlights of last year’s airline
headlines. Singapore Airlines Group
(SIA Group) was also active in the
equity market through a S$5.3 billion
($3.9 billion) rights issue and a
mandatorily convertible S$9.7 billion
bond issue for a total of S$15 billion.
The group also closed commercial
loans, as well as sale and leasebacks,
to protect its liquidity position.
For the first few months of 2020,
borrowing on an unsecured basis was
almost impossible. Exceptions include
the SIA Group, which was able to secure
a S$4 billion unsecured loan from DBS
Bank and some airlines in China which
could access the domestic short-term
notes market.
The Asia-Pacific market recorded 326
eligible deals last year, compared with
410 transactions in 2019.
Still Clifford Chance performed well
above its peers with 37 eligible deals.
Clifford Chance says 2020 was an

Africa

O

ver the past few years, South
African banks, such as Nedbank
and Investec, have been among the
more active in the region.
Air Côte d’Ivoire, Air Tanzania, Cabo
Verde Airlines, Comair, Egyptair, Royal
Air Maroc and Rwandair have benefitted
from government-guaranteed loans,
while some of the major carriers in the
region are going through restructurings
(Air Mauritius, South African Airways,
Tunisair).
Kenya Airways is holding discussions
with lenders to renew moratoriums on
loan repayments signed last year in
response to the Covid-19 crisis.
Ethiopian Airlines is the exception
regarding its ability to access financing
because of its scale and ability to adapt
to the market. Romain Ekoto, chief
aviation officer, African Development
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extremely challenging year for the
aviation sector in the APAC region, with
travel becoming very restricted from
early on in the year and with a number
of high profile airline restructurings
commencing as the year wore on (eg
Thai Airways, Malaysia Airlines, Virgin
Australia, Nok, Philippine Airlines, HNA)
and government backed capital raisings
for others (eg Singapore Airlines and
Cathay Pacific).
“On the investor side, a number of APAC
based lessors (including tax structured
lessors) encountered their first major airline
restructurings (especially US Chapter 11
proceedings) as well as having to deal with
continuing challenges to repossession
and redeployment. Much of the year
was spent working on restructurings and
rental deferrals but there were some
airlines across APAC which had entered
the pandemic with unencumbered owned
aircraft in their fleets and so were still able
to raise new money through arranging
financings or sale and leasebacks of
such aircraft,” says Clifford Chance.

35

White & Case came second in the
region with about the same number of
transactions as in 2019, when it ranked
third.
Partner Simon Collins says: “Recovery
in Apac continues to take time. While
the large domestic markets such as
China are active, regional and longhaul passenger traffic remain subdued.
Additionally, confidence of investors
and financiers has been impacted by
the complex restructurings they have
encountered. While the long-term
forecasts for APAC are positive, the road
to recovery in this region is long.”
“Similarly, a number of lessors (APAC
based and otherwise) were able to seek
funding from shareholders in China and
Japan. By the end of the year, domestic
travel had largely recovered in the
bigger domestic markets such as the
PRC, Japan and Australia but airlines
in most of the rest of APAC (especially
those dependent on international
travel) were still badly affected by travel
restrictions.”
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Bank, recently told Airfinance Journal
the African Union Commission has
estimated, together with aviation
stakeholders, that about $20 billion of
financial assistance would be required
to bolster the airline sector’s inability
to withstand the impacts caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic.

Pillsbury Hong Kong SAR managing
partner, Paul Jebely, has been involved
in many financings in Africa. His teams
at Pillsbury and Clyde & Co have ranked
first for six years and consistently
remained in the top three law firms
since the Airfinance Journal survey
began in 2012.
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He says: “It takes a concerted effort
to be present in and patient with this
market. The deal work is never easy,
and the non-deal work (including
restructuring) is seemingly never
ending. Still, the work matters, because
there is at some level an escapable
development narrative for each
commercial passenger (or cargo) aircraft
that takes to African skies.”
The region’s ageing fleet is in need
of replacement but there are pockets of
fleet-renewal activity. Operating leases
represented almost 50% of the activity
in Africa last year. Some placements

Europe

K

&L Gates recorded fewer eligible
transactions last year in the
European market than Clifford Chance
but pipped the law firm for the number
one spot, thanks to a better scoring.
Sebastian Smith, K&L Gates partner,
says Covid lockdowns sent the
European airline industry into disarray
resulting in some difficult restructurings
and enterprising solutions.
“Restructured lease terms had to
be negotiated with the majority of
European airlines. Many aircraft that
were redelivered early in an as-is
basis now had to be repaired, stored,
insured and registered with CAMO
[continuing airworthiness management
organisations] arrangements in place, as
there was simply no secondary aircraft
for some aircraft types. Thankfully,
we saw a surge of freighter lease
conversions, using facilities such as
EFW, and assisted in the negotiation of
freighter conversion documentation and
new leases with freighter operators.”
Smith observes that difficult decisions
ultimately had to be made with some
equipment being sold piecemeal to
part-out operators. “This all made for a
very intense albeit interesting year.”
The commercial loan market
accounted for more than 40% of the
transactions in Europe last year. Many
governments rescued airlines through
state-guaranteed loans and, in some
cases, via the equity market.
The UK government quickly stated that
it will not offer any industry-wide support
programmes for the airline industry but
rather bespoke solutions. That said,
Easyjet, British Airways, Jet2, Ryanair
UK and Wizz Air UK were able to access
a generic Covid-19 Bank of England
commercial paper programme for more
than £2 billion ($2.73 billion).In December
2020, British Airways announced plans

TAAG Angola Airlines financed six
Dash8-400 deliveries through a finance
lease structure last year with African
Export-Import Bank and Absa Bank.
One interesting financing was a
structured term financing for Egyptair
Cargo. The facility was raised to part
fund the acquisition and conversion
costs of three A330-200P2F aircraft.
The financing is secured on revenues
generated by Egyptair Cargo through
the International Air Transport
Association’s cargo accounts settlement
system, the first time this has been done
for an African airline.

in the region have included regional
aircraft. Over the past year, new carriers
such as Green Africa Airways have
started operations with used ATR72600s ahead of a planned A220-300
fleet.
K&L Gates partner Sidanth Rajagopal
confirms this trend. “Capitalising on the
reduction in long-haul flights, regional
carriers in Africa appeared to focus on
taking regional aircraft on operating
leases. This also gave rise to the region
seeing the mushrooming of various lowcost airlines – ie, Green Africa, which
only received its first aircraft in 2021.”
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for a £2 billion facility with a five-year
tenor partially guaranteed by UK Export
Finance under its Export Development
Guarantee scheme.
Easyjet followed through earlier this
year signing a new term loan facility for
$1.87 billion underwritten by a syndicate
of banks.
The UK carrier was also proactive in
securing some assets in the commercial
loan market during 2020. As a result,
its unencumbered fleet now accounts
for 41%. Ryanair recently noted that
more than 85% of its aircraft fleet is
unencumbered.
France and The Netherlands offered
loan support to Air France-KLM, while
Lufthansa and its subsidiaries received
support from different governments.
Airlines in Spain, Portugal and the
Nordic countries also received
government-guaranteed loans. The
Portuguese government recently
increased its stake in TAP to 72.5% to

support the carrier during the pandemic.
Clifford Chance says the impact of
Covid-19 on the aviation industry within
Europe has been significant. “Many
airlines in the region have been forced
to seek accommodation from their
creditors in the form of lease and debt
restructurings, both in and out of court.
In particular, we have seen a number
of airlines, both European (e.g. Virgin
Atlantic) and others (e.g. MAB Leasing)
seeking to utilise English schemes
of arrangement as a flexible tool to
implement these restructurings without
having to implement a formal insolvency
process, as well as some airlines using
Irish examinership (e.g. Norwegian).”
Looking through to 2021, as vaccination
rates rise across Europe, Clifford Chance
expects to see the continued recovery
of aviation within Europe, but significant
headwinds remain for many European
airlines, particularly if there is disruption
to 2021 summer traffic.
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Middle East

120

K

Latin America

C

hris Hansen, partner at White &
Case, says 2020 initially seemed
like it would be another solid year for
Latin American aviation finance.
“Early in the year, Aeromexico
issued its first unsecured bond in the
international markets in many years.
The sale and leaseback market for new
and used aircraft was strong, and the
Jolco [Japanese operating lease with
call option] market remained open to
carriers in the region, with several deals
completed or in the pipeline during
January and February,” he says.
Hansen adds that the problems faced
by all airlines because of the Covid-19
pandemic were arguably more acute in
the region.
“Most governments in Latin America
were forced to focus their limited
resources on directly fighting the
pandemic and supporting populations
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41

8

100

&L Gates significantly closed the gap
on Clifford Chance last year in the
Middle East region but Clifford Chance
maintained its first position.
Rajagopal of K&L Gates says last year
was a ‘mixed bag’ in the region from
carriers looking at restructuring their
fleet, to various requests for deferred
rent payment, to carriers utilising various
financing structures to shore up liquidity.
The Middle East continues to have a
microclimate which is different from the
rest of world, he comments.
“We acted for lessors involved in
various sale and leaseback transactions
where the lessor community tapped
into local banks providing funding
through Islamic structures. In addition,
all major carriers continued to discuss
fleet rationalising methods with OEMs
[original equipment manufacturers]
including dealing with the Max aircraft,”
he says.
Commercial loan structures once
again topped the ranking in the Middle
East region last year but the region
also saw some activities in the sale and
leaseback market for new deliveries and
older assets. Etihad Airways signed a
landmark deal with Altavair Airfinance for
the sale and leaseback of 13 A330s as
well as the forward sale agreement for 16
Boeing 777-300ERs.
The highlighted deal in the region
was Etihad Airways’ $600 million sukuk
which was described as the “world’s
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first transition sukuk”, a form of Islamic
bond issuance financing linked to
Etihad’s carbon reduction targets and
investments in next-generation aircraft.
Clifford Chance and Allen & Overy
represented the parties in this landmark
transaction.
Clifford Chance says Covid-19 has
had a substantial impact on the aviation
industry in the Middle East. “With
many airlines in the region relying on
connecting passengers for a significant
portion of their traffic, the travel
restrictions imposed by governments
around the world have caused them
significant hardship, notwithstanding
high domestic vaccination rates. Many
of the Middle East airlines have relied
on significant direct and indirect state
funding in order to support them during
this period, as well as raising funds
through secured financings and sale
and leaseback transactions,” says
Clifford Chance.
“Etihad Airways also became the first
120

airline to issue a sustainability-linked
sukuk, another sign of the increasing
focus of aviation market participants on
sustainability issues. Looking forward to
2021, we expect that recovery will start
to take hold in the region based around
domestic and regional traffic, but with a
full recovery likely to take longer than in
other areas given the reliance of many
carriers in the region on long-haul flights.”
The Middle East region is also
attracting more asset manager/
boutique players reflecting the financing
requirements in the region in the future.
Sirius Aviation Capital commenced
operations in ADGM during March 2020
and in just over a year has grown its
fleet to 10 aircraft. The company plans
to grow its fleet to 100 aircraft over the
next three years.
Magi Aviation Capital, a more
established boutique financing company
expanded its footprint in the Middle East
with the opening of a regional office in
Doha, Qatar last year.
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that depend on the informal economy
to a large extent, leaving airlines to fend
for themselves to survive. This was in
contrast to other regions such as Asia,
Europe and North America, where in
many cases significant government
financial support helped keep local
airlines afloat,” he says.
Although there have been some
commercial fundraisings in Latin

America, there has been very little
government support in the region.
A major development in the region last
year was the use by LATAM, Avianca and
Aeromexico of legal protection under the
US Chapter 11 regime to carry out their
respective restructuring programmes.
“There is now a growing confidence
that each of these airlines will emerge
from Chapter 11 and the Covid crisis in

Airfinance Journal Analysis: Legal survey 2021

a strong and very competitive position,”
says Winston & Strawn partner Mark
Moody.
“White & Case clearly benefitted
in 2020 from having very strong
restructuring and aviation finance
practices that have worked closely
together for a long time and having
been particularly active in Latin
American aircraft finance for many
years, working with airlines, lessors,
lenders and ECAs [export credit
agencies] on transactions in the region.
This helped us to secure mandates
on behalf of airlines in Chapter 11
(Aeromexico’s special aviation counsel),
DIP [debtor-in-possession] financiers, ad
hoc bondholders and other creditors in
the Chapter 11 cases,” says Hansen.
Milbank was also active in the
airline bankruptcies. “The Latam

North America

A

irfinance Journal’s Deal Tracker
shows that more than $407 billion
was raised in 2020, of which $108 billion
was government-supported financings.
The response of governments in
supporting their airlines through the
Covid-19 crisis was varied. The USA
has offered the largest and most
comprehensive support package with
a programme of grants and between
five- and 10-year unsecured and secured
loans. The top US airlines signed up early
for the payroll-support programme, a
70% grant/30% unsecured loan offering
plus equity warrants.
Milbank was the clear winner in
this region, doubling the number of
transactions from 2019. Milbank’s
Fine points out the firm’s involvement
in almost every product. Milbank
helped develop the lessor enhanced
equipment trust certificates (EETCs),
which were largely used to finance
sale and leasebacks for aircraft leasing
companies but also worked on loans
and capital markets offerings. “The year
2020 was an unprecedented year for
raising liquidity for US airlines,” he says.
Over the course of the year, Milbank
worked on deals to raise more than $50
billion for airlines in North America. Fine
says the collateral for the loans included
aircraft, engines, spare parts, slots,
gates and routes and loyalty financings.
“Due to the urgent need for liquidity,
the financings were completed quickly
and efficiently. And since many of
the early financings were 364-day
financings, they all needed to be

market was very active in 2020 due
to the need for liquidity as well as the
airline bankruptcies, including LATAM,
Avianca and Aeromexico,” says Drew
Fine, a partner at Milbank. “We have
represented Avianca as well as four of
the five largest secured creditor groups
in the LATAM bankruptcy.”
Milbank also participated in the
different financings of Brazilian carrier Gol
Transportes Aereos: sale and leaseback
transactions, engine financings, as well as
US Ex-Im-supported financings.
White & Case’s Hansen says investor
interest in Latin American aviation
remained high notwithstanding
the pandemic. “Copa was able to
secure convertible bond financing
on favourable terms very early in the
pandemic and other carriers such as
Viva Aerobus in Mexico have also been

1200

able to tap that market lately.”
Hansen says there is ample room
for optimism that most or all traditional
financing sources will return to the
region in the coming years, but
significant challenges remain.
“Though the signs are good, none of
the Chapter 11 cases has yet reached its
conclusion so there remains a level of
uncertainty in the market,” he says.
Hansen adds: “In addition, South
America is currently the epicentre for
the Covid-19 pandemic, with Argentina,
Brazil, Peru and Colombia particularly
hard hit. This is causing social and
political upheaval in the region as well.
As in other jurisdictions, it is extremely
important that vaccination rates increase
quickly in Latin America to secure a
vibrant air travel market in the rest of
2021 and beyond.”
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refinanced,” he comments. Fine says
the loyalty financings were particularly
interesting because they were a new
financing product which needed to be
structured properly to protect investors
but give airlines operating flexibility.
“These financings proved to be very
popular for airlines and investors,” he
adds. The capital markets also played a
key role in North America last year. The
lessors issued unsecured bonds from
the end of the second quarter to protect
their liquidity levels while 12 EETC
issuances raised almost $10 billion.
The asset-backed securities (ABS)
market paused in March 2020 after a
flurry of deals were issued in the first
few weeks of the year. A total of five
deals, worth $2.38 billion, were issued
in the first quarter of last year, including
two transactions with engines only.
“The aviation sector once again
demonstrated its deep resilience as
streamlined business models built during
prior “black swan” events, such as the
2008 financial crisis and 9/11, enabled
industry participants to remain flexible
while working with their customers
and clients to navigate yet another

unprecedented challenge,” says Steve
Chung a partner at Hughes Hubbard &
Reed. “This included proactively seeking
unique financing alternatives; in fact,
many of our industry-leading clients, Air
Lease Corporation, Delta Air Lines, Griffin
Global Asset Management, Hawaiian
Airlines and United Airlines, managed
to exceed expectations during this last
year by capitalizing on their ability to
adapt. As borders continue to open up,
vaccination rates reach all-time highs and
travel confidence returns, the future is
again bright and optimistic for aviation,”
adds Chung.
“2020 was a devastating year for the
aviation industry in North America. With
the exponential increase in the Covid-19
cases in the region in 2020, the airlines
grounded most of their aircraft and a
complete lockdown was imposed in most
of the countries. The sudden halt in air
travel completely disrupted the aviation
industry in the region. Airlines based in
the U.S. raised capital through a mix of
financing techniques including heavily
utilizing government support through the
pool of funds available under the CARES
Act,” Clifford Chance says.
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Capital markets

A

irfinance Journal’s Deal Tracker
estimates that $142 billion-worth
of capital market transactions closed in
2020.
Milbank’s capital markets activity was
off the charts in 2020. The firm was
involved in 37 transactions, seven more
than the previous year.
“Pre-Covid, the ABS market got
off to a strong start with five ABS
closing in January and February. Once
Covid closed ABS down in March,
the need for airline liquidity resulted
in an unprecedent amount of capital
markets financings, including some
of the biggest deals in history. This
included the $6.5 billion United loyalty
financing and the $9 billion Delta loyalty
financing,” says partner Drew Fine.
The firm also represented underwriters
on EETCs for United Airlines, Delta Air
Lines, Alaska Airlines, Federal Express,
British Airways, Air Canada and Hawaiian
Airlines. And then the substantial
uptick in sale and leasebacks led to the

Structured leases

O

ver the past 12 months, the big wigs
in aircraft financing have decried
that demand for Jolco and Japanese
operating lease (Jol) financings was
“gone” and that the market was all but
“dead”.
The latest data, however, suggests
otherwise. While there have
undoubtedly been steep cuts in the
volume of aircraft equity underwritten
by Japanese investors, Jol and Jolco
transactions did still see deals in Coviddominated 2020.
Airlines continue to be preoccupied
with securing government bailouts
rather than structuring new aircraft
deals.
The flow of new aircraft deliveries
dried up significantly between the
second and fourth quarter of last
year, limiting the Jolco market. In
the meantime, equity investors were
hesitant to commit to the market. The
lack of commercial debt for the most
part of 2020 did not help.
This was a step back from 2019
when almost 110 deals closed as Jolco
financings represented about twothirds of the structured lease market.
In 2019, the overall funding volumes
increased, reflecting the confidence in
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office, says: “The unprecedented
impact of Covid-19 on the industry led
to numerous capital-strengthening
measures taken by airlines to bolster
their equity and debt capital and to
reinforce their cash liquidity positions.
As a result, we saw a significant
uptake in capital markets transactions,
particularly in Europe and North
America, with significant issuances by
Air France-KLM, Aeroflot, Finnair and
many others. Overall, 2020 was a strong
year for airline issuances in the capital
markets.”

development of the modern lessor EETC
for aircraft leasing companies.
The collateral for the secured bonds
included aircraft, engines, spare parts,
slots, gates and routes and loyalty
programmes. Several airlines also
issued secured notes and did common
stock offerings.
Hughes Hubbard & Reed and Clifford
Chance recorded 11 capital market
transactions each but White & Case
came second in this category.
Justin Benson, global head of asset
finance based in White & Case’s London
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the product and the credits, but also as
a consequence of larger transactions
requiring larger Japanese equity
underwriting capabilities.
First Jolco transactions reached El
Al Airlines, Royal Air Maroc and Air
Mauritius, while LATAM tapped the
market for new and used assets, as
Jolco underwriters became more open
minded on the risk.
Last year, Jolco investors were hit
by some airline bankruptcies and are
still digesting some restructurings,
including returned/rejected aircraft and
equity inventories. In total, 55 aircraft
transactions closed in the structured
lease market in 2020.
K&L Gates increased its lead position
accounting for 45% of all transactions in
this market.
“We have seen resiliency on the part

of the Jolco equity market in the face
of the Covid-19 pandemic,” says Robert
Melson, K&L Gates partner and global
head of aviation finance.
He adds: “Although the number of
debt providers for the Jolco market
certainly contracted significantly, we
worked with a few nimble Japanese
leasing companies to structure a
significant number of equity-only Jolcos.
We also did quite a few traditional
debt and equity Jolcos for long-term
airline Jolco participants that continue
to be seen as relatively safe by debt
providers.”
Melson says the equity never left
and anticipates the number of Jolco
transactions to increase in 2022 as
Covid-19 travel restrictions decline and
more and more debt providers return to
the market.
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Commercial loan
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he commercial loan market
accounted for 36.6% of the eligible
deals in 2020. This was up from 20%
the previous year.
Before Covid-19, the banking
market had been resilient despite the
abundance of liquidity and structured
loans available for borrowers.
Covid-19 highlighted the importance
of the banks, especially from the second
quarter of the year. It also marked
the pause or retreat from aviation of
certain capital providers. Meanwhile,
the alternatives offered to borrowers
have increased. Over the past year, new
players have come to the industry in
search of reasonable yields.
Looking back at 2020, commercial
loans were prevalent across North
America, Europe and, to a certain
extent, the Asia-Pacific, which reflects
the general need for aviation financing.
The number of aircraft deliveries
from manufacturers plummeted last
year, but airlines and lessors turned to
commercial loans for liquidity purposes.
As a result, 2020 saw a massive
increase in commercial loans. According
to Airfinance Journal’s Deal Tracker,
this category accounted for almost $167
billion in financing last year, up from $75
billion in 2019.
Commercial loans also include
insurance-supported financings, which

Sales & purchases
lifford Chance and K&L Gates were
the most active law firms in the sale
and purchase market.
But the absence of liquidity as well as
plans for buyers, in light of the Covid-19
pandemic, limited this market to about
60 transactions. This was only a fifth
of the previous year’s tally, when 300
transactions were recorded. There were
about 345 transactions the year before
that.
Some sale and leasebacks were
performed on new equipment in 2020,
while some airlines such as Easyjet sold
unencumbered assets to raise their
liquidity position.
“The sale and purchase market
saw an overall decline in 2020 when
compared with 2019; however, the US
and European markets in particular
remained buoyant through the midst of
the pandemic,” says Amanda Darling, a
partner at K&L Gates.
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have become more popular with airlines
over the past few years.
Milbank headed this category with
63 transactions, or 11 more than Clifford
Chance.
“As soon as Covid-19 closed down
aviation, airlines needed substantial
liquidity. Many relatively short-term
liquidity financings were provided to
airlines. These liquidity financings were
ultimately refinanced with longer-

300

term financing. The collateral for the
commercial loans included aircraft,
engines, spare parts, slots, gates and
routes and loyalty financings,” says
Milbank’s Fine.
The firm was also involved in
warehouse facilities for Aercap, Sky
Leasing and Carlyle Aviation Partners
during the year, while it represented the
investors in connection with a term loan
B for Fly Leasing.
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“We also saw some aircraft trading
activity among our Japanese investor

clients, but less than we see outside
pandemic conditions,” she says.
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Operating leases

300

Total number of eligible deals

22

310

250

T

he operating lease market was not
very active in 2020, mainly because
of the level of capacity it could offer
concerned airlines.
As airlines searched for a way of
surviving the Covid-19 pandemic,
balancing the fleet remained the priority.
Many airlines halted growth plans to
concentrate on the existing fleet and the
stored/active aircraft.
Covid-19 has provided some
opportunities for some airlines to benefit
from market conditions for leasing
aircraft, and this was reflected in lease
rates.
Compared with 2019, the number of
transactions last year halved.
Clifford Chance was a clear winner of
this category but four law firms – Bird
& Bird, K&L Gates, Pillsbury and White
& Case – were neck and neck in the
operating lease market.
“While operating lease transaction
volumes between new counterparties
softened in 2020, the pandemic
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nevertheless gave rise to a new trend
of instructions involving the fast-paced
re-leasing of portfolios of aircraft as
several airlines moved their excess
fleet capacity to group airlines in other
jurisdictions necessitating revised lease
structures, replacement security and
reregistration in highly compressed time
frames,” says Pillsbury partner Debra
Erni.

Europe continues to lead this category
with almost 40% of transactions in 2020.
Operating leases continue to be the
most popular financing solutions in
the market of new aircraft deliveries.
Lessors have large orderbooks with
the manufacturers but also account
for an increasing amount of purchase
and leaseback transactions on new
deliveries.

35

Total number of eligible deals

30

CAs are still underwriting financings,
although the introduction of ECA
premiums by the new Aircraft Sector
Understanding rules almost a decade
ago have impacted their attractiveness
to airlines.
The transactions recorded in 2020
include some A380s for Emirates
Airline, as well as A350-900 deliveries
for Turkish Airlines and Ethiopian
Airlines. Another Turkish carrier,
Pegasus Airlines, tapped the ECA
market for a total of 10 A320neo family
(eight A320neos and two A321neos)
deliveries last autumn.
Turkish Airlines also financed the
purchase of two 787-9s with loans
guaranteed by Ex-Im Bank in the first
transaction completed by the ECA since
it was reauthorised in July 2020.
Winston & Strawn topped the
rankings in this category.
“It has clearly been a very difficult
time for airlines during Covid, in
particular those airlines with no
access to support from their national
governments,” says Winston & Strawn
partner Mark Moody.
“The ECAs have certainly played their
part in trying to support airlines who
have ECA-supported financings in place
– this has included the ECAs developing
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an ECA common approach to airlines
seeking certain restructuring terms
during the pandemic, which has been
implemented quickly in several cases,”
adds Moody.
Pillsbury partner Graham Tyler says:
“From a borrower’s perspective, like many
other counterparties on secured aircraft
financings, during the pandemic the
ECAs have looked to preserve existing
transactions as far as has been possible
through deal restructurings not least
because there have been few, if any,
options for financial institutions or lessors
to place aircraft that are returned early or
repossessed.

“Looking forward, the ECAs will
continue to have an important role in
supporting the financing of new aircraft,
perhaps for more financially challenged
airline borrowers, but we don’t anticipate
the levels getting anywhere near those
seen in the financial crisis back in 2008.”
Tyler adds: “As the sector recovers,
there will be many alternative options
for borrowers to consider alongside
ECA financings including raising
money in the debt capital markets, the
insurance-backed products of AFIC
[Aircraft Finance Insurance Consortium]
and Balthazar, secured commercial debt
and the sale and leaseback market.”
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Airfinance Journal’s 2020 deals of the year awards
Airfinance Journal reveals the winners of our prestigious annual Awards, recognising the
most innovative deals, individuals and teams in aviation finance.

Africa Deal of the Year: TAAG Angola Airlines $145m commercial loan for six Dash8-400s
Borrower/issuer: TAAG Angola
Airlines
Structure: Commercial loan
Assets financed: Six Dash8-400s
Lawyers: Pillsbury, Walkers Global,
Miranda and Associates and Cliffe
Dekker Hofmeyr acted for the
lenders. Norton Rose Fulbright
represented TAAG Angola Airlines
and the government of Angola
Banks: Absa Bank and African
Export-Import Bank acted as
mandated lead arrangers and
lenders. Absa Bank was security
trustee and facility agent
Amount: $145 million
Date mandated: 14 November 2019
Date closed: 13 May 2020

T

he financing in the commercial debt
market of six de Havilland of Canada
Dash8-400 turboprop aircraft won the
Africa deal of the year category.
This is a uniquely African deal, with
an African airline financed by an allAfrican banking consortium. However,

the deal team was truly international
and reached from Luanda to Cape Town
to Johannesburg to Cairo to Dublin to
London, to the Caribbean, to Montreal
to Vancouver and Hong Kong.
Walkers acted as Cayman Islands
counsel in connection with the financing
by Absa Bank and African Export-Import
Bank of six aircraft to TAAG Linhas
Aereas de Angola Airlines. The deal is
supported by a sovereign guarantee
issued by the government of Angola.
The borrower, Cunene Ltd, a special
purpose vehicle incorporated with
limited liability and existing under the
laws of the Cayman Islands, entered into
a finance lease with TAAG, incorporated
in Angola and the operator and
guarantor of the aircraft.
The lenders, Absa Bank and African
Export-Import Bank, advanced the
funds to the borrower and received a
sovereign guarantee from the Ministry
of Finance of the Republic of Angola for
the total debt amount.
Absa provided the pre-delivery
payments (PDP) in the transaction.
This was also the first PDP financing

transaction by the South African bank,
and one of its first aviation transactions.
The deal also marked the first PDP
financing transaction for de Havilland
Aircraft of Canada.
Critically, it is understood to have
been the first new aircraft type delivered
by any commercial aircraft manufacturer
to a new customer during the Covid-19
pandemic.
There were numerous complexities
in closing this transaction during
the Covid-19 pandemic, including:
the manufacturing facility came
to a standstill, which resulted in a
postponement in the delivery date;
there were difficulties with the aircraft
deliveries as the manufacturing country
(Canada) and receiving country (Angola)
were in lockdown – TAAG appointed
a third-party Canadian inspection
delegate to inspect the aircraft in
Canada and ferry the aircraft to Angola;
and the transaction was then closed
during the Covid-19 lockdown period
and TAAG took delivery of its first
aircraft remotely from the de Havilland
manufacturing plant in Canada.

Asia-Pacific Deal of the Year: Cathay Airways HK$39bn recapitalisation plan
Borrower/issuer: Cathay Pacific
Airways
Structure: Bridge loan facility, shares
subscription
Financial adviser: Goldman Sachs
Lawyer: Clifford Chance
Amount: HK$39 billion ($5 billion)
Date closed: August 2020

O

n 9 June 2020, Cathay Pacific
Airways announced a triple-tranche
HK$39 billion ($5 billion) recapitalisation
proposal involving: an issuance of
HK$19.5 billion of preference shares
and HK$1.95 billion of detachable
warrants to Aviation 2020 Limited with
an exercise price of HK$4.68; a rights
issue of HK$11.7 billion on the basis of
seven rights shares for every 11 existing
shares held with a subscription price
of HK$4.68, which represented a 35%
discount to the theoretical ex-rights price
(TERP) or 46.9% discount to the closing
share price as at 8 June 2020; and a
committed bridge loan facility of HK$7.8

billion to be extended by Aviation 2020
Limited, with a 12-month availability
period and 18-month repayment period
from draw down.
The transaction was the second-largest
government-led airline recapitalisation
package in the Asia-Pacific region.
Swire Pacific (owning 45% of Cathay
Pacific’s shares), Air China (29.99%) and
Qatar Airways (9.99%) signed irrevocable
undertakings to take up their pro-rata
portion of the rights issue (HK$10 billion).
The Hong Kong SAR government
committed a total of HK$27.3 billion to
Cathay Pacific. The rights issue was
oversubscribed by 137%.
The bridge loan has security over
certain aircraft and related insurances
of the Cathay Pacific Group. The loan
was made immediately available for
draw down, while the preference shares
with warrants and the rights issue were
subject to conditions precedent, including
shareholder’s approval at an extraordinary
general meeting in July 2020.
The multibillion recapitalisation was
proposed in response to a series of
unexpected events outside the Cathay

Pacific’s control, including the outbreak
of the global Covid-19 pandemic which
has created significant challenges for the
airline industry.
The recapitalisation plan was essential
to the airline’s survival, Cathay Pacific’s
chairman, Patrick Healy, said at the time.
Cathay Pacific reported an attributable
loss of HK$9.9 billion for the six months
ended 30 June 2020, compared with an
attributable profit of HK$1.3 billion during
the same period in 2019.
Cathay Pacific started 2020 with about
HK$20 billion in unrestricted liquidity,
and the current cash burn is in the region
of about HK$2.5 billion to HK$3 billion
a month.
Healy notes that the government will
not have voting rights in Cathay Pacific.
“It is an investment by the government,”
he says. “The government is expecting
and planning to make a reasonable
return on the investment funds through
preference shares, warrants and loan
facility. The government does not have
the intention to remain a long-term
shareholder and also does not have the
intention to engage in operations.”
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Europe Deal of the Year: Virgin Atlantic £1.2bn
recapitalisation plan
Borrower/issuer: Virgin Atlantic
Airways/Barbados Enterprises
Assets financed: Take-off and
landing slots at London-Heathrow
airport and an Airbus A330 aircraft
leased to Virgin Atlantic Airways
Lawyers: Watson Farley & Williams,
counsel to the bondholders and
various finance and operating lease
creditors. Allen & Overy, counsel
to Virgin. Herbert Smith Freehills,
co-counsel to Virgin. Linklaters,
counsel to bond trustee and security
trustee. Ashurst, counsel to Davidson
Kempner; Raines & Co, counsel
to Barbados Enterprises. Clifford
Chance, counsel to Virgin’s lessors.
Freshfields, counsel to revolving
credit facility lenders.
Amount: £1.2 billion ($1.57 billion)
Date mandated: 1 April 2020
Date closed: 2 September 2020

T

he £1.2 billion ($1.57 billion)
recapitalisation of Virgin Atlantic
Airways wins the European Deal of the
Year.
Not only does Virgin’s LondonHeathrow slot portfolio represent

its single most valuable asset, the
preservation of the slot entitlement
is paramount in any financial and
operational reconstruction.
The London-Heathrow airport slot
portfolio secured in favour of the
bondholders comprised the greater part
of the carrier’s operations and without
which it would not be able to operate.
As part of the restructuring plan,
the existing bonds were upsized and
amended, with additional bonds being
subscribed by funds managed by
Davidson Kempner.
The specialist nature of slot
financings and the complexities of the
underlying legal and regulatory basis
on which take-off and landing slots
are allocated, owned and retained by
airlines, particularly in an insolvency
situation, required the combined
experience of Watson Farley & Williams’
cross-discipline team, including its
structured finance, aviation finance,
regulatory, restructuring and insolvency
specialists, all of which have marketleading knowledge of the European
slots financing market.
The restructuring plan involved
multiple classes of disparate creditors
who voted on the plan, including
traditional lenders, lessors and trade

creditors. A number of other creditors
provided their support outside of the
statutory mechanism by way of bilateral
consensual arrangements with Virgin
Atlantic Airways.
Under the terms of plan, the Virgin
Group provided £200 million, while
Delta Air Lines was deferring or waive
debts and charges owed by the airline
worth £400 million.
Hedge fund Davidson Kempner
Capital Management provided £170
million of secured financing while the
largest creditors supported the airline
with more than £450 million of deferrals
and Virgin said it continued to “have the
support” of credit card acquirers Lloyd’s
Cardnet and First Data.
The recapitalisation takes effect over
an 18-month period and is tied to a
restructuring plan which includes cost
savings of about £280 million a year and
about £880 million of “rephasing and
financing of aircraft deliveries” over the
next five years.
Virgin Atlantic Airways was the first
to use the new UK restructuring plan to
implement its recapitalisation, making
use of Part 26A of the Companies Act
2006, which was introduced by the
Corporate Insolvency and Governance
Act 2020.

Latin America Deal of the Year: Azul R$1.74bn convertible bonds
Borrower/issuer: Azul
Structure: Convertible bonds
Lawyers: Hogan Lovells and
Machado Meyer Advogados advised
the anchor investors. Shearman
& Sterling and Pinheiro Neto
Advogados advised Azul. Pinheiro
Guimarães advised the underwriter,
Banco Itau BBA
Banks: Banco Itau BBA as
underwriter of the offering
Adviser: Seabury Securities as
financial adviser to Azul
Amount: R$1.74 billion ($325 million)
Tenor: Five years
Date mandated: 1 September 2020
Date closed: 12 November 2020

M

any of Latin America’s biggest
airlines have struggled during
the Covid-19 pandemic, with Avianca,
LATAM Airlines and Aeroméxico all
filing for Chapter 11 protection in the US
courts during 2020. Azul’s convertible
debenture offering, however, should
provide the airline with sufficient liquidity
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to survive the pandemic-driven industry
downturn. Azul publicly stated in its
third-quarter 2020 earnings release,
immediately following settlement of the
offering, that adding the proceeds of
the offering to its existing cash balance
would allow the airline to operate for
more than five years at its then-current
cash burn levels.
Anchor investors, Knighthead Capital
Management and Certares Management,
structured, negotiated and documented
the terms of an issuance of R$1.74
billion ($325 million) principal amount of
convertible debentures in September
2020 by Azul.
The debentures are convertible into
preferred shares of Azul, mature five
years after issuance, are indexed to the
US dollar and pay interest of 7.5% in the
first year in kind through an increase in
the par value of the debentures, and
thereafter at an interest rate of 6% per
year payable semi-annually in cash.
The debentures are redeemable for
cash at Azul’s option at any time, after
36 months, but only if the last reported
share price exceeds 130% of the

conversion price for a specified period of
time. The debentures have a conversion
price of R$32.2649 per preferred share,
resulting in an initial conversion premium
of 27.5% based on the 30-trading day
volume weighted average price.
Azul elected to accept the financing
proposal from Knighthead and Certares
in lieu of alternative funding made
available by Brazil’s development bank,
BNDES. Azul and BNDES had agreed
in September 2020 that the bank was
going to provide a R$2 billion financing
from its emergency programme created
to support sectors affected by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Knighthead and Certares also
committed to ordering an additional
R$560 million in convertible debentures
if Azul decides to carry out a new public
offer on similar terms within the next 12
months.
Convertible note offerings to US
investors by Brazilian issuers are
exceedingly rare because of structuring
complexities related to a variety of
issues, including withholding tax and
statutory pre-emptive rights.
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Middle East Deal of the Year: Qatar Airways $800m
finance lease for seven 787-9s
Borrower/issuer: Qatar Airways
Structure: Finance lease
Assets financed: Seven Boeing
787-9s
Lawyers: Dentons acted counsel to
Qatar Airways. Vedder Price acted as
counsel to Standard Chartered Bank
Banks: Standard Chartered Bank
Amount: $800 million
Date mandated: 29 March 2020
Date closed: 16 April 2020

S

tandard Chartered Bank closed a
circa $800 million senior secured
financing covering seven Boeing 787-9
aircraft for Qatar Airways. The deal
was structured, financed and arranged

exclusively by Standard Chartered Bank.
The bank also acted as facility and
security agent.
The large transaction was one of – if
not the – largest solely underwritten
loans advanced by a bank post the
onset of Covid-19 at the time, which
stands as testimony to the longstanding
and deep relationship between the
airline and bank.
Qatar Airways is a long-standing
client of Standard Chartered Bank.
In 2016, Qatar Airways mandated
the sale and leaseback of eight new
Airbus A320s to Standard Chartered
subsidiary Pembroke Capital. The CFM
International CFM56-5B4/3-powered
A320s were acquired from the Dohabased carrier’s leasing arm, Qatar
Aviation Leasing (QALC).

In 2014, Qatar Airways closed sale
and leasebacks for three 777-300ERs
and five 787-8s with the bank in a
deal that represented its first sale and
leaseback transaction.
Standard Chartered was one of the
joint arrangers and lenders of a 12-year
$500 million finance lease for two 777300ERs and one 777-200LR deliveries
for the carrier in 2008.
In 2003, the Doha-based carrier
signed a $736 million interest rate swap
transaction with Standard Chartered Bank.
The financing provided an interest rate
hedging facility to Qatar Airways to fix
its long-term borrowing costs for a total
of 12 aircraft. The transaction followed a
long-term financing covering two A320
aircraft in which Standard Chartered Bank
participated as one of the lenders.

North America Deal of the Year: Jetblue Airways $550m
revolving credit facility
Borrower/issuer: Jetblue Airways
Structure: Senior secured revolving
credit facility
Lawyers: Debevoise advised Jetblue
Airways. Milbank represented the
lenders
Banks: BNP Paribas sole
sustainability structuring agent.
Citibank was administrative agent.
Other participating banks included
Morgan Stanley, Bank of America,
Goldman Sachs, Barclays, Credit
Agricole, Apple Bank and Columbia
State Bank
Adviser: Vigeo-Eris, ESG rating
agency
Amount: $550 million
Tenor: Four years
Date mandated: 10 January 2020
Date closed: 20 February 2020

I

n February 2020, Jetblue Airways
became the first airline to deploy
a sustainability-linked loan (SLL) by
amending its existing $550 million
senior secured revolving credit facility
(RCF) due July 2023.
The general mechanisms of an
SLL – where the interest rate or
commitment fee paid on the RCF
increases or decreases based on
whether a company achieves agreed-on
sustainability metrics – give borrowers a
financial incentive to attain their targets

as part of their corporate sustainability
strategy.
In Jetblue’s financing, the US
airline’s borrowing costs depend on
whether it achieves a predetermined
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) score. This score will be provided
on an annual basis by independent
third-party data specialist Vigeo Eiris, a
provider of ESG research and services
for investors and other organisations.
“Our owners, many of whom are
also crew members, want to see
how ESG initiatives are connected to
our financials. As the first airline to
accomplish this type of transaction, we
are directly linking our commitment to
addressing environmental and social
issues with our bottom line. We are
proud of what we have accomplished,
but also understand we have more to
do in reducing our carbon footprint and
meeting the needs of our stakeholders,”
says Sophia Mendelsohn, chief
sustainability officer for Jetblue.
The transaction complements the
company’s previous sustainability
commitments.
In 2020, Jetblue was the first US
airline to announce it would operate
carbon neutral on all domestic flights
by offsetting emissions from jet fuel,
ramping up to eliminate more than 17
billion pounds of CO2 emissions a year;
Jetblue will also start flying with
sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) on flights
from San Francisco. SAF has up to an
80% smaller carbon footprint versus

regular jet fuel.
Jetblue has previously placed orders
for 70 Airbus A220s powered by Pratt &
Whitney geared turbofan PW1500G fuelefficient engines reducing emissions per
seat by 40%.
The SLL transaction built on Jetblue’s
sustainable finance strategy.
In 2018, the US carrier started
formally to review its financial partners’
sustainability strategy and commitments,
shifting business to financial partners
with stronger ESG policies.
The following year, BNP Paribas
helped the company move to
sustainable cash management by
creating tailor-made solutions that
meet the airline’s ESG and treasury
guidelines.
The SLL financing was well received
by Jetblue’s bank group: the company’s
nine existing lenders committed to the
SLL feature as part of this amendment.
As sustainability structuring agent, BNP
Paribas advised Jetblue on various
SLL options and provided structuring
advice.
BNP Paribas’ co-head of global
banking Americas, Florence Pourchet,
says the Jetblue transaction is just one
element of the airline’s comprehensive
ESG and sustainable finance strategy.
“As a leader in sustainable finance,”
she says, “BNP Paribas is dedicated to
working with our corporate clients to
identify tailored solutions that align with
their specific efforts and commitments
toward achieving their ESG goals.”
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Bank Loan Deal of the Year: Bleriot Aviation Funding
$300m warehouse facility
Borrower/issuer: Bleriot Aviation Funding
DAC
Structure: Non-recourse secured,
revolving warehouse facility
Lessor: JLPS Holding Ireland Limited as
servicer
Equity sponsors: Airbus Financial Services
and JP Lease Products and Services
Banks: BNP Paribas as sole structuring
agent, sole global coordinator, agent,
account bank and security trustee. BNP
Paribas and Credit Agricole CIB acted
as joint bookrunners, joint mandated
lead arrangers, lenders and hedge
counterparties
Lawyers: A&L Goodbody acted as Irish
transaction counsel to Bleriot Aviation
Funding. Milbank as English counsel to the
lenders. K&L Gates as English counsel to
Bleriot Aviation Funding as borrower
Amount: $300 million
Tenor: Three years
Date mandated: 1 October 2020
Date closed: 10 November 2020

A

irfinance Journal’s bank loanwinning transaction is a leading
example of increased joint-venture
activity in the aviation finance and

leasing market in light of Covid-19 with
Airbus capitalising on an opportunity
to further diversify its business with an
aim to develop a foothold in the aircraft
leasing market.
Bleriot Aviation Funding, a jointventure leasing vehicle of JP Lease
Products & Services and Airbus
Financial Services (a 100% subsidiary
of Airbus), entered into a $300 million
limited recourse secured warehouse
loan facility arranged by BNP Paribas
and Credit Agricole Corporate and
Investment Bank (Credit Agricole CIB).
JP Lease was appointed as the sole
servicer of the joint venture.
The facility has a two-year availability
period to 20 December 2022. The final
maturity date is 20 December 2023.
This was a significant transaction
initially sized at $300 million but with an
accordion option feature which if fully
committed to would increase the size to
$750 million.
It is structured to address the strategic
needs of each stakeholder under Covidaffected market conditions. For Airbus, it
represents a strategic financing solution

for its clients to support the optimisation
of its product line delivery schedules
during the health crisis.
For JP Lease, one of the major
underwriters in the Japanese equity
market, it is a conduit to secure aircraft
lease transactions with major airlines
for future distribution to Japanese
investors.
The facility is designed for newgeneration Airbus aircraft such as
A320neo family, A350 family and
A330-900. Its first utilisation was one
A320neo delivery to Spirit Airlines.
The transaction had a number
of innovative features including
on the financing of deferred lease
commencement aircraft. It provided the
borrower with further flexibility in running
its business while also including additional
protections for the finance parties.
The timing of the transaction was
challenging at a time when a number
of warehouse facilities were being
restructured. Financiers were more
demanding with respect to provisions
that they need in the facility documents
to better protect their interests.

Structured Lease Deal of the Year: BOCOM LeasingChina Postal Airlines operating lease for two 737-800s
Borrower/issuer: Two special
purpose vehicles incorporated in
Tianjin, China, each a wholly owned
subsidiary of Bocom Leasing
Structure: Sell-out, buy-in
Law firms: King & Wood Mallesons
as People’s Republic of China (PRC)
counsel for Bocom Leasing. Han
Kun Law Offices as PRC counsel for
China Postal Airlines
Assets: Two Boeing 737-800s
Amount: Exceeding $70 million
Lessor: Bocom Leasing as parent
of the lessor, namely each Tianjin
special purpose vehicle
Date mandated: 8 September 2020
Date closed: 21 November 2020

T

he 2020 Structured Lease Deal
of the Year was innovative for
combining with asset trade in order to
conduct the conversion in a tax-bonded
zone by the relevant maintenance,
repair and overhaul company in the
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People’s Republic of China (PRC) and
matching the payment requirements
to Boeing from customs and the Civil
Aviation Administration of China (CAAC)
requirements for the conversion.
The two Boeing 737-800 aircraft,
previously leased to a Chinese carrier
through the Irish special purpose
vehicle (SPV) and PRC SPV of Bank
of Communications Financial Leasing
(BCOML) were returned in 2020.
BCOML leased the two aircraft to
China Post Airlines on a back-to-back
base together with a simultaneous
arrangement of passenger-to-freighter
conversion with Boeing.
The transaction marked the first lease
deal that achieved the combination of
the return of used aircraft in the previous
lease and the passenger-to-freighter
(P2F) conversion and operating lease in
the next lease simultaneously in China.
It was also the first operating lease
using the lessee’s P2F slot with Boeing
by way of assignment (but not novation)
of such slot to BCOML’s China free-trade
zone SPV. The aircraft is the first 737800 aircraft, with the youngest age, in

the passenger-to-freighter conversion
programme worldwide.
It was a milestone for BCOML
because it expanded into new territories
on asset management and disposition
of used aircraft in the fleet at the end of
its first lease term.
BCOML’s induction of such aircraft
in to P2F at the beginning of the
second lease term, reflects the lessor’s
excellent performance in risk control
in respect of assets management, and
ability and capacity in coordinating with
other parties and multi-government
authorities. It also represents the ability
of a Chinese leasing company to access
multiple channels to accomplish lease
and conversion programme.
The extremely creative sell-out,
buy-in structure between the BCOML
PRC SPV and Irish SPV was tailored
by the BCOML team for the purpose
of this deal to overcome the obstacles
within, CAAC and customs compliance
requirements.
This deal opens up a new era of the
passenger-to-freighter conversion and
operating lease in China.
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Sale and Leaseback Deal of the Year: United Airlines
22 aircraft sale and leaseback
Borrower/issuer: United Airlines
Structure: Sale and leaseback
financing
Assets: Six Boeing 787-9 and 16
Max 9 aircraft
Lessor: BOC Aviation
Date mandated: April 2020
Date closed: April 2020

A

viation has been one of the hardest
hit sectors by the Covid-19 crisis,
which had seen (by April 2020) more
than 30 airlines declare bankruptcy
protection since the start of the year.
During the onset of the Covid-19
crisis, BOC Aviation proactively

contacted its airline customers to
provide assistance through the difficult
environment. This included various
levels of support to help airlines
with their liquidity via purchase and
leaseback transactions.
United Airlines was the first US airline
to make aggressive capacity reductions.
By this time, United Airlines had cut
about 80% of its capacity for April 2020
and was taking decisive steps to mitigate
the operational and financial impacts
of Covid-19 by making deep schedule
reductions, drastically reducing spending
and aggressively raising liquidity.
This resulted in a sale and leaseback
agreement with BOC Aviation for
22 Boeing aircraft in April 2020 that

contributed to part of the many steps
United Airlines took in mitigating the
impacts of Covid-19 on its business.
The transaction comprised six Boeing
787-9 and 16 737 Max 9 aircraft.
The size of this transaction is
testament to BOC Aviation’s ability
to carry out large transactions across
multiple aircraft types. It also reflects
the speed and agility at which the BOC
Aviation team was able to move, and
its access to liquidity and high level
of management autonomy meant it
was able to move quickly to secure
some of the most attractive investment
opportunities available, focusing on
customer selection and improving the
credit quality of its portfolio.

Guaranteed Financing Deal of the Year: Skywest Airlines
$80m AFIC-supported financing for four E175s
Borrower/issuer: Skywest Airlines
Structure: AFIC-supported financing
Advisers: AFIC Credit Specialties (of
Marsh UK) acted as non-payment
insurance adviser to BNDES. AFIC
Advisory & Operations (of Marsh USA),
as aircraft finance adviser to the AFIC
insurers
Insurers: AXIS Capital, as AFIC
insurer (risk mitigator) and as insurer
representative. Sompo International
acted as AFIC insurer (risk mitigator).
Endurance Worldwide Insurance Ltd
Banks: Banco Nacional de
Desenvolvimento e Social (BNDES)
acting through its affiliate, Agencia
Especial de Financiamento Industrial.
US Bank National Association as
security trustee
Lawyers: Clifford Chance, as counsel
to the AFIC insurers, Parr Brown Gee
& Loveless, as counsel to Skywest
Airlines. White & Case acted as
counsel to BNDES. Shipman &
Goodwin was counsel to US Bank
National Association, in its capacity
as security trustee
Amount: $80 million
Tenor: 12 years
Date mandated: 21 September 2020
Date closed: 23 December 2020

A

ircraft Finance Insurance Consortium
(AFIC) closed its first non-Boeing
transactions in late December with four
Embraer E175 aircraft.
The transaction, covering four
deliveries for Skywest, was underwritten
by AXIS Insurance and Sompo
International. Brazilian Development
Bank (BNDES) was the lender.
In the January-February issue of
Airfinance Journal, AFIC managing
director, Robert Morin, said the firm
extended its offering to Embraer aircraft
last year and recently closed the first
AFIC-supported Embraer transaction.
“We are willing to support the financing
of new or almost-new Embraer E1 and
E2 aircraft,” he said.
The transaction closed on 23
December 2020 when Skywest took
delivery of the four new aircraft in one
day. Agencia Especial de Financiamento
Industrial (FINAME), an affiliate of
BNDES, acted as the lender and
provided a 12-year secured loan facility,
covered by AFIC’s aircraft non-payment
insurance (ANPI) policy issued by AXIS
Specialty Europe, London Branch,
and Endurance Worldwide Insurance
Limited.
The transaction marked many firsts.It
represents the first expansion of AFIC’s
product offering to include an additional
commercial aircraft original equipment
manufacturer. When AFIC was first
established in 2017, it exclusively focused
on supporting the financing of new and
almost new Boeing aircraft. However,

for AFIC to be as successful as possible,
the intent was always to expand AFIC’s
product offering to include other types of
aircraft. This is because the AFIC insurers
highly value diversity, in terms of aircraft
types, the number and types of airlines,
airline business models, regions of the
world and sources of funding.
The transaction was also the first AFICsupported financing for an airline based
in the USA, as well as the first transaction
for a regional airline. It was the first time
Skywest Airlines used an AFIC-supported
financing.
The deal also marked the first AFICsupported financing for commercial
aircraft funded by an export credit
agency (ECA) and the first time
BNDES used an entirely private sector
risk mitigator (instead of a Brazilian
government-supported risk mitigator
such as ABGF or SBCE).
Although not a large size, the
transaction has the potential to lead
to a significant number of follow-on
transactions for various regional airlines
in the USA. The supported financing also
represented a “new aircraft financing tool
in the Embraer customer finance team’s
aircraft financing toolbox”.
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Tax Lease Deal of the Year: Pegasus Airlines €55m
Jolco financing for one A321neo
Borrower/issuer: Pegasus Airlines
Structure: Japanese operating lease
with call option
Adviser: ABL Aviation acted as
global equity arranger for SBI
Leasing Services
Bank: Bank of China
Guarantor: ACG acted as guarantor
for the loan amount
Lessor: SBI Leasing Services
Lawyers: Nishimura & Asahi acted
as legal counsel to the lessor and
equity underwriter. Norton Rose
Fulbright as legal adviser to the
lender and the facility agent. Smith,
Gambrell & Russell as legal adviser
to the guarantor. Holland & Knight as
legal adviser to the lessee
Amount: €55 million ($67 million)
Term: 12 years
Date mandated: 1 November 2019
Date closed: 9 April 2020

T

he Pegasus Airlines Japanese
operating lease with call option
(Jolco) financing of an Airbus A321neo
delivery was innovative in many respects.

It was also the first Jolco-financed
aircraft with debt guaranteed by
Aviation Capital Group (ACG).
In March 2018, ACG launched its
Aircraft Financing Solutions (AFS)
programme offering an alternative and
cost-effective aircraft financing option
for airlines. The AFS programme fills
a market gap left by export credit
agencies, which traditionally offered
airlines non-payment guarantees
to help support aircraft exports and
domestic manufacturers. On the equity
side, ABL Aviation’s Japanese partner,
SBI Leasing Services, provided a
competitive source of equity.
The transaction also marked the
first aircraft delivered fully remotely
from a manufacturer’s production line.
The innovative process was a result of
the challenges raised by the ongoing
Covid-19 pandemic. The closing of this
transaction took place at a time when
the uncertainty surrounding the global
pandemic was at its highest and as
the majority of Europe, Asia and the
USA were in a strict lockdown. The
aircraft was due for delivery in April
2020 when most of the participants
required to attend were unable to travel.
Government restrictions and quarantine
requirements posed a major threat to the
delivery taking place. ABL Aviation and
Pegasus Airlines worked closely with

Airbus to ensure that the delivery could
proceed and alternative processes were
put in place to overcome all challenges
presented by the pandemic.
There are two main stages in the
new remote delivery approach. First,
the technical acceptance completion
(TAC) task was delegated to Airbus
to perform, on the airline’s behalf, all
the necessary actions. TAC, which is
a prerequisite for the transfer of title
(ToT), includes the ground-check, the
acceptance test flight, acceptance
manuals and procedures.
Second, the ToT was completed
electronically with a remote ToT digital
signature. This process obviates the
need for any of the airline’s staff to be
physically present at the Airbus delivery
centre.

Operating Lease Deal of the Year: ST Engineering
Aerospace Resources A321 aviation fund
Borrower/issuer: Keystone 1 Limited
(Guarantor – Keystone Holdings
Global Pte)
Structure: Operating lease financing
Bank: MUFG Bank as arranger,
lender, facility agent, security agent
and fixed-rate provider
Asset: One Airbus A321 and
freighter conversion costs
Lessor: Keystone 1 Limited
Lawyers: Vedder Price as counsel
to MUFG Bank. Bird & Bird acted as
counsel to Keystone Holdings
Date mandated: 15 November 2020
Date closed: 30 December 2020
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I

n early 2020, Keystone Holdings, a
joint venture between ST Engineering
Aerospace Resources and SJ Aviation
Capital, signed a letter of intent with
Qantas Airways to undergo a freighter
conversion for an Airbus A321 into an
A321P2F aircraft.
The parties agreed to continue the
lease as a freighter.
The passenger aircraft, which is
on lease to the Qantas Group, will
be converted by ST Engineering and
delivered at the end of 2021.
Lender MUFG had initially financed
a portfolio of aircraft, which included
a mid-life A321 leased to an Australian
operator.
MUFG was in close dialogue with
Keystone and provided a creative
solution to meet financing requirements.
The short timing, at two months,
demonstrates MUFG’s ability not only

to finance older aircraft, but also a new
asset type in the converted freighter
space.
The secured conversion and
operating lease financing with multiple
drawdowns was in line with the
conversion payments.
The secured asset-based deal for
the conversion of an A321 aircraft to
freighter marked the first A321P2F
conversion financing.
Keystone Holdings is focused on midlife narrowbody aircraft.

Airfinance Journal Global Awards 2020

Used Aircraft Deal of the Year: Altavair/KKR $600m
warehouse facility for 38 aircraft
Borrower/issuer: Altavair and KKR
Structure: Warehouse facility
Asset: Predefined list of
narrowbodies and widebodies
Amount: $600 million
Banks: BNP Paribas and Citi as
joint mandated lead arrangers.
MUFG acted as lead arranger. BNP
Paribas, Citibank, MUFG and Societe
Generale acted as lenders
Lessor: Altavair as servicer
Law firms: Pillsbury representing
the lenders. Milbank representing
Altavair
Date mandated: 15 December 2019
Date closed: 21 February 2020

K

KR and Altavair Airfinance agreed
to purchase 38 Airbus A330 and
Boeing 777 widebody aircraft from
Etihad Airways in 2020.

The $1 billion acquisition was made
through aircraft leasing investment
platform Altitude Aircraft Leasing, which
was established by KKR’s credit and
infrastructure funds in 2018 to acquire
aircraft serviced by Altavair.
The aircraft portfolio included Etihad
Airways’ owned fleet of 777-300ERs and
Rolls-Royce Trent-powered A330-300s
and A330-200s.
The transaction provides for the
777-300ERs to be leased back to
Etihad on purchase, while the Airbus
A330s will be delivered over the next
22 months and placed on lease with
other international operators for either
passenger operations or as converted
freighters.
At the time, Altavair’s chief executive
officer, Steve Rimmer, told Airfinance
Journal that there was a chance that
Altavair will look to convert the A330s
(16 -200s and six -300s) in the “near
term”, but foresees a “reasonable
amount of passenger demand”
too. “Airlines are getting scared of
technological risk with new aircraft and

reasonably priced proven aircraft are
becoming attractive. Where else can
you get 22 sistership aircraft without
going to the OEM [original equipment
manufacturer]? Airlines like to look at
a baseline consistent standard even if
they intend to reconfigure,” he says.
The lessor will also consider at 777300ER conversions.
Altavair obtained a $600 million
aircraft secured warehouse facility to
fund partly the $1 billion acquisitions.
The transaction was characterised
by a prompt closing and signing at the
beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic,
with funding during the pandemic’s
spread with strong credit-standing
lessees and young narrowbody aircraft
for a good share of the portfolio (in
addition to the widebody aircraft from
Etihad Airways).
In the wake of the unfolding
pandemic, Altavair has successfully
managed to ramp-up the warehouse
with strong lessees and for newgeneration aircraft for a good portion of
the portfolio.

Cargo Deal of the Year: Fedex $970m EETC for 19
freighter aircraft
Borrower/issuer: Federal Express
Structure: Enhanced equipment
trust certificate class 2020-1AA
certificates
Assets: 13 Boeing 767-300
freighters and six 777 freighters
Amount: $970 million
Banks: Citi, Deutsche Bank and
Morgan Stanley acted as joint
structuring agents and lease
bookrunners. BNP Paribas acted as
joint bookrunner
Law firms: Davis Polk acted as
counsel to the issuer. Milbank
represented the underwriters
Date mandated: 1 May 2020
Date closed: 13 August 2020

A

s a part of the airline’s efforts to
diversify its investor base and take
advantage of the attractive rates in the
enhanced equipment trust certificate

(EETC) market, Federal Express (Fedex)
successfully issued a $970 million
class-AA tranche in the second quarter
of 2020.
This transaction achieved several
firsts for Fedex and the broader market.
The class-AA notes were issued with a
13.5 years final maturity and an 8.8-year
average life at 55.1% loan-to-value (LTV).
Not only did Fedex issue the only AA
tranche during the Covid-19 pandemic
(at the time), but also achieved the
highest LTV for that rating category.
Despite the challenging marketing
environment, Fedex 2020-1 class AA
generated significant investor demand
and upsized from $670 million to $970
million. The final orderbook was about
2.4x oversubscribed, with a significant
portion of orders from investment-grade,
high-quality investors. The transaction
was ultimately allocated to 84 investors,
a significant portion diversifying Fedex’s
investor base and can be leveraged for
future EETC issuances.
Investor demand helped to achieve
a 1.875% coupon, the tightest EETC
coupon since 1994. This execution level

demonstrated the resiliency of demand
in the EETC market.
Fedex 2020-1 marked the reestablishment of the company’s EETC
programme, allowing it to diversify its
investor base and financing sources.
The transaction refinanced 13 Boeing
767-300 freighters and six 777-200Fs,
with a combined weighted average age
of 2.3 years, marking the first time these
two aircraft types featured in this type of
financing.
Fedex 2020-1 is the first freighter-only
EETC in nearly two decades and the first
Fedex new issuance since 1999.
www.airfinancejournal.com
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New Fund/Alternative Financing Platform of the Year:
Castlelake up to $5bn Boeing aircraft fund
Borrower/issuer: Castlelake
Structure: Secured loan
Amount: Up to $5 billion
Tenor: Initial two years partnership
with two-year extension
Date mandated: 9 July 2020
Date closed: 9 November 2020

C

astlelake worked closely with Boeing
to develop, structure and execute a
customer financing programme whereby
the firm would commit up to $5 billion
in capital for new Boeing commercial
aircraft deliveries through senior secured
financing, mezzanine financing and high
loan-to-value finance leases.
As part of the agreement, Castlelake
holds full discretion over which deals
the firm pursues and the terms of those
transactions. This allows Castlelake to
analyse deals on a case-by-case basis
and provide the best possible bespoke

financing solutions.
Castlelake’s deep sector expertise
and experience thoughtfully designing
specialised financing structures
enabled the investment team to
finalise this collaboration with Boeing
in four months, and sign the definitive
documentation on 9 November 2020.
Castlelake designed the aircraft
financing collaboration with Boeing
to fill the new delivery financing gap
via committed capital dedicated to
particularly high loan-to-value (LTV)
lending which helps solve the risk
pullback at commercial banks and
liquidity crisis at airlines. This also helps
the global fleet transition from older
technology to newer, more fuel-efficient
and environmentally friendly aircraft.
The offerings under this financing
include first lien senior secured at
65%-75% LTV, high LTV first lien secured
unitranche financing at 90%-95% and
LTV, mezzanine secured financing
through 90%-95% LTV.

The initial two-year partnership
includes an option to extend for an
additional two years. The airline financing
shall be provided for five to 12 years.
The unprecedented pandemic and
subsequent economic fallout of 2020
have caused what many would consider
to be the airline industry’s most severe
dislocation in history. For Castlelake,
finding a meaningful investment
opportunity that has the capacity to
withstand continued uncertainty proved
difficult, but not impossible, as the firm
remained steadfast in its commitment to
source attractive investments.
The largest ongoing obstacle is
raising the capital to fund this venture,
which Castlelake is confident it will
be able to achieve through many
conversations with its investor base and
other deep relationships. Castlelake’s
aviation presence in investing and
servicing track record spans 15 years
across more than 650 aircraft and $15
billion of capital.

Equity Deal of the Year: Norwegian Air Shuttle $1.6bn
recapitalisation
Borrower/issuer: Norwegian Air
Shuttle
Structure: Debt-for-equity swap
Amount: $1.6 billion
Lessors: More than 20 leasing
companies involved
Banks: DNB Bank acted as arranger
of the Norwegian state-supported
loan. DNB Bank ASA, Sundal Collier
and Danske Bank (Norwegian
Branch) acted as managers for the
equity issuance
Lawyers: Hogan Lovells advised
Norwegian Air Shuttle. BAHR acted
as Norwegian counsel, Matheson
as Irish counsel to Norwegian Air
Shuttle. Thommessen acted as
counsel to the managers. A number
of other firms were involved advising
the various lessors, including Clifford
Chance, Norton Rose Fulbright,
Vedder Price, Bird & Bird and
McCann Fitzgerald
Restructuring and financial adviser:
Seabury Securities
Date mandated: 1 March 2020
Date closed: 20 May 2020
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A

lready overindebted and
undercapitalised at the start of
2020, and with revenues plummeting
as a result of the Covid-19 crisis,
Norwegian Air Shuttle’s cash reserves
were rapidly running out.
With no alternative sources of
funding readily available, support from
the Norwegian state was crucial to
the airline’s ability to survive. But the
Norwegian government made it clear
that its support was conditional on the
airline raising new equity and more
than doubling its equity ratio to 8%. This
required Norwegian and its advisers
to produce an innovative solution
that would meet the government’s
requirements while also restructuring
the airline’s balance sheet, all to be
achieved in the few weeks before the
carrier’s cash ran out.
It was against this background
the innovative lessor debt-for-equity
scheme was devised. In normal
circumstances, it is extremely
uncommon for lessors to take equity in
their airline customers, but Norwegian
was able to take advantage of the
unique market situation resulting from
Covid-19 to persuade its lessors that this
innovative proposal was the best option
available to them.

More than $1.25 billion of liabilities
from Norwegian’s balance sheet
were converted to equity, including
over $900 million of lease liabilities
involving more than 20 separate leasing
companies.
As a result, Norwegian’s equity ratio
increased to 17% following completion
of the recapitalisation from about 4.8%
at the turn of the year. This significantly
exceeded the 8% requirement imposed
by the Norwegian government.
The initial ask to Norwegian’s
lessors, while bold and innovative, was
fundamentally simple – rent reductions
and power-by-the-hour rental in return
for equity in the airline.
The complexity arose from tailoring
this generic ask to the specific
requirements and concerns of each
of the 20 or more lessors involved,
while remaining within the constraints
imposed by Norwegian securities
law, by the deals agreed with the
bondholders and by the requirements
associated with Norwegian government
support, and negotiating all of this to
completion within the required timeline.
Norwegian’s recapitalisation and
lease restructuring was the first by any
significant sized airline after the start of
the Covid-19 crisis.

Airfinance Journal Global Awards 2020

M&A Deal of the Year: Bain Capital A$3.5bn
recapitalisation and restructuring of Virgin Australia
Structure: Asset sale
Amount: A$3.5 billion ($2.7 billion)
Assets: Aircraft, spare engines, flight
simulators, rotable components
Lawyers: Herbert Smith Freehills
acted as advisers to Bain Capital.
Clayton Utz acted as advisers to
Deloitte, as administrators
Advisers: Alton Aviation Consultancy
advised Bain Capital. Additional
advisers included Korda Mentha,
333 Capital, Norton White, Paul
Weiss, Bain & Co, Goldman Sachs
Date mandated: 15 April 2020
Date closed: 17 November 2020

B

ain Capital completed its landmark
acquisition of Virgin Australia Group
after the iconic business fell victim to the
global pandemic and entered voluntary
administration on 21 April 2020 with
about A$6.8 billion ($5.3 billion) in debt
owing to a broad and diverse group of
stakeholders.

The corporate rescue of Australia’s
second-largest airline represented
the largest of its kind in the past two
decades. With the future of the airline
and its 9,000 employees and 12,000
creditors at risk, it was one of the
highest-profile and most complex deals
of 2020 and of the past decade.
Initially, there were 20 interested
parties, but the administrator shortlisted
this to four bidders.
On 26 June, Bain Capital was named
the successful bidder in a highly
publicised process run by the voluntary
administrators and their advisers, which
culminated in the signing of a binding
agreement for the sale of the Virgin
Australia business.
The 10 deeds of company
arrangement proposed by Bain Capital
at the second meeting of creditors of
the Virgin Australia companies were
overwhelmingly approved by the
creditors and, on 17 November 2020,
were fully implemented, with Virgin
Australia emerging from external
administration as a recapitalised
business under Bain Capital’s

ownership.
The transaction was structured as
an asset sale with an undertaking from
Bain Capital to put forward a deed of
company arrangement (DOCA) proposal
at a premium price for creditors to vote
on at the second creditors’ meeting.
This was an innovative structure which
ensured that Bain Capital was assured
of securing ownership of the business
at the time of ongoing economic risk
ahead of the creditor vote, and that
Bain Capital could therefore provide
execution certainty for all stakeholders.
The multiple DOCA structure also
ensured that the business could still
be successfully acquired by Bain
Capital if the creditor vote succeeded
for some entities and not others, by
enabling completion of the sale through
a combination of DOCAs and asset
sales (although that was not ultimately
required).
Virgin Australia’s emergence from
administration after about seven months
is viewed as one of the fastest turnarounds in the context of airlines and
Australian companies.

Lessor Unsecured Bond Deal of the Year: Aercap
$1.25bn bond issuance
Borrower: Aercap Ireland Capital
DAC, Aercap Global Aviation Trust
Structure: Unsecured bond
Amount: $1.25 billion
Tenor: Five years
Banks: Citigroup Global Markets,
Deutsche Bank Securities, HSBC
Securities (USA), Mizuho Securities
USA and Morgan Stanley are
served as joint bookrunning
managers for the underwritten
public offering. Credit Agricole,
Goldman Sachs, MUFG, Societe
Generale and TD Securities were
passive bookrunners. Citizens
Capital Markets, Fifth Third Bank and
Scotiabank were co-managers
Lawyers: Cravath, Swaine & Moore
acted as counsel for the issuers.
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett acted as
advisers to the underwriters
Auditor: PricewaterhouseCoopers
Date mandated: 3 June 2020
Date closed: 8 June 2020

O

n 3 June 2020, Aercap, via issuers
Aercap Ireland Capital DAC and
Aercap Global Aviation Trust, priced
$1.25 billion of five-year fixed-rate senior
unsecured notes at a yield of 6.75%.
After the Covid-19 pandemic
dislocation, while secondary trading
levels in many sectors recovered
following Fed action in April, the lessor
complex remained illiquid, inverted
and elevated despite many leasing
companies demonstrating sufficient
liquidity to weather the storm.
Following the announcement and
initial price talk at 8.25% yield, the
orderbook began to grow quickly
and peaked at $11.1 billion (9x
oversubscribed). With only marginal
drops, the transaction was upsized to
$1.25 billion from an intended $750
million size. It launched at 6.75% yield,
0.125% through the lower end of
guidance. The 150 basis points (bps)
movement over the course of the day
resulted in an outcome that was 50bps
inside of the company’s secondary
trading.

The transaction represented the
lessor’s first bond issuance postCovid-19.
In a relatively short period of time,
Aercap was able to generate a highquality orderbook with more than 250
final investor orders ahead of pricing.
It first mandated Deutsche Bank on 4
March, days before Black Monday (9
March) and the height of the Covid-19
market dislocation.
Aercap proceeded to put the
transaction on hold twice over three
months before the issuer and lead
bookrunners deemed the market firm
enough to launch a transaction.
Aercap and the bookrunners needed
to thread the needle between initial price
thoughts based on illiquid secondaries
and the ability to price through the curve
in the event of proven investor demand.
The offering represented Aercap’s
largest-ever senior debt tranche and
set a new benchmark at about 50bps
inside of where their curve was trading
in the secondary market for a five-year
issuance.

www.airfinancejournal.com
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Airline Unsecured Bond Deal of the Year: Etihad Airways
$600m sukuk
Borrower/issuer: Unity 1 Sukuk
Limited (Etihad Airways)
Structure: Unsecured bond
Amount: $600 million
Tenor: Five years
Banks: HSBC and Standard
Chartered Bank acted as joint global
coordinators and joint sustainability
structuring agents. Abu Dhabi
Islamic Bank, Dubai Islamic Bank,
Emirates NBD Capital, First Abu
Dhabi Bank, HSBC and Standard
Chartered Bank acted as joint lead
managers and bookrunners. Abu
Dhabi Commercial Bank acted as
joint lead manager
Lawyers: Clifford Chance acted as
counsel for the issuer. Allen & Overy
acted as legal adviser to the banks
Adviser: Mashreq Bank
Date mandated: 1 September 2020
Date closed: 3 November 2020

I

n November 2020, Etihad Airways
issued its inaugural $600 million
sustainability-linked transition sukuk

transaction coupled with a tender for
liability management (early redemption)
of $300 million of 2021 sukuk maturity.
The transaction marked the first
sustainability-linked issuance for the
aviation sector, first transition issuance
for the aviation sector, first combination
of transition and sustainability linked
issuance globally including conventional
bonds and sukuk markets, new ratchet
structure for issuer pay-outs (in this
case, purchase of carbon offsets) and
the first sustainability-linked bond
structure to adopt purchase of carbon
offsets instead of coupon step-ups.
The use of carbon offsets purchased
under the Carbon Offsetting and
Reduction Scheme for International
Aviation (Corsia) above and beyond
Etihad’s existing commitments was an
innovative structure that is well-received
by investors. This format, which responds
to general concerns around sale and
leaseback structures, seems to reward
investors for issuers’ failure to meet
sustainability performance targets (SPT).
The viability of this structure is
demonstrated by how this model is later
adopted by new world development’s
sustainability-linked bond framework,

released in 2021. The SPT seeks to
achieve 20% reduction in emissions
intensity (CO2/RTK) in its passenger
fleet by 2025 from a 2017 baseline,
contributing to Etihad’s overall
decarbonisation trajectory toward net
zero. Etihad Airways’ SPT trajectory up
until 2024 exceeds the Corsia target
to reduce emissions intensity by 2%
a year to 2050 using a 2010 baseline
and below transition pathway initiative’s
International Pledges Scenario.
In an interview with Airfinance Journal,
Etihad Airways’ group treasurer, Daniel
Tromans, said: “What we have seen has
been well received by investors and the
market by having elements like the key
parameter indicators link when you have
some real skin in the game that make
that real commitment.”
In terms of use of proceed, Etihad
Airways is financing the next generation
of aircraft, specifically its fleet of Boeing
787-9/10 aircraft.
Tromans says that Etihad is looking
towards other products with partners to
develop green sustainable trade finance
looking at a green letter of credit
and sustainable supply chain finance
options.

EETC Deal of the Year: United Airlines 352-aircraft
$3bn Series 2020-1 Class A notes
Borrower/issuer: United Airlines
Structure: Enhanced equipment
trust structure with single equipment
note
Amount: $3 billion
Banks: Goldman Sachs acted as
structuring agent and lead left
bookrunner. Citigroup, Barclays, JP
Morgan, Morgan Stanley and BofA
Securities acted as bookrunners
Lawyers: Hughes Hubbard & Reed
as the issuer’s counsel. Milbank
acted as the underwriters’ counsel
Date mandated: 20 October 2020
Date closed: 28 October 2020

U

nited Airlines’ $3 billion enhanced
equipment trust certificates (EETC)
transaction was the largest issuance.
The structure consisted of a single
equipment tranche secured by a
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collateral pool comprised of more
than 350 aircraft, 99 engines and
substantially all of United’s spare parts.
The transaction provided significant
liquidity to United during the Covid-19
crisis, used in part to refinance shortterm debt.
The transaction marked the first time
an EETC was secured by a single pool
of collateral comprised of aircraft, spare
engines and spare parts.
It was the first EETC in about 15 years
with multiple liquidity facility providers
in a single class, with all the collateral
Section 1110 eligible.
The single collateral pool comprised
of substantially all of United’s
unencumbered aircraft and spare
engines, and substantially all of its spare
parts required enhanced diligence and
rating agency process.
The transaction required bespoke
structuring and non-traditional EETC
features such as single equipment
note and unique set of covenants to
accommodate an off-the-run collateral

pool, with weighted average age of 19
years.
The transaction was well received,
with early momentum and significant
oversubscription, allowing Goldman
Sachs to optimise the transaction
terms. It resulted in a tightened pricing
to 5.875% versus talk of mid-to-low
6%s.
The successful syndication resulted
in a high-quality and diverse orderbook,
with strong demand from investmentgrade, high-yield and structured
products investors.
The transaction was distributed to 123
investors, with the top 10 comprising
about 72% of the orderbook.
It included a loan-to-value test for
each collateral group, which is a rare
feature in EETC issuances.
Based on initial maintenance adjusted
half-life base values, the initial loan
to values for the class-A certificate is
51.6%, with an expected final maturity of
seven years. Weighted average life is 4.1
years.

Airfinance Journal Global Awards 2020

ABS Deal of the Year: WEST V $366.7m ABS for
57 engines
Borrower/issuer: Willis Engine
Structured Trust V
Structure: Three tranche assetbacked securities
Amount: $366.69 million
Tenor: Eight years
Banks: BofA Securities acted as
sole structuring agent and joint lead
bookrunner. MUFG and Wells Fargo
acted as joint lead bookrunners
Lawyers: Milbank and Norton Rose
Fulbright acted as co-counsel for
the issuers. Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw
Pittman acted as counsel for the
underwriters
Date mandated: 9 December 2019
Date closed: 3 March 2020

W

illis Lease Finance Corporation
(WLFC), through Willis Engine
Structured Trust V, raised $366.2 million
debt through the issuance of a threetranche structure.

The notes issued are secured
by lease payments and disposition
proceeds on a pool of 54 aircraft
engines and three airframe, with 24
unique lessees in 17 unique countries,
acquired by WEST V from Willis Lease
Finance Corporation (WLFC) and certain
affiliates.
Of the 57 initial assets, 29 were
already owned by Willis Engine
Securitization Trust II (WEST II) and
being refinanced with this transaction.
The $303 million A tranche featured
a 72% loan to value (LTV). The $42.1
million B tranche and the $21.1 million
C tranche had 82% and 87% LTVs,
respectively.
Weighted average life is 6.5 years,
6.5 years and four years, respectively,
for an eight-year anticipated repayment
date.
WEST V represented the first time the
issuer closed a three-tranche structure
with a total size of $366.7 million.
The transaction featured a series-C
reserve account to cover shortfalls
on payments of series-C note interest
and principal up to and including the
expected maturity date of the senior
notes.
The account will be initially unfunded

and build to a target of $1 million from
available collections. The account will
be replenished back to its target amount
following any drawings.
WLFC acted as sponsor, servicer and
administrative agent in the transaction.
WEST V was the fifth aircraft engine
operating lease asset-backed security
(ABS) trust sponsored by WLFC.
Consistent with the previous
WEST transactions, during the rapid
amortisation event, senior scheduled
principal payments are by-passed to
prioritise, first, series-A notes and than
the B notes, which differs from many
peer aircraft ABS transactions.
Similar to WEST IV, airframes are
included in the portfolio, while the
maintenance ratio trigger event remains,
which differs from other aircraft ABS
transactions.
The marketing of the transaction
was challenging, being just before the
outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic.
With a strong execution and pricing in
under three days, WEST V represented
the lowest all-in debt cost for an aircraft
ABS transaction as of February 2020,
right before the global pandemic and
about 140 basis points tighter than
WEST IV.

News Event of the Year: GECAS-PIMCO
$3bn aviation fund
Borrower/issuer: Gilead Aviation
(Warehouse) DAC
Equity sponsors: GECAS and PIMCO
Lawyers: A&L Goodbody acted as
Irish counsel to GECAS. Clifford
Chance acted as US counsel to
GECAS. Milbank served as US
counsel to PIMCO. Walkers acted as
Irish counsel to PIMCO
Amount: $3 billion
Tenor: January 2026
Date mandated: 19 October 2020

C

alifornia-based fix-income investor
PIMCO and GECAS established a
$3 billion aviation leasing platform in
October 2020.
The transaction creates a strategic
investment platform to enable GECASand PIMCO-advised accounts to acquire
new and young fuel-efficient aircraft

to meet the needs of a diverse set of
global airlines.
The deal involved a bespoke
investment structure development
to meet both PIMCO’s and GECAS’s
detailed investment criteria and funding
requirements.
GECAS and PIMCO have identified
an area to be filled post-Covid-19
pandemic where a diverse and global
set of airlines will need new and young
fuel-efficient aircraft. The new entity will
provide “much-needed” financing to
carriers which are looking to upgrade
their fleets with young and new aircraft.
GECAS will source transactions for
the platform, act as servicer and provide
asset management services.
While the new platform will initially
focus on narrowbody aircraft, it will also
have the flexibility to invest in “attractive
opportunities” in the widebody market.
The establishment of the platform is
dependent on regulatory approval and
customary closing conditions.

The transaction involved raising thirdparty debt and equity in addition to the
investment from PIMCO-advised funds
and GECAS.
The transaction will inject essential
liquidity into this critical industry by
providing financing solutions at a
time when there are fewer traditional
financing options for airlines.
“As the airline industry struggles
with the effects of the Covid-19
pandemic, the PIMCO-GECAS platform
will inject essential liquidity into this
critical industry by providing financing
solutions at a time when there are fewer
traditional financing options for airlines,”
says Dan Ivascyn, PIMCO’s group chief
investment officer.
“Aircraft remain an attractive asset
class in a critical infrastructure sector
supported by solid long-term growth
drivers,” he adds. “GECAS’s expertise as
a world-class aircraft lessor aligns with
our longstanding investment strategy in
aviation finance.”
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Editor’s Deal of the Year: Castlelake Lessor Term Financing
Borrower/issuer: ClSec Holdings
22 T LLC
Structure: $420 million class-A
notes, $64 million class-B notes
Banks: Certain client accounts
managed by Guggenheim
Investments are noteholders.
UMB acted as security trustee and
administrative agent
Lawyers: Milbank served as adviser
to the noteholders. Vedder Price
acted as adviser to the borrower
and issuer
Amount: $485 million
Date mandated: 11 August 2020
Date closed: 13 November 2020

T

he sale and leaseback market, and
consequently the financing market
for sale and leasebacks, became very
active during 2020. This transaction,

however, was totally innovative because
it combined technology from both
traditional airline enhanced equipment
trust certificate transactions and aircraft
asset-backed securities transactions to
create a new structure that appeals to a
variety of investor types.
ClSec Holdings 22 T LLC, a newlyformed special purpose company
owned by certain funds managed
by Castlelake, acquired two Airbus
A350-900s, two A330-900neos and
three A321-200ceos from Delta Airlines
under a purchase and leaseback
transaction.
The company borrowed the loans
from a newly-formed special purpose
limited liability company that, in turn,
issued class-A notes and class-B notes
to certain client accounts managed by
Guggenheim to fund the loans.
It marked the first lessor secured
notes financing using this innovative
structure in almost a decade.
The transaction required a
rateable instrument and drove the

development of a new and innovative
structure, building off familiar EETC
technology, to accommodate both the
lessor’s financing needs and investor
requirements.
Like a typical airline EETC, a default
under the loans will provide the
lenders, through the noteholders, the
opportunity to exercise remedies.
However, no event of default under the
notes will occur unless interest on the
notes is not paid or principal is not paid
on final legal maturity. Interest on the
notes is supported by a payment-in-kind
feature for up to 18 months.
The borrower, the issuer and the
aircraft and related leases are serviced
by Castlelake.
The deal was negotiated and
executed in a very short period of time
with all documents being negotiated
and the transaction being funded in
less than four weeks. This is particularly
notable taking into consideration the
novel structure and lack of precedent
documentation.

Overall Deal of the Year: United Airlines $6.8bn Mileage
Plus Programme
Borrower/issuer: Mileage Plus
Holdings, LLC
Structure: High-yield bonds and
senior secured institutional term
loans
Banks: Goldman Sachs Lending
Partners acted as sole structuring
and lead left arranger and
bookrunner. Morgan Stanley
acted as joint lead arranger and
bookrunner
Lawyers: Milbank, Mayer Brown
acted as counsel to Goldman
Sachs. Kirkland & Ellis acted as
counsel to United Airlines
Amount: $6.8 billion
Tenor: Seven years
Date mandated: 2 March 2020
Date closed: 14 July 2020

T

he United Airlines $6.8 billion
Mileage Plus Programme transaction
had all the ingredients to win the year’s
Overall Deal of the Year award.
Covid-19 decimated the airline
industry. United Airlines’ revenue
plummeted, creating a $1.6 billion
second-quarter loss compared with a $1
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billion profit in the 2019 corresponding
quarter. With expenses of more than
$40 million a day, the airline needed
to raise cash. One source of untapped
value for the airline was its frequentflyer programme, which generates
$5 billion in annual revenue through
its co-branded credit cards and other
commercial relationships.
The first-of-its-kind transaction,
pioneered by Mayer Brown, Milbank,
Goldman Sachs and the United team,
marked the first financing backed by a
US airline loyalty programme, helping
the US carrier to obtain cost-effective
financing backed by its core asset.
At $6.8 billion, the financing is one
of the largest in aviation history and
is an hybrid transaction that melds
concepts from corporate loan and bond
transactions and from structured finance
products, providing parent-level credit
support as well as safeguards protecting
the transaction and collateral in the
event United files for bankruptcy. No
other airline had previously leveraged
its frequent-flyer programme in such a
fashion.
The transaction was complex
because the loyalty programme
intellectual property was transferred
to a special purpose subsidiary. Mayer
Brown, with help from co-counsel

Milbank, devised a structure that
legally isolates United’s Mileage Plus
subsidiaries, including the entities party
to its Mileage Plus-related co-branding
agreements and intellectual property.
As a result, were United to default on
this debt, it would be very difficult for
the company to launch a new frequentflyer programme post-bankruptcy.
Instead, United has a strong incentive to
continue making debt payments even in
the event of a bankruptcy filing.
The structure allowed the loans and
bonds to obtain a higher credit rating
than would a financing that is unsecured
or secured by other airline assets.
United’s credit rating is considered
speculative non-investment grade.
These bonds were issued at 6.5%
(investment grade) and the deal was
upsized because of investor demand.
The challenge was to create a
structure that protected collateral and
gave the airline better pricing terms
while still ensuring the airline could
operate its loyalty programme. Lead
arrangers underwrote financing prior to
syndication because of volatile market
conditions in June 2020; however, the
syndication of the bonds and loans
was extremely successful, garnering
significant market attention and investor
orders.
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Overall Capital Markets Deal of the Year: SAPA 2020-1
$620m ABS for 21xA/c
Borrower/issuer: Sapphire Aviation
Finance II Limited and Sapphire
Aviation Finance II LLC
Servicer/manager: Avolon
Structure: Three-tranche asset-backed
securities
Banks: Mizuho Securities acted as left
lead structuring agent and left lead
bookrunner. Mizuho Securities USA and
Deutsche Bank Securities acted as joint
lead structuring agents and joint lead
bookrunners. Credit Agricole Securities
(USA) and MUFG Securities Americas
acted as joint lead bookrunners.
BNP Paribas Securities and Morgan
Stanley acted as joint bookrunners.
Natixis Securities Americas acted as
a co-manager. Credit Agricole CIB
acted as liquidity facility provider. UMB
Bank acted as trustee, security trustee,
operating bank and paying agent.
Canyon Financial Services acted as
managing agent
Lawyers: Milbank, Clifford Chance
advised Avolon, the issuers and the
certificate issuer. Milbank acted as
counsel to the initial purchasers
Amount: $620 million
Date mandated: 11 September 2019
Date closed: 14 February 2020

S

APA 2020-1 represents Avolon’s
second asset-backed securities
(ABS) transaction of the Sapphire
vehicle after SAPA 2018-1. Such vehicles
attract strong investor demand to the
aircraft market.
The issuance comprises $490 million
of 3.228% series-A fixed-rate notes,
issued at a 3.25% yield, and a 65.6%
loan-to-value (LTV).
The $86 million of 4.335% (4.375%
yield) series-B fixed-rate notes have a
77.1% LTV.
Both tranches amortise on a 13-year
straight-line schedule.
The $44 million 6.779% (6.875% yield)
series-C notes have an 83% LTV and
amortise on a seven-year straight-line
schedule.
Libremax Capital was selected as the
anchor investor in the equity certificates
offered. The New York-based hedge
fund committed to keep at least 20% of
the equity certificates for two years and
10% for a third year. Avolon’s interests
were fully aligned with investors through
a 9.5% equity retention, as well as a
profit-sharing agreement starting when
equity investors reach a 12% internal
rate of return.
The transaction was well received
during marketing, enabling Avolon to
tighten its all-in yield by 1% since the
last Sapphire issuance in 2018 despite

extending the weighted average life of
the notes.
SAPA 2020-1 represented the lowest
blended yield across the entire debt
stack in this post-financial crisis vintage
of issuance. The 3.25% for A-rated
aircraft ABS represented the lowest
yield across all aircraft ABS A-rated
bonds. The 375% for BBB-rated aircraft
ABS was the joint lowest yield across all
aircraft ABS BBB-rated bonds.
SAPA 2020-1 attracted strong investor
demand with oversubscription occurring
across all tranches, particularly within
the senior part of the capital structure.
Despite announcing the transaction at
price guidance, overwhelming demand
for all the As and Bs enabled Mizuho
to test at a lower yield of 3.25% for
the A notes. The transaction recorded
39 unique investors across the capital
structure. The A tranche was 5.1x
oversubscribed, the B tranche 5.9x
oversubscribed while the C tranche was
fully subscribed.
The debt is backed by a diversified
portfolio of aircraft with a weighted
average age of 7.5 years and a
weighted average remaining lease term
of 6.4 years.
The portfolio is comprised of 18
narrowbody and three widebody
aircraft on lease to 19 lessees, with 47%
exposure to national flag carriers.

Innovative Deal of the Year: American Airlines
$1bn bond issuance
Borrower/issuer: American Airlines
Structure: Secured senior notes
Banks: Street Strategic Solutions Fund
I, and Broad Street Credit Holdings
LLC, each of which is an affiliate of the
merchant banking division of Goldman
Sachs Group (Goldman Sachs
Purchasers). Goldman Sachs acted as
sole placement agent and bookrunner
Lawyers: Milbank as counsel to the
Goldman Sachs purchasers. Latham
Watkins as counsel to American
Airlines
Amount: $1 billion
Tenor: 5.5 years
Date mandated: 1 July 2020
Date closed: 20 September 2020

T

he year 2020 required airlines to get
creative in unlocking attractive assets
to bolster liquidity. This was an important
initiative for American Airlines and it

demonstrated to lenders that there was
untapped and arguably unappreciated
assets in corporate brands.
The transaction was one of the
first airline financings significantly
to leverage brand and trademark
intellectual property (IP) in the airline
sector. It also represented the largest
private placement in the USA by any
investor in the airline sector.
American Airlines structured a $1
billion secured notes issuance with
Goldman Sachs Merchant Bank with the
company’s corporate brand and IP as
the underlying collateral.
The senior notes are secured by
a first lien on the American Airlines
trademark and aa.com domain name in
the US and some foreign jurisdictions
(the IP notes).
Derek Kerr, American’s chief financial
officer, said the company’s IP was worth
about $10 billion.
Another $200 million in senior notes
(the LGA/DCA notes) are secured

by a second lien on certain slots at
New York’s LaGuardia airport and
Washington’s Reagan National airport.
The notes are guaranteed by American
Airlines Group, and mature about fiveand-a-half years after issuance. They will
bear interest at a rate of 10.75% a year,
subject to certain rights of the company
during the first two years the notes are
outstanding, at its election, to pay interest
at a rate of 12% a year payable one-half
in cash and one-half in kind through the
issuance of additional notes.
The transaction was a unique use of
a valuable and previously unfinanced
asset – the corporate brand.
It was also the first-of-its-kind brand
intellectual property and take-off/
landing slot financing.
The innovative second lien structure
takes advantage of capacity under
existing financings.
The $1 billion size allows an additional
$4 billion of first lien capacity against
the collateral.
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Aviation Finance House of the Year: BNP Paribas
Aviation Finance Franchise

T

he Covid-19 pandemic dealt a heavy
blow to people’s daily lives, on the
economy at large and on the aviation
sector as travel restrictions and national
lockdowns pressured most of the
passenger travel operators to reduce
capacity or completely shut down for
several months.
As the crisis deepened, several
financiers and liquidity providers, paused
or reduced their exposure or exited the
aviation market, fearing a protracted hit
to the market and to their returns.
As per its long-standing support to the
market, BNP Paribas strongly reaffirmed
its commitment towards aviation during
2020, by providing key support as
early as a few weeks into the crisis, and
supporting its core clients throughout a
wide range of financing solutions, most
of them specifically tailored or readjusted
to tackle the unexpected challenges its
clients were facing.
As can be seen in its transactions, the
downturn of the aviation market did not
stop BNP Paribas from taking part in more
than $100 billion-worth of aviation-related
financing products, representing more

than double the size of 2019’s deal flow.
This volume excluded any deals for
which the bank performed restructuring
or deferrals as a consequence of the
Covid-19 crisis.
BNP Paribas underwrote $6.5 billion
(up 4% year on year) of financings, and
kept final takes of $4.4 billion (up 1% year
on year).
The financier executed every type of
financing transaction, including term loan,
limited recourse financing, Murabaha
term loan, warehouse facility, Japanese
operating lease with call option (Jolco),
French lease, Insurance-supported
financing (Balthazar and AFIC), unsecured
revolving credit facility, commercial loan,
recourse portfolio financing and stateguaranteed loan on a total of 35 airlines.
The total volume of deals is mainly
attributable to the liquidity needs the
entire aviation sector has faced (airlines,
original equipment manufacturers and
lessors), which resulted in sizeable
unsecured issuances (ie, $9 billion
Skymiles securitisation and $5 billion
high-yield notes and term loan B by
Delta Air Lines, £5 billion – $7.1 billion

– Rolls-Royce package, etc), alongside
a wide range of rights issuances, at-themarket sales and convertibles (Easyjet,
Cathay Pacific Airways, American
Airlines, Lufthansa, etc), innovative
portfolio structures (Bleriot Aviation
Funding and Titan Aviation warehouses,
Qantas’s enhanced corporate loan, etc),
sizeable and complex secured facilities
(AFIC and Balthazar French leases with
Turkish Airlines, Balthazar financing
with Pegasus Airlines, which introduced
Airbus’s remote delivery procedures
for the first time, Jolcos with AF-KLM,
LATAM and Cathay, etc), added to the
bank’s continued commitment towards
environmental, social and governance
objectives through Jetblue Airways’
$550 million sustainability-linked
revolving credit facility.
Once again, BNP Paribas has proven –
during a difficult period nonetheless – its
ability to cater to its aviation customers’
needs, providing innovative products
in record time and efficiency, within a
complex environment that continues to
challenge the industry, operators and
financiers.

Lifetime Achievement Award: Phang Thim Fatt

P

hang Thim Fatt is the former deputy
managing director and chief financial
officer of BOC Aviation.
He stood down from the position on 30
September 2020 but remained with the
company to ensure a smooth transition
of his duties until his retirement three
months later on 31 December. Thim Fatt’s
role included overseeing the finance,
treasury, tax and risk departments.
Since Bank of China’s acquisition
in December 2006, Thim Fatt and his
team have raised more than $31 billion
in debt, with an average return on equity
of 15%. At the time of his departure, BOC
Aviation had reported $4.7 billion of
cumulative profits since inception.
He joined the company in 1996 as
chief financial officer and was appointed
deputy managing director of BOC
Aviation in July 2001. He graduated from
the University of Malaya in Malaysia with
a Bachelor’s Degree in Economics (First
Class Honours).
He worked with Robert Martin,
managing director and chief executive
officer, since 1998. This partnership
successfully managed the group through
multiple industry cycles.
Since 2000, its debt capital markets
activity has allowed it to access multiple
bond markets, including the Regulation S
market, the offshore Chinese yuan bond
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market, the Singapore, Hong Kong SAR
and Australian dollar bond markets and
the US Rule 144A international market.
Over the years, BOC Aviation has
demonstrated its ability to diversify into
new sources of capital to fund its growth.
The lessor has raised more than $8.2
billion in debt capital markets financing
since 2000.
BOC Aviation was one of the few
aviation success stories in 2009, and
some prudent financial planning by Fatt
Phang allowed the company to capitalise
on the downturn in 2010.
In the aftermath of the financial crisis,
BOC Aviation launched a $300 million
multicurrency medium-term notes
programme. Over the subsequent
years, it tapped the debt market in
Singapore dollars, US dollars, Australian
dollars issuances, as well as reminbidenominated currencies.
BOC Aviation priced its debut $500
million five-year senior unsecured notes
at 2.875% in 2012. The notes were
part of a $2 billion euro-denominated
medium-term notes programme, which
was launched in September 2012. At
the time, debt capital markets financing
represented only 5% of BOC Aviation’s
financing activity, according to Thim Fatt.
In 2015, the Singapore-based lessor
priced its first issuance of Rule 144A/

Regulation S $750 million notes under
its $5 billion global medium-term note
(GMTN) programme.
In 2015, BOC Aviation performed its
first portfolio sale in the capital markets
with the Shenton Aircraft Investment I
Limited asset-backed securities (ABS)
transaction. BOC Aviation returned to
the ABS market in 2021 with another
transaction, Silver Aircraft Lease
Investment Limited.
In 2016, BOC Aviation closed a $1.5
billion unsecured syndicated revolving
credit facility, increased from an initial
launch size of $1 billion. The facility, which
comprised two $750 million tranches
with tenors of three years and five years,
respectively, was the largest financing
transaction closed by the lessor.
The lessor had already prepared for
an expected downturn in 2020 and had
put additional liquidity in place during
2019. In addition, it increased the GMTN
programme’s limit to $15 billion from
$10 billion in the first quarter of 2020, to
provide further flexibility and continue
accessing the debt capital markets for its
future funding needs.
BOC Aviation has one of the highest
credit ratings in the aircraft operating
lease industry, with investment-grade
corporate credit ratings of A- from both
S&P Global Ratings and Fitch Ratings.
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Airline Treasury Team of the Year: Pegasus Airlines
Aircraft Finance Team

P

egasus Airlines, the Turkish low-cost
airline, is eager to diversify aircraft
financing products in its portfolio in order
to manage the financing cost and to
minimise the risk allocation.
Being a small team which is
responsible for managing the financing
of the 93-aircraft fleet (as at year-end
2020), Pegasus’s treasury team has
57 Airbus A320neo-family aircraft on
backlog, which are to be delivered
between 2021 and 2025.
Despite the negative effects of the
Covid-19 pandemic to the aviation
market, the treasury team was able to
deliver 14 aircraft in 2020, as originally
committed to Airbus, without any change
in its original 2020 delivery stream.
It also managed to add diversified
financing structures in the fleet.
The team notably excelled in
diversifying its financing channel by closing
different structures last year, including:
• Insurance-supported financing
product Balthazar for four A320neos.
Because of Covid-19 precautions

taken globally, international flight
limitations affected the deliveries of
the second, third and fourth aircraft.
The Turkish carrier applied Airbus’s
e-delivery concept, with the fully
remote deliveries of these Balthazar
aircraft;
• Japanese operation lease with call
options (Jolco) financings of three
A321neo aircraft. Despite the negative
developments on the Japanese equity
market after the pandemic, Pegasus
was able to close two Jolco financings
during the second quarter and one
in the final quarter of last year. The
financings were closed with different
parties, and one transaction marked the
first time that the Jolco structure was
funded with the debt guaranteed by
Aviation Capital Group under its Aircraft
Financing Solutions programme.
• Export credit agency-supported
financings. Pegasus obtained the
UKEF’s guarantee in April 2020 for
the financing of up to 10 aircraft.
This structure was used to fund five

A320neo and two A321neo deliveries
in 2020. Another three aircraft were
funded with the export credit agency
guarantee in the first quarter of this
year. Pegasus was the fourth airline
to obtain the guarantee after export
credit agencies reopened support for
Airbus.
Pegasus also made progress last year
with the phase-out of its Boeing 737-800
fleet. The carrier reached an agreement
with operating lessor Air Lease (ALC) for
the sale and leaseback of four 737-800s
under which the US lessor will place an
A321neo with the airline in spring 2023.
The carrier also announced plans in
December to raise up to TRY2.5 billion
($320 million) from domestic qualified
investors in one or more tranches.
The inaugural bond issuance closed
in February 2021 with the TRY260
million transaction. The bond’s principal
payment has a one-year maturity and
a variable interest of 300 basis points
over the benchmark – the Turkish lira
overnight interest rate.

Lessor Treasury Team of the Year: Avolon Treasury Team
Lessor of the Year: Avolon

L

ast year was the most challenging the
commercial aviation industry has ever
faced.
Lessors were not immune but the
strength and resilience of Avolon’s
investment-grade platform was evident
throughout the year, and its response to
the Covid-19 crisis was built around three
pillars: customers, liquidity and supporting
its communities.
The Avolon treasury team is credited
with an outstanding performance to
lower yields and raising a massive
amount of liquidity.
Dublin-headquartered Avolon worked
to support its customers – quickly and in
scale – through temporary rent deferrals.
Despite the challenging market
environment, Avolon took delivery of 27
new-technology, fuel-efficient aircraft
during the year, continuing to help
support its customers’ fleet renewal.
The lessor also supported airlines
through sale and leaseback transactions
for 44 aircraft, for a total of $2.3 billion.
During the year, it delivered 57 new
aircraft and transitioned another 10. The
lessor also sold 29 aircraft, three of
which were managed.
At year-end, its owned and managed
fleet numbered 572 aircraft with an
average age of 5.3 years and average

remaining lease term of 6.8 years.
When the scale of the pandemic
became apparent, Avolon focused on
liquidity, realigning its capital deployment
pipeline with a fundamentally different
industry outlook.
The lessor cancelled a 75 Boeing 737
Max order in the first quarter of 2020,
and another 27 aircraft of the type in the
second quarter that were due to deliver
between 2020 and 2022.
The cancellations subsequently
reduced its capital and debt principal
commitments in the 2020-24 timeframe
by more than $9.5 billion, helping further
strengthen its capital structure.
It successfully raised a total of $4.4
billion of debt in 2020, including $3.4
billion of senior unsecured notes, and
$675 million of secured term loan debt –
all while remaining an investment-graderated credit.
These activities allowed Avolon
to maintain an excess of $5 billion of
liquidity throughout the year and ended
2020 with a total available liquidity
position of $6.8 billion – the strongest
liquidity position in its history.
This capital position was achieved
while maintaining the leverage of the
business conservatively low, with a net
debt to equity of 2.3x at year-end, one of

the lowest in the sector.
Executing these debt-raising activities
against one of the most challenging
market backdrops in aviation history,
highlighted the strong investor demand
for Avolon’s platform. These factors were
further underlined with a $1.5 billion
unsecured bond offering in January
2021, which was priced at Avolon’s
lowest-ever coupon.
Reflecting on 2020, Avolon’s chief
executive officer, Domhnal Slattery, says:
“We worked closely with our customers to
provide support while also prudently managing our own capital position. We proactively realigned our capital commitments
and addressed near-term debt maturities
to position our business for what we anticipated to be a gradual recovery.”
Last year, Avolon also actively
participated in combating Covid-19 in the
early stages of the pandemic.
The lessor worked closely with a
number of partners, to charter three
flights from China to Ireland which
transported four million individual pieces
of PPE together with ventilators and
other vital medical equipment. It created
a public fundraiser and raised €350,000
($426,000) from the general public to be
put towards the cost of acquiring PPE for
front-line staff.
www.airfinancejournal.com
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Aviation Person of the Year: Greg Lee

G

reg Lee is a managing director in the
financing group within the Goldman
Sachs investment banking division.
He is co-head of the structured
finance group and also head of airline
investment banking coverage in the
Americas. As head of airline investment
banking, Lee is responsible for the firm’s
relationships with major airlines in the
Americas.
He joined Goldman Sachs as a
managing director in 2007. Previously, he
worked at Salomon Brothers, Salomon
Smith Barney and Citigroup for 14 years,
focusing on structured finance product
development and execution across a
wide variety of industries.
Lee led a team of financiers that
worked on rescue financings for airlines
last year, in coordination with the
merchant banking divisions.
Goldman Sachs demonstrated
its ability to continue driving strong
execution in a stressed environment
for the airline sector, especially in the
second quarter of 2020.
In a challenged operating
environment, Goldman Sachs offered
innovative capital solutions in landmark
deals:
United Airlines’ $6.8 billion Mileage
Plus Holdings debt financing: Goldman
Sachs was the sole structuring agent
and joint lead bookrunner of the $6.8
billion of the Mileage Plus Holdings debt
financing. The issuance included $3.8
billion senior secured notes due June
2027 and a $3 billion senior secured
term loan due June 2027.
The debt is backed by the intellectual
property and cash flows associated with
the airline’s customer loyalty programme,
Mileage Plus Holdings.
It was the first-of-its-kind transaction
marking the first financing backed by a
US airline loyalty programme, helping
United obtain cost-effective financing
in large size backed by its core asset.
The innovative transaction structure
leverages intellectual property of the
airline loyalty programme and uses
technology from structured finance
and leveraged finance to achieve IG
ratings.
At issuance, it was the largest
capital markets offering by an airline.
The transaction achieved significant
oversubscription and led to a $1.8
billion upsize, tranche optimisation, and
ultimately final pricing inside of initial
whispers and price talk.
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Greg Lee

Delta Air Lines’ $9 billion Skymiles
secured financing: Goldman Sachs
was the sole structuring agent and joint
lead bookrunner of the $9 billion Delta
Air Lines Skymiles secured financing.
The transaction represented the largest
aviation financing transaction, raising
$2.5 billion of senior secured notes due
October 2025 and $3.5 billion of senior
secured notes due October 2028. The
transaction also included a $3 billion
secured term loan due October 2027.
The innovative transaction structure
leverages intellectual property
and diversity of cash flows of the
airline loyalty programme to achieve
investment-grade ratings.
The significant oversubscription
led to a $2.5 billion upsize, tranche
optimisation, and ultimately final pricing
inside of initial whispers and price talk.
The transaction garnered investmentgrade ratings from both Moody’s (Baa1)
and Fitch (BBB), representing significant
up-notching to investment grade from the
parent unsecured rating of Baa3 and BB+.
American Airlines (AA) transactions:
Goldman Sachs was one of the four
banks acting as joint lead managers on
AA’s ‘Big Bang’ financing in June 2020.
The $4.65 billion transaction included
$2.5 billion senior secured notes due
2025 for which it acted as joint lead
bookrunner. The firm also acted as left
lead bookrunner and syndicate trading
manager for AA’s dual tranche $1 billion
common equity and $1 billion convertible
offering with $150 million 15% greenshoe.
The firm acted as sole placement
agent and bookrunner in AA’s $1.2
billion issuance. The senior secured
notes were purchased by Goldman
Sachs’ merchant banking division. The
$1 billion notes offer first priority lien
on American Airlines brand, related/
successor trademarks and domain

names (IP Collateral) and second priority
lien on AA’s owned DCA/LGA slots (Slot
Collateral). The $200 million notes were
first priority lien on slot collateral.
The transaction represented the
largest private placement in the USA by
any investor in the airline sector. It was
also a novel transaction in the airline
industry leveraging intellectual property
as sole first lien collateral.
Goldman Sachs was also involved in
two enhanced equipment trust certificate
(EETC) transactions in 2020: one in
Europe and another in the USA.
The $1 billion British Airways 2020-1
EETC priced well inside initial pricing talk
on the class A and 25 basis points inside
guidance on both class A and class B.
On the $3 billion United Airlines 2020-1
EETC, Goldman Sachs acted as sole
structuring agent and lead left bookrunner
and liquidity facility provider. This single
tranche transaction represented the
largest EETC financing issued and the
first EETC transaction collateralised by
three collateral pools. The transaction
also represented the first post-global
financial crisis EETC to include spare parts
or spare engines and the oldest aircraft
financed in a EETC to date.
Goldman Sachs also acted as sole
structuring agent, global coordinator
and sole bookrunner of AASET 2020-1
asset-backed securities (ABS), a portfolio
sale of $490 million assets, financed
with $409 million of debt. Despite having
an older-than-average portfolio for the
ABS space, AASET 2020-1 priced at the
tightest debt yields to date in the aircraft
ABS space and Carlyle’s fund sold 100%
of its equity position.
The firm acted as joint sponsor, joint
financial adviser, joint global coordinator
and joint bookrunner of the €2.74 billion
($3.3 billion) IAG rights offering.
Goldman Sachs acted as financial
adviser in Cathay’s triple tranche HK$39
billion ($5 billion) recapitalisation. The
transaction was the second-largest
government-led airline recapitalisation
package in the Asia-Pacific region.
The Hong Kong SAR government
committed a total of HK$27.3 billion
to Cathay Pacific, and the airline also
secured a HK$7.8 billion bridge loan
facility over certain aircraft and related
insurances of the Cathay Pacific Group.
Goldman Sachs was joint lead arranger
and joint bookrunner of Avianca’s $1.27
billion debtor-in-possession tranche A –
the $1.029 billion Tranche A-1 and $240
million Tranche A-2.
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Argentina

Bahrain

Aerolineas Argentinas

Bank ABC

Activities: Airline Aeroparque
Address: Jorge Newbery Av. Rafael Obligado s/n Corporate
Building T4 - 4th Floor, Buenos Aires
Web: Aerolineas.com.ar

Activities: Asset-backed, infrastructure, trade finance and
advisory with a focus on MENA.
Address: Bank ABC Tower PO Box 5698 Manama		
Email: www.bank-abc.com

Contacts:
Juan Echecopar
Email: juan.echecopar@aerolineas.com.ar
Title: E.V.P. Corporate Planning and Fleet
Tel: (54) 11 37239180

Contacts:
Jeremy Dixon
Email: jeremy.dixon@bank-abc.com
Title: First Vice President, Group Specialized Finance
Tel: 973 1754 3637

Ignacio Mansilla
Email: ignacio.mansilla@aerolineas.com.ar
Title: V.P. Fleet Planning		
Tel: (54) 11 37239188

Saber Ayadi
Email: aber.ayadi@bank-abc.com
Title: First Vice President & Head, Group Specialized Finance
Tel: 973 1754 3316					
		

		

Australia

Bellinger Aviation
Activities: Aviation Investor and Lessor
Address: Level 12 92 Pitt Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia
Web: www.bellingeram.com
Contact:
Rene Mansveld
Email: rene.mansveld@bellingeram.com
Title: Managing Partner
Tel: 61 2 90259546
					

Deutsche Bank AG
Activities: Aircraft financing
Address: Level 14, 126 Phillip Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia
Web: www.db.com
Contact:
Richard Finlayson
Email: richard.finlayson@db.com
Title: Managing Director, Head of Transportation Finance Asia
Tel: (61) 488 403888
						

K&L Gates Straits Law LLC
Activities: Aviation Finance
Address: 31/1 O’Connell St Sydney NSW 2000 Australia
Web: www.klgates.com
Contact:
Brian Santos
Email: brian.santos@klgates.com
Title: Senior Associate
Tel: (61) 2 95132570					
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Brazil
DDSA - De Luca, Derenusson, Schuttoff & Advogados
Activities: Law Services
Address: Rua Fidêncio Ramos 195, 10º andar - Vila Olímpia São
Paulo, SP I CEP: 04551-010, Brazil
Web: www.ddsa.com.br
Contact:
Ana Luisa Derenusson
Email: anaderenusson@ddsa.com.br
Title: Lawyer - Partner
Tel: +5511 30404040 M. +5511 991917284

Nantes Mello Advogados
Activities: Law Practice
Address: Av. Lavandisca, 777 - Indianópolis, São Paulo - SP,
04515-011
Email: https://en.nantesmello.com
Contact:
Marcelo Mello
Email: mm@nantesmello.com
Title: Partner, Head of Structured & Asset Finance
Tel: 55 11 995320302					

Directory

Canada
AirTrav Inc.
Activities: Aviation advisory and transaction due diligence
Address: 181 Bay Street, PO 30025, Toronto, ON M5J 0A5
Canada
Web: www.airtrav.com
Contact:
Robert Kokonis
Email: rkokonis@airtrav.com
Title: President & Managing Director
Tel: 1 289 346-0071
						
			

Tama International Consult Inc
Activities: consulting, remarketing
Address: 4945, rue du Bougeoir
Contact:
Stephan Brecht
Email: stephan@tamaconsult.com
Title: ceo
Tel: 1 450 5122082
						
						

China
ACG		
Contact:
Laura Lu
Email: laura.lu@aviationcapital.com
Title: Vice President, Marketing
Tel: 86 21 69760502		

		
AVIC International Leasing Company
Address: 18F, Catic Tower. 212 Jiangning Road, Shanghai, P. R.
China		
Contact:
Yuan Zhang
Email: zhangyuan@chinaleasing.net
Title: Senior Marketing and Procurement Manager
Tel: 86 21 22262649

BOC					
Contact: Dong Jing
Email: dongjing@bankofchina.com

ICBC Aviation Leasing
Activities: Aiviation Leasing
Address: Building of Bank of Beijing C17 JinRong Sreeet Xicheng
District. P. R. China 		
Contact:
Jing Xu
Email: xujing@icbcleasing.com
Title: MD
Tel: 86 1 66105806

JunHe LLP
Activities: Banking & Finance, Aviation Finance, Aviation
Address: 22/F, China Resources Building, 8 Jianguomenbei
Avenue, Beijing 100005, P. R. China
Web: www.junhe.com
Contact:
Gavin Wang
Email: wangg@junhe.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 86 10 85537676

Skyco International Financial Leasing Co
Activities: Aviation leasing
Address: 17th Floor, TeemTower, 208 Tianhe Road, Tianhe
District, Guangzhou, Guangdong, P. R. China
Contact:
Olivier QIN
Email: qinhuaiyu@skycoleasing.com
Title: Senior Manger of Commercial
Tel: 86 185 15138969					
			

ST Aerospace
Contact:
Yifeng Zhou
Email: zhouyifeng@statcoxiamen.com
Title: Field service engineer
Tel: 86 13950055625			

Taiping & Sinopec Financial Leasing
Activities: Aircraft Leasing, Aircraft Financing
Address: 37F, No 488, Yincheng Middle Road, Pudong,
Shanghai, P. R. China		
Web: www.tpshleasing.com/
Contact:
Wang He
Email: hewang@tpshleasing.com
Title: Director, Financial Markets
Tel: 86 21 60253421				
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Colombia

Estonia

Parra Rodriguez Abogados

Estonian Aviation Academy

Activities: Law firm
Address: Carrera 9 No. 74-08 office 504, Bogota,
Colombia
Web: www.pralaws.com/

Activities: Aviation education
Address: Lennu 40 Kambja, Tartu, Estonia 		
Web: https://lennuakadeemia.ee/en

Contact:
Cesar Barajas
Email: cesar.barajas@pralaws.com
Title: Director
Tel: 57 1 3764200

Contact:
Viktor Trasberg
Email: viktor.trasberg@eava.ee
Title: Associate Professor
Tel: 372 5168147

						

Ethiopia

		

Addis Ababa

Croatia Airlines

Contact:
Dereje Bekele
Email: dereje.bekele@ucdconnect.ie
Title: First officer
Tel: 251 251 912623148

Croatia

Activities: Airline
Address: Bani75b, Buzin, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Web: www.croatiaairlines.com
Contact:
Alenka Klemen
Email: alenka.klemen@croatiaairlines.hr
Title: Manager Strategy & Business development
Tel: 385 99 2563991		

France
Airbus			
Address: Toulouse, B3, 31300, France		

Egypt
Egyptair Holding Co.
Activities: Aviation services
Address: Egyptair Administration building, South Build. F1, C1,
R12. Cairo Int. Airport, Cairo, Egypt		
Web: www.egyptair.com
Contact:
Ehab Ghazy
Email: ighazy@egyptair.com
Title: Senior Consultant
Tel: 20 122 3924659

						
						
Shahid Law Firm
Activities: Legal Services
Address: Shahid Law Firm 20B Adly St. Downtown Cairo Cairo,
11511, Egypt		
Web: www.shahidlaw.com
Contact:
Tarek Badawy
Email: tarek.badawy@shahidlaw.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 20 2 23935557
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Contact:
Qin Hu
Email: qin.hu@airbus.com
Title: Marketing Director

Air France
Activities: Airline
Address: CF. FT 45, Rue de Paris 95747 Roissy CDG Cédex
France
		
Contacts:
Patrick Halluin
Email: pahalluin@airfrance.fr
Title: Vice President Fleet Transactions
Tel: 33 6 75626929
Thierry Barboille
Email: thbarboille@airfrance.fr
Title: Aircraft Leasing and Sales Senior Manager
Tel: 33 644265874

Directory

Burnham Sterling
Activities: Investment banking
Address: 2Bis avenue Junot 75018, Paris
Contact:
Laurence Mosse
Email: laurence.mosse@burnhamsterling.com
Title: Senior consultant
Tel: 33 658477505
				

Contact:
Thierry Sarrailhe
Email: thierry.sarrailhe@safrangroup.com
Title: Vice President Sales Leasing Market
Tel: 33 6 77004405

Vallair
Activities: Trading & Leasing, Cargo Conversion
Address: Montpellier Méditerranée Airport Vallair Avenue
F-34130 Mauguio France

Hogan Lovells
Activities: Legal Services, Aviation Finance.
Address: Hogan Lovells (Paris) LLP 17, avenue Matignon CS
30027 75378 Paris cedex 08 France
Web: https://www.hoganlovells.com/
Contact:
Alexander Premont
Email: alexander.premont@hoganlovells.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 33 1 53 67 22 76

Contact:
Malcolm Chandler
Email: malcolm@vallair.aero
Title: Head of Commercial & Marketing			
Tel: 33 430 63 41 00
						
						
			

Germany
BayernLB

Norton Rose Fulbright
Activities: Aviation finance and leasing lawyers at the cutting
edge of the development of innovative financing structures,
working with clients to develop new products as well as to
manage their legal requirements in relation to the sale, purchase
and financing of aviation assets.
Address: 40 Rue de Courcelles, Paris 75008, France
Web: www.nortonrosefulbright.com
Contact:
George Paterson
Email: george.paterson@nortonrosefulbright.com
Title: Head of Paris		
Tel: 33 1 56 59 53 15

Activities: Aircraft Finance
Address: Brienner Str 18 80333 Munich Germany
Web: www.bayernlb.com/internet/en/blb/resp/customers/global_
corporates/expertise/mobility/overview_2/mobility.jsp
Contact:
Oliver Geldner
Email: oliver.geldner@bayernlb.de
Title: Sector Head Aviation & Space
Tel: 49 89 217126226

Freshfields

Toulouse Business School
Activities: Toulouse Business School Center of Excellence in
Aeronautics
Address: 1 place Alfonse Jourdain 31000 Toulouse, France
Web: www.tbs-education.com/
Contact:
Sylvain Bourjade
Email: s.bourjade@tbs-education.fr
Title: Professor of Finance
Tel: 33 561294716

			
Safran Aircraft Engines
Activities: Aircraft Engines
Address: Safran Aircraft Engines Etablissement de Villaroche
Rond Point Rene Ravaud - Reau 77550 Moissy-Cramayel France
Email: www.safran-group.com/

Activities: Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer is a leading
international law firm offering clients dedicated and seamless
legal advice in all important economic regions. Amongst its over
2,800 lawyers in 29 offices in 18 countries across Europe, Asia
and the US you will find a well-connected team of lawyers from
various legal sectors and jurisdictions who are well-experienced
in the aviation industry. As a firm, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
looks back to more than four decades of legal advice to the
aviation industry.
With aviation experts available globally, and strong corporate,
finance, capital markets, restructuring, regulatory, antitrust and
litigation practices, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer can provide
the legal support and advice necessary to master strategic
opportunities in the aviation sector on a global scale and can call
upon other specialists in the firm.
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Our aviation team frequently advises on a broad range of
matters in the aviation sector, including M&A (sell side and
buy side, auctions, private sales, distressed sales), distressed
situations (financial restructurings, advice to airlines in financial
distress, advice to creditors), insolvencies (insolvency filings,
advice to officeholders, creditors), aircraft and engine sales,
leases and financings, capital market transactions and litigious
matters. With a deep understanding of the industry, we have
been and are advising on a good number of international
landmark transactions.
Learn more about our aviation practice and visit
www.freshfields.com
Address: Bockenheimer Anlage 44, 60322 Frankfurt am Main,
Germany
Web: www.freshfields.com
Contact:
Dr. Konrad Schott, Partner
Email: konrad.schott@freshfields.com
Tel: (49) 69 2730 8103

LBBW
Activities: Transportation Finance
Address: Am Hauptbahnhof 2 70173 Stuttgart Germany
Contacts:
Patrick Wellnitz
Email: Patrick.Wellnitz@lbbw.de
Title: Head of Aviation Finacne
Tel: 49 711 12749743
Christian Eissmann
Email: Christian.Eissmann@lbbw.de
Title: Head of Transportation Finance		
Tel: 49 711 12749759			
Bettina Barth
Email: Bettina.Barth@lbbw.de
Title: Director		
Tel: 49 711 12742755				

						
						
ING Bank

Sylvia Kinne
Email: Sylvia.Kinne@lbbw.de
Title: Project Manager
Tel: 49 341 22039808		
Address: Humboldtstraße 18 04105 Leipzig Germany

Activities: Transport & Logistics - Aviation Finance
Address: Hamburger Allee 1 60486 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
Web: https://ingwb.de/en/home

Greece

Contact:
Alexander Spannuth
Email: alexander.spannuth@ing.de
Title: Director
Tel: 49 151 16359944

Marathon Airlines

						
						
K&L Gates LLP

Contact:
Thanos Pascalis
Email: tpascalis@flymarathon.aero
Title: COO
Tel: 30 697 700007

Activities: Aviation Finance
Address: OpernTurm Bockenheimer Landstraße 2-4 60306
Frankfurt am Main Germany
Web: www.klgates.com

Activities: Executive and private flights		
Address: Athens 35		
Web: www.flymarathon.aero

			
Contacts:
Frank Thomas
Emil: frank.thomas@klgates.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 49 69 945196270
Anne Thummel-Barz
Email: thummel-barz@klgates.com
Title: Senior Associate			
Tel: 49 69 945196276
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Greenland
Air Greenland

Activities: Scheduled and charter
Address: Box 1012, Nuuk, 3		
Web: www.airgreenland.com
Contact:
Jacob Sørensen
Email: nit@airgreenland.gl
Title: CEO
Tel: 299 522310

Directory

Hong Kong SAR
HFW
Activities: Shyamal has extensive experience of advising a
wide range of clients in the aviation industry including airlines,
aircraft leasing companies, banks and financiers. He has
acted for clients in relation to a broad range of aircraft finance
transactions including pre-delivery financings, export credit
backed financings, commercial debt financings, tax-based cross
border financings, Islamic financings, repossession of distressed
assets and restructurings.
Shyamal also advised on numerous operating leasings, sale and
lease-back transactions and in the sale and purchase of aircraft
and other major assets, including aircraft and engine purchase
contracts.
Address: 15th Floor, Tower One Lippo Centre 89 Queensway,
Admiralty Hong Kong SAR
Contact:
Justin Sun
Email: justin.sun@hfw.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 852 3983 7713

						
						
King & Wood Mallesons
Activities: Ashley has a particular focus on asset finance and
aviation transactions. She has extensive experience in aircraft
and engine leasing, aircraft sale and lease-back arrangements,
new commercial aircraft and corporate jets acquisitions from
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), used aircraft and
engine acquisitions and disposals, aircraft portfolio acquisitions
and disposals, aircraft and pre-delivery payments financing,
airframe and engine maintenance, inventory technical
management and other commercial arrangements.

John Canning
Email: john.canning@au.kwm.com
Title: Partner
Web: https://www.kwm.com/en/au
Activities: John advises on cross border structured finance
transactions, particularly in the asset and aviation sectors.
John also has extensive experience in asset and trade finance
transactions and has been involved with the design and
implementation of the Personal Property Securities Legislation
(PPS) with the Attorney General’s Department and Senate
Inquiries. John is now advising clients on the impact of the PPS
on their business and products.
Tel: 611 2 9296 2098
Address: Level 61 Governor Phillip Tower 1 Farrer Place, Sydney
NSW 2000 Australia
Feng Ma
Email: mafeng@cn.kwm.com
Title: Partner		
Web: https://www.kwm.com/en/cn
Activities: Ma Feng specialises in banking, project finance,
domestic and international lending, establishment projects
for financial institutions, and aircraft and equipment financing.
He provides a full range services in financing and leasing of
aircraft and related equipment, ships, large machinery and
equipment.
Tel: 86 10 5878 5588
Address: 18th Floor, East Tower, World Financial Center 1
Dongsanhuan Zhonglu, Chaoyang District Beijing, 100020, PRC

K&L Gates LLP
Activities: Aviation Finance
Address: 44th Floor, Edinburgh Tower, The Landmark 15
Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong SAR
Web: www.klgates.com

Address: 13/F Gloucester Tower, The Landmark, 15 Queen’s
Road Central Central, Hong Kong SAR 		
Web: https://www.kwm.com/en/hk

Contact:
Eugene Yeung
Email: eugene.yeung@klgates.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 852 22303584

Contacts:
Ashley Wong
Email: ashley.wong@hk.kwm.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 852 3443 1062

Santander

Katherine Ke
Email: katherine.ke@hk.kwm.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 852 34438335			

Address: 10/F, Two International Finance Centre 8 Finance
Street, Central, Hong Kong SAR
Web: www.santander.com
Contact:
Ismael Gomez
Email: ismael.gomez@gruposantander.com
Title: Structured Finance Asia
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Sato Aviation Capital

Activities: Aircraft leasing
Address: Unit 1, 32/F Hong Kong Plaza, 188 Connaught Road
West, Hong Kong SAR
Web: www.dynam.aero
Contacts:
Mr. Katsuhiko Ando, Chief Executive Officer
Email: katsuhiko.ando@dynam.aero
Shuhei Sato, Director
Email: shuhei.sato@satoaviation.com
Tel: (852) 9355 1220
Mr. James McCarthy, Head of Trading and Origination
Email: james.mccarthy@dynam.aero

India
Acumen Aviation			
Address: Bangalore, 19, 560001		
Contacts:
Kumar Narayanaswami
Email: kumar1370@yahoo.in
Title: Vice President - Commercial
						
Naresh Arora
Email: Narora@flynas.com
Title: Director Aircraft Procurement
Tel: 966 11 407 8281		

Air Works		

and heavy checks, Line maintenance, Interior & exterior refinishing, Avionics upgrades, End-of-lease/ redelivery checks,
Maintenance training (CAR 147), and Asset Management services
to domestic and international clients.
Among heavy checks, Air Works offers base maintenance
services for ATR 42/72, A320 family and B737 NG and Max fleet
of aircraft from its EASA and DGCA-certified facilities at Mumbai,
Delhi, Hosur and Kochi, supported by duly certified shops for
sheet metal and composites, cabin interiors and refurbishments,
heat exchangers, batteries, NDT testing, avionics upgrades as
well as aircraft painting.
Air Works also undertakes modification and assembly of
rotary-wing aircraft and as a partner to several OEMs and
an Authorized Service Centre (ASC) for many, the Company
engages closely with Airbus, ATR, Boeing, CFM, Collins
Aerospace, Dassault Aviation, Embraer, Goodrich, Gulfstream,
Honeywell, Leonardo Helicopters, Pratt & Whitney, Textron
Aviation, and, Williams International etc..
Activities: MRO (Airline, Defense and Business Aviation),
Avionics Upgrades, Cabin and Interior Solutions, Painting
and Livery, Line Maintenance, 3D Printing, CAMO, Asset
Management and Component Repairs.
Address: Air Works India, Plot No 40, Sector 18, Gurugram,
122001 Haryana, India
Web: www.airworks.aero
Contacts:
D. Anand Bhaskar
Title: Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer
Email: anand.bhaskar@airworks.in
Tel: (91) 124 4642200
Mangesh Karyakarte
Title: Chief Sales Officer – Airline and Defense MRO
Email: mangesh.karyakarte@airworks.in
Tel: (91) 124 4642200
Mukesh Bhatia
Title: Director – Business Aviation
Email: mukesh.bhatia@airworks.in
Tel: (91) 124 4642200

AT-TV
Activities: Technical services, risk advisory, transaction support
Address: 130 Uday Park, New Delhi, 110049
Web: https://at-tv.co
Air Works Group is India’s largest independent aviation services
provider with an unbeatable pan-India presence across 27
cities. A preferred MRO partner to OEMs, aircraft owners/
operators (including Fixed Wing & Rotary Wing), lessors,
airlines and the Indian Defence Services, Air Works Group
offers a highly diversified portfolio of services comprising MRO
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Contact:
Satyendra Pandey
Email: sp@at-tv.co
Title: Managing Partner
Tel: 91 9818280158				
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ICF	
Activities: Aviation consulting, appraisals, asset management
Address: New Delhi, 7, 110043
Web: icf.com
Contacts:
Piyush Bansal
Email: piyush.bansal@icf.com
Title: Sr Manager				
Stuart Rubin
Email: stuart.rubin@icf.com
Title: Vice President		
Ben Chapman
Email: ben.chapman@icf.com
Title: Sr Manager
Activities: appraisals

						
						
Jet Airways (India)
Contact:
Gautam Acharya
Email: gacharya@jetairways.com
Title: Vice President

Since then, the aviation team have handled over $16 billion
worth of transactions and have also carried out some of the
most complex aircraft repossessions in the country. The Firm has
also advised several international airlines in challenging market
access transactions. In 2019, the firm successfully paved the way
for the first deregistration and export of an aircraft under India’s
new Cape Town Convention and Aircraft Protocol Regulations.
Sarin & Co’s noteworthy clients include the world’s top aircraft
manufacturers, leasing companies, international airlines, and
banks.
The Firm’s Managing Partner, Mr. Nitin Sarin is a dual qualified
Advocate in India and Solicitor in England and Wales.
Address:
Chandigarh Office: 48, Sector 4, Chandigarh – 160001, India
New Delhi Office: 52/96, 2nd Floor, CR Park New Delhi – 110019,
India
Web: www.sarinlaw.com
Email: consult@sarinlaw.com
Tel: (91) 9814252145

						

Ireland

SA Air Works India PVT. Ltd

AMCK Aviation		

Activities: Component Repairs, Avionics Upgrades, System
Integration, Consulting Services
Address: Plot No. 40, Sector 18, Gurugram, Haryana, India
Web: www.saairworks.in

Address: 28-29 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay Dublin, D02 EY80,
Ireland
Web: www.amck.aero

Contact:
Ajay Sharma,
Title: Vice President
Email: ajay.sharma@saairworks.in
Tel: (91) 22 26158908

Sarin & Co

Contacts:
Graham Cooley
Email: graham.cooley@amck.aero
Title: Vice President Commercial
Tel: 353 86 323082		
Ronan Kelleher
Email: ronan.kelleher@amck.aero
Title: Chief Financial Officer
Tel: 353 1 5170100

						
Apex IFS
Activities: Global Corporate Service Provider
Address: 2nd Floor, Block 5 Irish Life Centre, Abbey Street Lower
Web: www.theapexgroup.com

Sarin & Co. is one of India’s oldest law firms. Originally
established in the year 1932, the firm is based in Chandigarh and
New Delhi.
Sarin & Co. branched out into the field of aviation with the joining
of Mr Nitin Sarin in 2008. It is the only law firm in India to provide
complete aviation law services to banks, aircraft lessors, financial
institutions, international airlines and Governments.

Contacts:
Roisin Dixon
Email: roisin.dixon@apexfs.com
Title: Head of Business Development
Tel: 353 87 2115857
Fergal Molony
Email: fergal.molony@apexfs.com
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 353 86 8209989		
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Ciaran Connolly
Email: ciaran.connolly@apexfs.com
Title: Client Director & Business Relationship Manager
Tel: 353 87 1123085
Marian Doherty
Email: marian.doherty@apexfs.com
Title: Client Director & BD Manager		
Tel: 353 87 7218978

Azorra
Activities: Leasing / Finance
Address: 77 Sir Rogerson’s Quay Block C Grans Canal
Docklands Dublin 2 D02 VK60 Ireland
		
Contact:
Claudia Ziemer
Email: cziemer@azorra.com
Title: Senior Director Finance
Tel: 353 87 9866758				

ARI
Title: Aircraft Leasing		
Web: www.ariaerocom
Contact:
John Leech
Email: john.leech@ariaero.com
Title: Group Head of Trading, Used Aircraft
Tel: 353 87 9118142

CDB Aviation
Activities: Leasing
Address: 1GQ George’s Quay Dublin 2 D02 Y098, Ireland
Web: www.cdbaviation.aero
Contacts:
Paul Thibeau
Email: Paul.Thibeau@CDBAviation.aero
Title: Senior Vice President Communications
Tel: 353 567 7407

Arthur Cox		
Address: Ten Earlsfort Terrace Dublin 2 D02 T380 Ireland
Web: www.arthurcox.com
Contacts:
Caroline Devlin
Email: caroline.devlin@arthurcox.com
Title: Partner, Aviation group Co-Chair
Tel: 353 1 920 1224
Rob Murphy
Email: rob.murphy@arthurcox.com
Title: Aviation group Co-Chair		
Tel: 353 1 9202044		

John Leenane
Email: john.leenane@cdbaviation.aero
Title: Head of Trading
Tel: 353 87 3678120

Deloitte Ireland

Activities: Aircraft Leasing and Finance

Laura Cunningham
Email: laura.cunningham@arthurcox.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 353 1 9202045			

Contacts:
Pieter Burger
Email: piburger@deloitte.ie
Title: Lead Tax Partner - Aircraft Leasing & Finance
Tel: 353 (0) 14 172446

Ruth Lillis
Email: Ruth.Lillis@arthurcox.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 353 1 9201244				

Matthew Dolan
Email: mdolan@deloitte.ie
Title: Tax Partner - Aircraft Leasing & Finance
Tel: 353 (0) 14 074765

Avolon

Brian O’Callaghan
Email: bocallaghan@deloitte.ie
Title: Lead Audit Partner - Aircraft Leasing & Finance
Tel: 353 (0) 14 172475

Activities: leasing, trading
Address: One BB, Shelbourne Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin
Web: www.avolon.aero
Contact:
Stephen Quinn
Email: squinn@avolon.aero
Title: Vice President, Trading
Tel: 353 86 8403383
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Phil Bolger
Email: ieaircraftleasing@deloitte.ie
Title: Strategic Advisor - Aircraft Leasing & Finance
Martin Reilly
Email: mreilly@deloitte.ie
Title: NSE Financial Advisory Services Lead
Tel: 353 (0) 14 172212
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Sinead Moore
Email: simoore@deloitte.ie
Title: Audit and Assurance
Tel: 353 (0) 14 172979
Mark Degnan
Email: madegnan@deloitte.ie
Title: Financial Advisory
Tel: 353 (0) 14 178813

Dentons
Activities: Legal
Address: Joshua Dawson House Dawson St Dublin 2 D02 RY95
Ireland
Web: www.dentons.com
Contact:
Maireadh Dale
Email: maireadh.dale@dentons.com
Title: Partner				
Tel: 353 158 28123

Direct Aero Services
Activities: 360° Aircraft Storage Solution, Aircraft Engine
Borescope Inspections, Inspections, Transition management,
Maintenance oversight, Maintenance reserve reviews, CAMO
Address: Office Suite F6, Unit 2 Holywell Commercial Centre,
Swords, Co. Dublin, Ireland, K67 E7W6
Web: www.directaeroservices.com
Contacts:
Paul Hyland
Email: phyland@directaviation.aero
Title: Director Technical
Tel: 353 1 539 28 60
					
Paul Hyland
Email: phyland@directaviation.aero
Title: Director Technical
Tel: 353 1 539 28 60				

Dynam Aviation was established in Dublin in 2019 and is
100% owned by Dynam Japan Holdings Co. Ltd. (DYJH). DYJH is
the leading operator and service provider of pachinko halls (a
popular form of entertainment in Japan) and is listed on the main
board of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (6889:HK).
DYJH’s founder, the Sato family, established a second aircraft
leasing company in 2015 - Sato Aviation Capital - which is
partnered with Dynam Aviation. The partnership currently owns
a fleet of eight aircraft, including two aircraft delivered in Q1
and Q2 of 2020. The short-term plan over the next 2-3 years
is for the partnership to build a 30-aircraft portfolio (20-aircraft
for Dynam Aviation and 10-aircraft for Sato Aviation). Current
lessee’s include: Wizz Air, Indigo, Vueling Airlines, Air FranceKLM and Volaris. Dynam Aviation has a team of industry experts
with over 50 years of combined experience in financing,
origination and marketing. It is partnered with leading service
providers including: FPG Amentum, Santos Dumont, KPMG and
McCann FitzGerald.
Address: 28-32 Pembroke Street Upper, Dublin2, D02 EK84,
Ireland
Web: www.dynam.aero
Contacts:
Mr.Katsuhiko Ando
Title: Chief Executive Officer
Email: katsuhiko.ando@dynam.aero
James McCarthy
Email: james.mccarthy@dynam.aero
Title: Head of Trading & Origination

Einn Volant Aircraft Leasing Holdings
Address: Crag Lodge, Cragataska Quin, Co. Clare V95 F5K2,
Ireland		
Contact:
Daire O’Criodáin
Email: ocrd01@yahoo.com
Title: Board Director
Tel: 353 87 8183715

						

Dynam Aviation Ireland Limited

Elgin Executive Search
Activities: Aviation Finance Headhunter
Address: 64 Dame Street			
Web: www.elginsearch.com

Dynam Aviation Ireland Limited (Dynam Aviation) is an Irish
based aircraft leasing company with a focus on young,
narrowbody aircraft.

Contact:
Richard Pigott
Email: rpigott@elginsearch.com
Title: Director
Tel: 353 86 6089481			
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EY		

GTLK Europe DAC

Address: EY, Dublin, Ireland		

Activities: Leasing, trading, remarketing, asset management as
well as consulting on commercial aircraft and ship transactions
Address: 2 Hume Street Dublin 2		
Web: www.gtlkeurope.com

Contact:
Jiawei Hua
Email: huajiaw@foxmail.com
Title: auditor
Tel: 353 833856265

Fexco Aviation Services

Contacts:
Sasha Mian
Email: smian@gtlkeurope.com
Title: COO
Tel: 353-1 486-9500

Activities: Managing Agent		
Contacts:
Gerry Hastings
Email: ghastings@fexco.com
Title: CEO Fexco Aviation
Tel: 353 86 3635570
Tara Hedderman
Email: thedderman@fexco.com
Title: Senior Financial Accountant		
Tel: 353 61 953705		
Nathan Murray
Email: nmurray@fexco.com
Title: Financial Accountant		
Tel: 353 61 953707
Rebecca Hill
Email: rhill@fexco.com
Title: Financial Accountant
Tel: 353 61 953708

Flynn O’Driscoll LLP
Address: No.1 Grant’s Row, Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2, Ireland
D02 HX96
Web: www.Fod.ie
Contacts:
James Duggan
Email: jamesduggan@fod.ie
Title: Managing Partner
Tel: 353 1 6424252
Claire McDermott
Email: clairemcdermott@fod.ie
Title: Partner			
Tel: 353 1 6424259		
Eoin Cunneen
Email: eoincunneen@fod.ie
Title: Partner
Tel: 353 1 6424287			
Julie Faverie
Email: juliefaverie@fod.ie
Title: Associate
Tel: 353 1 6424284
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Malachy Quinn
Email: quinn@gtlkeurope.com
Title: Chief Risk & Funding Officer

GKR Search and Selection
Activities: Recruitment
Address: 26/27 Upper Pembroke Street Dublin 2
Web: www.gkr.ie
Contact:
Garret Kearney
Email: garret@gkr.ie

Global AVX
Activities: Aviation Auction Platform
Address: 29 Fitzwilliam Street Upper Dublin 2 Ireland
Web: www.globalavx.com
Contact:
Robert Bourke
Email: robert@globalavx.com
Title: CEO
Tel: 353 1 5677325

Goshawk
Activities: Aircraft Leasing
Address: One Molesworth Street Dublin 2		
Contact:
Stephen ODwyer
Email: stephen.odwyer@goshawk.aero
Title: Airline Sales & Marketing EMEA
Tel: 353 87 934847

ICBC Aviation Leasing			
Address: Bray, 31, A98		
Contact:
Chao Wu
Email: chaowu@ie.icbcleasing.com
Title: VP Airline Marketing EMEA

Directory

KPMG

Ryanair		

Activities: Structure,Transfer Pricing, Modelling, Governance &
Controls, IT systems, Accounting
Address: KPMG, 1 Harbourmaster Place International Financial
Services Centre Dublin 1, Ireland
Web: www.kpmg.ie

Address: Airside Business Park Swords Dublin, Ireland
Web: ryanair.com

Contact:
Patrick Murphy
Email: patrick.murphy@kpmg.ie
Title: Aviation Consultant
Tel: 353 87 504179

Contacts:
John Norton
Email: nortonj@ryanair.com
Title: Group Treasurer
Tel: 353 1 9450000
Shane O’Toole
Email: otooles@ryanair.com
Title: Deputy Treasurer		
Tel: 353 1 9450000		

Macquarie AirFinance		
Address: First Floor, Connaught House 1 Burlington Road Dublin
4, Ireland
Web: www.macquarie.aero
Contact:
Eamonn Bane
Email: Eamonn.Bane@macquarie.aero
Title: Executive Vice President, Chief Operating Officer		
Tel: 353 1 238 3215

Maples Group
Activities: Legal, Fiduciary, Accounting, Tax, Regulatory,
Compliance Services
Address: 32 Molesworth Street, Dublin 2 D02 Y512, Ireland
Web: https://maples.com/
Contact:
Eoghan Madigan
Email: eoghan.madigan@maples.com		
Tel: 353 87 3833732

PricewaterhouseCoopers			
Address: Dundalk 19 A91		
Contacts:
Deirdre Clifford
Email: deirdre.clifford@pwc.com
Title: Director				
Colum Carr
Email: colum.carr@pwc.com
Title: AFAS Leader		

Santos Dumont
Activities: Asset Management and Technical Services
Address: 4th Floor, Grattan House 67-72 Lower Mount Street
Dublin 2, D02 H638, Ireland
Web: www.santosdumont.com
Contacts:
Nancy Derby
Email: nancy.derby@santosdumont.com
Title: Commercial Director
Tel: 353 86 299122
Ronan Stewart
Email: ronan.stewart@santosdumont.com
Title: CEO		
Tel: 353 1 8080000		
Mairéad Flynn
Email: mairead.flynn@santosdumont.com
Title: Operations Director
Tel: 353 1 8080000
Kevin Coen
Email: kevin.coen@santosdumont.com
Tel: 353 87 2853017
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 353 1 6768891
Louise Callanan
Email: louise@gkr.ie
Title: Director			
Tel: 353 1 6768899

Brian Leonard
Email: brian.a.leonard@pwc.com
Title: Tax Partner
Bryson Monteleone
Email: bryson.monteleone@pwc.com
Title: Senior Advisor
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Sculptor Capital		

UMBF Trust and Agency Services (Ireland)

Address: Sixmilebridge, 3, V95		

Address: Newmount House 22-24 Lower Mount Street Dublin
D02 DX26, Ireland

Contact:
Cathal Kilmartin
Email: Cathal@ckilmartin.com
Title: Consultant
Tel: 353 86 8206838
		

Contact:
Katherine O’Brien
Email: katherine.obrien@umb.com
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 353 1 2641513				

Seraph Aviation Group
Activities: Seraph Aviation Group is a global leader in aviation
asset management and investment. We offer a unique blend of
Aircraft Management services and Capital Markets expertise
powered by proprietary state-of-the-art technology.
Address: Embassy House Second Floor Ballsbridge Dublin 4
Web: www.seraph.aero
Contacts:
David Butler
Email: dbutler@seraph.aero
Title: Group Chief Executive Officer
Tel: 353 1607 7000
Eugene O’Reilly
Email: eorielly@seraph.aero
Title: Chief Executive Officer		
Tel: 353 1 607 7000		
Aengus Whelan
Email: awhelan@seraph.aero
Title: Chief Commercial Officer
Tel: 353 1 607 7000
Stephen Coyle
Email: scoyle@seraph.aero
Title: Chief Technical Officer
Tel: 353 1 607 7000
		

			

Italy

McKay-Aircraft.Expert Witness
Activities: Aircraft -Appraisal, -Search, -Delivery, -De/
Registration, -Repossession
Address: Zihlstr. 6a
Web: www.kayway.aero
Contact:
Rachel McKay
Email: rachel@mckay-aircraft.expert
Tel: 41 71 5087578					
					

SR Technics
Activities: Engine MRO		
Web: www.srtechnics.com
Contact:
Olaf Christoph
Email: olaf.christoph@srtechnics.com
Title: VP Europe Business Development
Tel: 41 76 332 50 62

Isle of Man

Standard Bank

Ferry Contractors

Activities: Leasing and finance
Address: 32 Molesworth Street Dublin 2
Web: www.SCB.com

Activities: Worldwide Aircraft Delivery & Flight Testing
Address: Aerofactor Ltd. River Lodge, Milntown, Lezayre Road,
Ramsey Im8 2Tg, Isle of Man

Contact:
Sally Browne
Email: sallyabrowne@icloud.com
Title: Executive Director
Tel: 353 086 0214841
		

Contact:
Gerrit de Man
Email: gdm@aerofactor.co.uk
Title: Founder
Tel: 31 620158004

TrueAero		

Japan

Address: 25-28 North Wall Quay Dublin 1 Ireland
Web: www.trueaero.com

Asahi Life Asset Management
Contact:
Nicolas Silva
Email: nsilva@trueaero.com
Title: Senior Vice President of Marketing
Tel: 353 1 564 7680
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Contact:
Takahiro Oashi
Email: takahiro_ooashi@alamco.co.jp
Title: Senior Fund Manager
Tel: 81 3 33236302

Directory

All Nippon Airways		
Address: 3-5-4 Haneda Airport, Ota-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Web: ana.co.jp
Contact:
Naoshi Yamamoto
Email: n.yamamoto@ana.co.jp
Title: Director
Tel: 81 7048742921
						
						

Bank of America N.A.		
Address: Nihonbashi 1-chome Mitsui Building, 1-4-1 Nionbashi,
Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 103-0027 Japan			
Web: www.bankofamerica.com
Contact:
Yuka Ishiyama
Email: yuka.ishiyama@bofa.com
Title: Vice President
Tel: (81) 3 67585139

K&L Gates LLP
Activities: Aviation Finance
Address: Toranomon Hills Mori Tower 1 Chome-23-1 Toranomon
Minato City Tokyo 105-6328 Japan		
Web: www.klgates.com
Contacts:
Robert Melson
Email: robert.melson@klgates.com		
Tel: 81 3 62053602
Sebastian Smith
Email: sebastian.smith@klgates.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 81 3 62053606		
Eiko Grieger
Email: eiko.grieger@klgates.com
Title: Counsel
Tel: 81 3 62053608
Takahiro Kawaguchi
Email: takahiro.kawaguchi@klgates.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 81 3 62053603				

Neil Campbell
neil.campbell@klgates.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 81 3 62053607

Tokyo Century Corporation
Activities: Arrangement of JOLCO Tax Lease, Financing of
Aircraft, Engines and Aircraft Parts
Address: 3 Kanda Neribeicho Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo Japan 1000022
Web: https://www.tokyocentury.co.jp/en/
Contact:
Takamasa Marito
Email: marito.t@tokyocentury.co.jp
Title: Joint General Manager
Tel: 81 3 52096399
						
						

Wellington & Associates K.K.
Activities: Executive Search
Address: 1-3-1-1201 Park Axis Bld. Minami Aoyama, MInato-ku
Web: www.wellingtonjp.com/
Contact:
Andrew Lawson
Email: alawson@wellingtonjp.com
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 81 80-6666-5225					
						

Jordan
Royal Jordanian Airlines
Activities: Airline
Address: Amman - Jordan Royal Jordanian Airlines Mohammad
Ali Janah Street Building # 3
Contacts:
Mohammad		
Email: Mohammad.maayta@rj.com
Title: Head of Asset Management and Cost Control		
		
Zaher Hadeed
Email: Zaher.Alhadeed@rj.com
Title: Manager - Asset Management		
Tel: 962 (0)795663936

Tsuguhito Omagari
Email: tsuguhito.omagari@klgates.com
Title: Partner			
Tel: 81 3 62053623		
Tomohiro Kitada
Email: tomohiro.kitada@klgates.com
Title: Counsel		
Tel: 81 3 62053618
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Korea, Republic of
Eugene Investment & Securities
Activities: Alternative Investment
Address: 3F, 24 Gukjegeumyungro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul,
South Korea, 07327		
Web: www.eugenefn.com
Contact:
Taeho Lee
Email: tlee049@naver.com
Title: Senior Manager
Tel: 82 10 3252-2859

The Korea Development Bank
Activities: Bank
Address: 14 Eunhaeng-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul 07242,
South Korea		
Web: www.kdb.co.kr
Contact:
Sujin KIM
Email: sujin@kdb.co.kr
Title: Deputy General Manager
Tel: 82 2 787-7167

						

Kuwait
KEB Hana Bank
Activities: Aviation, Shipping, Structured Finance
Address: Seoul, South Korea Yongin 17		
Web: www.kebhana.com

Kuwait Airways

Contacts:
Matthew Kim
Email: kimseungho@hanafn.com
Title: Head of Int’l Finance Team
Tel: 82 2 729-8522

Contact:
Giridharan Sheshadri
Email: Giridharan.Sheshadri@Kuwaitairways.com
Title: Assistant Director - Treasury
Tel: 965 24734459
						
						
						

Kevin Kang
Email: kanghs81@hanafn.com
Title: Senior Manager		
Tel: 82 2 729-8523			

Activities: Treasury & Aircraft financing and leasing
Address: PO Box. 394 Safat Postal Code 13004

Latvia

Success410.com
James Kim
Email: hyungsookim@hanafn.com
Title: GM of Int’l Finance Team
Tel: 82 2 729-8521					
						
					

Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
Activities: teaching strategies for entrepreneurs
Address: Seoul, 11, South Korea		
Web: kaist.ac.kr
Contact:
Jong Chul Kim
Email: jckimphd@kaist.ac.kr
Title: professor
Tel: 82 42 350-6404		
						

TRUST AerTech
Activities: Aviation Consulting
Address: 403-2104, Hugokro 36, IlsanSeo-Gu, Gyunggi-Do,
10374 South Korea 			
Contact:
Oscar KWON
Email: oscar-kwon@naver.com
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 82 10 5021-9940		
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Activities: Legal and related strategic advisory services for the
global aviation industry
Address: 40 Brivibas BLVD, Suite 29, Riga, LV1050, Latvia
Web: www.success410.com
Contact:
Ivars Mekons, Managing Partner
Email: ivars.mekons@success410.com
Tel: +371 2618 4400		
						
					

Luxembourg
Bank of Communications (Luxembourg) S.A.
Address: 7 Rue de la Chapelle, Luxembourg
Contacts:
Julian Wu
Email: lwu@eu.bankcomm.com
Title: Head of Corporate Coverage
Tel: 352 2 8688868
Zhihua Ren
Email: zren@eu.bankcomm.com
Title: Relationship Manager		
Tel: 352 2 8688869		
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Vallair
Activities: Trading & Leasing, Cargo Conversion,
Address: EBBC Bloc B, 6 Route de Treves Senningerberg
L-2633 Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
Web: www.vallair.aero
Contact:
Patrick Leopold
Email: patrick@vallair.aero
Title: Director of Trading & Leasing
Tel: 352 26 10 3962

Malaysia
Abdullah Chan & Co
Activities: Legal Services
Address: 31st Floor, UBN Tower, 10, Jalan P. Ramlee, 50250
Kuala Lumpur
Web: www.abdullahchan.my
Contact:
Shelina Razaly Wahi
Email: shelina@abddullahchan.my
Title: Partner
Tel: 6 3 2300 0610					
						

						

Monaco
Stratos

Activities: Aircraft Management, re-marketing, advisory and
financing
Address: 23 Boulevard Albert 1er Monaco 98000 Monaco
Web: www.stratos-aero.com
Contacts:
Kristian Lindberg
Email: klindberg@stratos.aero
Title: Head of Finance
Tel: 33 7 69641358
Camille Pousseur
Email: cpousseur@stratos.aero
Title: Marketing Director		
Tel: 33 6 40613573
Brian Jeffery
Email: bjeffery@stratos.aero
Title: Chief Commercial Officer
Tel: 66 8 4532653
Lourens Geldenhuys
Email: lgeldenhuys@stratos.aero
Title: Corporate Finance Director
Tel: 44 792 1025474

SR Technics
Activities: Engine MRO		
Web: www.srtechnics.com

Mongolia

Contact:
David Settergren
Email: david.settergren@srtechnics.com
VP APAC Business Development
Tel: 60 12 2039710

MahoneyLiotta LLP

Swiss Aviation Consulting
Activities: Aircraft Asset Management - Aviation Investment
Management - Aircraft Acquisition and Sales - Risk Management
- Strategic and Operational Advisory - Setup new AOC Air
Operator Certificates - Continuing Airworthiness Management
Services (CAMO+) - Off lease technical and operational aircraft
management and ferry flight services
Address: Oasis Square, 2, Jalan PJU 1A/7A, Ara Damansara,
Petaling Jaya, Selangor 47301 Malaysia 			
Web: www.swic.aero
Contact:
Simon Diggelmann
Email: sd@swic.aero
Title: Vice President Asia&Asset Management
Tel: 41 79 6450605
						
						

Activities: Law Firm
Address: 7th Floor, The Landmark Chinggis Avenue 13
Ulaanbaatar Mongolia
Web: www.mlmongolia.com
Contacts:
Daniel Mahoney
Email: daniel.mahoney@mlmongolia.com
Title: Managing Partner
Tel: 976 11 325344
Uuganbayar Otgondorj
Email: uuganbayar.otgondorj@mlmongolia.com
Title: Senior Associate		
Tel: 976 11 325344
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Nepal
Pradhan & Associates
Activities: Commercial Law Firm
Address: Maitri Marg, Bakhundole - 3, Lalitpur 44700, Nepal
Web: www.pradhanlaw.com
Contacts:
Astha Poudel
Email: apoudel@pradhanlaw.com
Title: Associate
Tel: 977 1 545 1900
Monika Chaudhary
Email: mchaudhary@pradhanlaw.com
Title: Trainee Associate
Tel: 977 1 5451900

Netherlands
APOC Aviation
APOC is one of the world’s newest aircraft, engines and landing
gears trading, leasing, teardown and part-out companies. As an
asset, aviation components hold their value over time, delivering
low risk investment opportunities with high yields. Contact us to
discuss how investing in APOC can deliver reliable returns.
Address: Veilingweg 48 2651 BE Berkel en Rodenrijs,
The Netherlands
Web: www.apocaviation.com
Contacts:
Max Lutje Wooldrik
Email: info@apocaviation.com
Title: Chief Executive Officer & Founder
Tel: 31 88 00 40 000
Anca Mihalache
Email: info@apocaviation.com
Title: Vice President Engine Trading		
Tel: 31 88 00 40 000		
Jasper van den Boogaard
Email: info@apocaviation.com
Title: Vice President Airframe Acquisition & Trading
Tel: 31 88 00 40 000
Karolis Jurkevicius
Email: info@apocaviation.com
Title: Vice President Landing Gear Trading & Leasing
Tel: 31 88 00 40 000

Embraer		
Address: Jachthavenweg 109 1081 KM Amsterdam The Netherlands
Web: www.embraer.com
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Contacts:
Cesar Pereira
Email: cesar.pereira@embraer.net.br
Title: Vice President EMEA - Embraer Commercial Aviation
Tel: 31 6 82255436
William Ast
Email: william.ast@embraer.net.br
Title: Sales Director
Tel: 31 623043489		
Michal Nowak
Email: michal.nowak@embraer.net.br
Title: Marketing Director
Tel: 31 623 43207
Matheus Piorino
Email: matheus.piorino@embraer.net.br
Title: Head of Customer Finance, EMEA
Tel: 31 6 57508978

Rep Law
Activities: International Aviation Financing and Leasing Law
Address: J.E. Irausquin Boulevard 22, suite 202 Oranjestad
					
Contacts:
Anna Blamansingel
Address: 169 1102 SV Amsterdam The Netherlands		
Web: www.rep-law.com
Patrick Honnebier
Email: patrick.honnebier@rep-law.com
Title: Of Counsel/Aviation Finance and Lease Law Professor
Tel: 31 631215502
Geert Rep
Email: geert@rep-law.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 297 588 1870

TrueNoord
Activities: TrueNoord is a specialist regional aircraft leasing
company with offices in Amsterdam, Dublin, London, and
Singapore. It provides leasing and lease management services
strengthened by extensive knowledge of aircraft finance to
operators and investors worldwide in the regional aircraft sector.
TrueNoord exclusively invests in latest technology turboprops
and regional jet aircraft, understanding the important role of
these lower seating capacity aircraft in linking remote locations
to larger conurbations, providing a feeder service to major hubs,
and fulfilling carriers’ lower demand off-peak services in a growing
global market. TrueNoord is supported by cornerstone investors
- Freshstream, BlackRock, Aberdeen Standard and others.
TrueNoord’s fleet of fifty new and young in-production aircraft
covers eight different models in the 50 – 150 seat class, including:
Embraer, ATR, Airbus, MHI-RJ and De Havilland Canada.

Directory

Address: World Trade Center Schiphol Airport H-tower/5th Floor
Schiphol Boulevard 381 1118 BJ Schiphol, The Netherlands
Web: www.truenoord.com

Poland
LOT Polish Airlines		

Contacts:
Anne-Bart Tieleman
Email: info@truenoord.com
Title: Chief Executive Officer
Tel: 31 88 3031 777
Julien Millet
Email: info@truenoord.com
Title: Chief Financial Officer		
Tel: 31 88 3031 777
Richard Jacobs
Email: info@truenoord.com
Title: Chief Commercial Officer		
Tel: 31 88 3031 777
Angus von Schoenberg
Email: info@truenoord.com
Title: Industry Officer
Tel: 31 88 3031 777

Norway
Kuehne + Nagel			
Contact:
Andreas Nyman
Email: andreas.nyman@kuehne-nagel.com
Title: VP Aerospace
Tel: 47 48081654

Pakistan
Mr Legal Inn (Advocates & Corporate Counsellors)

Address: Komitetu Obrony Robotnikow 43 01-142 Warsaw,
Poland
Contact:
Maciej Dziudzik
Email: m.dziudzik@lot.pl
Title: Head of Fleet
Tel: 48 22 6069805

Portugal
Portugalia Airlines
Activities: Regional Airline
Address: Rua C - nº 10 Edificio Portugalia Airlines Aeroporto de
Lisboa
Contact:
Luiz Fernandes
Email: lfernandes@pga.pt
Title: Contract Manager
Tel: 351 912182289
		
						

Russian Federation
Malakut Insurance Brokers
Activites: Aviation insurance		
Address: Moscow, 48, 101769
Web: aero.malakut.com
Contact:
Alexey Obyedkov
Email: alexey.obyedkov@malakut.com
Title: Managing Director - Aviation
Tel: 44 20 71935485			
					

Sber Leasing
Activities: Aircraft Licensing, Aircraft Leasing, Aircraft Financing,
Aircraft Operations, Aviation Litigation & Dispute Resolution,
Aviation Joint Ventures

Activities: Aircraft financing and leasing
Address: 3 Poklonnaya str., Moscow 121170 Russia
Web: www.sberleasing.ru

Address: Rana Tower, Jail Road, 15-B Shadman II, Lahore, 54000,
Pakistan
Web: http:www.mrlegalinn.com

Contacts:
Andrey Pakhomov
Email: pahomov.av@sberleasing.ru
Title: Director, Key Clients Department (Aviation)
Tel: 7 800 5555556

Contact:
Mobeen Rana
Email: mobeenrana@mrlegalinn.com
Title: Managing Partner
Tel: 92 322 7373922

Alexander Kukhanov
Email: kuhanov.av@sberleasing.ru
Title: Key Clients Director, Key Clients Department (Aviation)
Tel: 7 800 5555556		
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Artem Tatarnikov
Email: tatarnikov.ao@sberleasing.ru
Tel: 7 800 5555556		
Artem Petrosov
Email: petrosov.av@sberleasing.ru
Tel: 7 800 5555556

Contact:
David Brotherton
Web: david.brotherton@hfw.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 65 6411 5360
		

K&L Gates Straits Law LLC

Singapore

Activities: Aviation Finance
Address: Republic Plaza 9 Raffles Place #32-00 Republic Plaza
Singapore 049315
Web: www.klgates.com

Bellinger Aviation
Activities: Aviation Investor and Lessor
Address: 1 Raffles Place One Raffles Place Tower 2 #19-61
Singapore 048616
Web: www.bellingeram.com
Contacts:
Nicolas De Freitas
Email: nicolas.defreitas@bellingeram.com
Title: Director
Tel: 65 68085696
Adrian Smit
Email: adrian.smit@bellingeram.com
Title: Head of Asset Management		
Tel: 65 68085696
		

Dragon Aviation Capital
Activities: Technical Advisory Services & Consultancy, Asset
Management
Address: 60 Paya Lebar Road, #08-24A, Paya Lebar Square,
Singapore 409051
Web: www.dragonaviationcapital.com
Contacts:
Benedict Alcantra
Email: benedict.alcantra@dragonaviationcapital.com
Title: Vice-President
Tel: 65 63868477
Jefferson Ding
Email: jefferson.ding@dragonaviationcapital.com
Title: Managing Director		
Tel: 65 63868477					
						

Contacts:
James Bradley
Email: james.bradley@klgates.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 61 65078113
Terry Chang
Email: terry.chang@klgates.com
Title: Senior Associate		
Tel: 65 67130231
						

Norton Rose Fulbright
Activities: Aviation finance and leasing lawyers at the cutting
edge of the development of innovative financing structures,
working with clients to develop new products as well as to
manage their legal requirements in relation to the sale, purchase
and financing of aviation assets.
Address: 9 Straits View Marina One West Tower#09-09,
Singapore 018937,
Web: www.nortonrosefulbright.com
Contact:
Keith Sandilands
Email: keith.sandilands@nortonrosefulbright.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 65 6309 5371

On Point Loyalty
Activities: Airline Loyalty Finance
Address: 20 Maxwell Road, Maxwell House 09-17 069113
Singapore
Web: www.onpointloyalty.com

HFW
Activities: Advising financiers, lessors and operators on aviation
finance and leasing transactions. He has experience in debt
finance, operating lease, sale and lease back and portfolio
trading transactions, lease default management, including in
relation to litigation and cross border solvent and insolvent
restructurings in a variety of jurisdictions.
Address: 18-01 Ocean Financial Centre, 10 Collyer Quay, 049315,
Singapore
Web: www.hfw.com/
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Contact:
Evert de Boer
Email: evert.deboer@onpointloyalty.com
Title: Managing Partner
Tel: 65 96523065				
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Watson Farley & Williams
Activities: Legal services
Address: 6 Battery Road #28-00 Singapore 049909
Web: www.wfw.com
Contact:
Charles Viggers
Email: cviggers@wfw.com
Title: Partner			
Tel: 66 65 32 5335

South Africa
Absa Bank
Activities: Aviation financing
Address: 15 Alice Lane Sandown South Africa 2196
Web: www.absa.co.za
Contacts:
Morne Visagie
Email: morne.visagie@absa.africa
Head Structured Asset Finance
Tel: 27 11 8955254
Kobus Swart
Email: kobus.swart@absa.co.za
Title: Vice President		
Tel: 27 11 8955264		
John Zama
Email: john.zama@absa.africa
Title: Vice President
Tel: 27 11 8955244

XYZ Aviation Consulting
Activities: XYZ Consulting provides business consulting services
to the logistics, transport, airline, airport and travel industries.
XYZ Consulting has a vast amount of experience on the ground
in many parts of Africa and Asia. With our team of expert
associates and partnerships with global aviation consulting
companies, we provide the latest industry knowledge and
strategic initiatives to identify and implement profitable business
opportunities.
		
Web: www.xyzconsulting.biz
Contact:
Kendy Phohleli
Email: kendy@xyzconsulting.biz
Title: CEO
Tel: 27 11 110837180

Spain
Santander		
Address: Calle Juan Ignacio Luca de Tena 9 y 11, Edif. Magdalena
planta 1 Madrid 28027, Spain
Web: www.santander.com
Contact:
Alvaro Baillo
Email: abaillo@gruposantander.com
Title: Head of Asset Finance			
Teresa Mañas
Email: tmanas@gruposantander.com
Address: Calle Juan Ignacio Luca de Tena 9 y 11, Edif. Magdalena
planta 1 Madrid 28027, Spain

Sigrun Partnerrs
Activities: Finance
Address: Serrano 16 Floor 5 28006 Madrid Spain
Web: www.sigrunpartners.com
Contact:
Eduardo Sansigre
Email: egsansigre@sigrunpartners.com
Title: Senior Advisor
Tel: 34 609440321
						
					

Sri Lanka
Fits Air
Activities: Cargo Airline, Passenger Airline
Address: 9 Abdul Gafoor Mawatha
Web: www.fitsair.com
Contact:
Ammar Kassim
Email: ammar.kassim@fitsair.com
Title: Director
Tel: 94 77 2266275

Switzerland
Elevate Advisory LLC
Activities: Aviation & Transportation Consulting
Address: Scheitzelstrasse 28 CH-8500 Frauenfeld
Web: www.elevateadvisory.ch
Contact:
Bjoern Maul
Email: bjoern.maul@elevate-advisory.net
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 41 79 2540614
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Thailand
Focus.Aero ApS
Activities: Aircraft maintenance test & delivery flights
Address: Bangkok		
Web: www.focus.aero
Contact:
Alvin Tong
Email: adb@aerofactor.co.uk
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 66 92 6254526

Turkey
GA Telesis		
Contact:
Hakan Fedai
Email: hakanfedai@hakanfedai.com
Title: Finance Director
Tel: 90 532 6092200
						
					

MIAT Mongolian Airlines
Activities: aircraft financing and leasing, fleet planning
Address: MIAT Building Buyant-Ukhaa 45, Ulaanbaatar 17120,
Mongolia 		
Web: www.miat.com
Contact:
Purevsuren Sukhbaatar
Email: purevsuren_su@miat.com
Title: Financial and Foreign Negotiation Officer
Tel: 976 89112793

Turkish Airlines
Activities: Aircraft Finance, Financial Leasing
Address: Turk Hava Yollari Genel Yonetim Binasi, Yesilkoy Mh.
Havaalani Cd. No:3/1 Bakirkoy Istanbul, Turkey
Web: www.turkishairlines.com
Contact:
Hande Soyler
Email: hbacak@thy.com
Title: General Finance Manager
Tel: 90 212 463 63 63 (Ext:11613)

United Arab Emirates
Dubai Aerospace Enterprise (DAE)
Activities: Investor Relations, Sustainability, Capital Markets
Address: Level 3, Building 4 Gate Precinct DIFC, Dubai
Web: www.dubaiaerospace.com
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Contact:
Deion McCarthy
Email: deion.mccarthy@dubaiaerospace.com
Title: Director, Fixed Income Investor Relations and Sustainability
Tel: 971 56 2161835					
						
						

Emirates Airline		
Address: Dar al jood building. Flat num 503. Al nahda 2, Dubai
Web: Emirates.com
Contact:
Karthik Nukul Sureshbabu
Email: Karthik.sureshbabu@emirates.com		
Title: Aircraft Engineer
Tel: 971 55 5876848			
						
						

First Abu Dhabi Bank PJSC
Activities: Banking
Address: FAB Building, Sheikh Zayed Road, between 3rd and
4th interchange, Dubai, UAE
Web: https://www.bankfab.com
Contact:
Sarah Pirzada Usmani
Email: sarah.usmani@bankfab.com
Title: Managing Director - Head of Sustainable, Asset & Project
Finance
Tel: 971 56 5033853		
		
						

Flydubai
Activities: Air Transportation
Address: flydubai campus, PO box 353, 8th Floor Finance
Department Dubai, UAE
Web: www.flydubai.com
Contact:
Arbind Kumar
Email: arbind.kumar@flydubai.com
Title: SVP - Finance
Tel: 971 50 6538429				

Flying Solutions
Activities: Consulting, lease management
Address: PO BOX 712189 Dubai UAE
Contact:
Marc Bourgade
Email: ceo@flyingsolutionsdwc.com
Title: Chief Executive Officer
Tel: 971 52 1668477

Directory

HFW

TAHG MEA

Activities: Advising financiers, lessors and operators on aviation
finance and leasing transactions. He has experience in debt
finance, operating lease, sale and lease back and portfolio
trading transactions, lease default management, including in
relation to litigation and cross border solvent and insolvent
restructurings in a variety of jurisdictions.

Activities: Aviation and Aerospace Asset Investments
Address: 110, Level 14, Al Khatem Tower, Abu Dhabi Global
Market Square, Al Maryah Island, Abu Dhabi, United Arab
Emirates.

Address: Level 8, Building 6 Emaar Square, Sheikh Zayed Road
PO Box 53934 Dubai United Arab Emirates
Contact:
Shyamal Jeewoolall
Email: shyamal.jeewoolall@hfw.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 971 56 808 4027

HSBC Bank Middle East 		
Address: HSBC Tower, Downtown, P.O. Box 66, Dubai UAE
			
Contact:
Xavier Million
Email: xavier.million@gmail.com
Title: Director, Aviation Finance
Tel: 971 44 237000

Seabury Securities
Activities: Investment Banking
Address: Apt 2304, Banyan Tree Residences, JLT, Dubai, UAE
Web: Seaburycapital.com
Contacts:
Alexis Fekete
Email: afekete@seaburysecurities.com
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 44 7867426030
Mike Cox
Email: mcox@seaburysecurities.com
Title: Senior Managing Director		
Thodoris Kitsanelis
Email: tkitsanelis@seaburysecurities.com
Title: Senior Associate		
Ellen Artist
Email: eartist@seaburysecurities.com
Title: Managing Director

Contact:
Jaweed Abdullah
Email: jabdullah@tahg.aero
Title: CEO
Tel: 971 50 8136546					
						
						

Turbine Asset Holdings Group MEA
Activities: Aviation Asset Investors
Address: ADGM Square, Al Khatem Tower, Al Maryah Island, Abu
Dhabi, UAE
Contact:
Jaweed Abdullah
Email: jabdullah@tahg.aero
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 971 50 8136546					
					

Watson Farley & Williams
Activities: Legal services
Address: Unit 1, Level 25 - Tower 2 Al Fattan Currency House PO
Box 506896 Dubai
Web: www.wfw.com
Contact:
Dhruv Paul
Email: dpaul@wfw.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 971 4 278 2300
						
				

United Kingdom
AerMoon

Activities: Commercial aircraft trading and leasing, asset
management, advisory
Web: www.aermoon.com
Contact:
James Moon
Email: jmoon@aermoon.com
Title: Chief Executive Officer				
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AFIC

AFL Aircraft Finance Lease

Activities: supported aircraft financing
Address: The St. Botolph Building 138 Houndsditch London,
EC3A 7AW
Web: www.marsh.com/uk/industries/aviation-aerospace/aficsupporting-aircraft-financing.html

Activities: Leasing
Address: 3rd Floor, 86-90 Paul Street, London EC2A 4NE United
Kingdom
Web: afl-aero.com

Contacts:
Leslie Kurshan
Email: leslie.kurshan@marsh.com
Title: Managing Director, Global AFIC Credit Specialties and
Product Development Leader
Tel: 44 207 3571365		

Contact:
Deepak Sharma
Email: ceo@afl-aero.com
Title: CEO
Tel: 44 203 9742 477

ALTEA
Karen Ko
Email: karen.ko@marsh.com
Title: Senior Vice President, AFIC Team, Credit Specialties
Tel: 44 207 3573916

Affinity Capital Exchange

Activities: Affinity Capital Exchange is the operator of the world’s
first capital market for institutional loyalty-backed financial
instruments. Тhe permissioned marketplace is exclusively
available to global airlines, their commercial partners and qualified
institutional investors. ACE delivers enhanced loyalty monetization
for airlines by lowering financing costs and providing access to
fresh capital. To institutional buyers and investors globally, ACE
offers pure-play exposure to attractive Loyalty fundamentals.
Institutional investors receive direct trading access via standard
capital market interfaces to digital asset instruments, exclusive
market data and analytics to execute a variety of trading, portfolio
and risk management strategies. For more information, please
email airfin@afcx.co
Address: 40 Exchange Pl Suite 1302 New York, NY 10005
Web: www.afcx.co
Contacts:
Atanas Christov
Email: achristov@afcx.co
Title: CEO & President		
Tel: 1 646 8011221		
Samarth Sanghavi
Email: ssanghavi@afcx.co
Title: Chief Product Officer
Tel: 917 859 4529
Irina Sadayo
Email: isadayo@afcx.co
Title: Executive Vice President			
Tel: 44 7717 480 649
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Activities: ALTEA is retained by those who want fresh thinking
secured by experience in asset management; procurement
and sales; financial solutions and design. Specialising in
business jets, regional aircraft and helicopters, our expert team
interprets knowledge and insight to achieve extraordinary
results. From concept to completion, our authoritative approach
and meticulous attention to detail protects your interests. The
team’s collective experience spans 140 years, comprising the
acquisition, sale or lease of aircraft worth $1.1 billion, 415+ aircraft
inspections & valuations, 50+ aircraft repossessions, $120m
equity and >$200m debt raised for airlines and lessors, 27 VIP
completions projects, 70+ industry reports and benchmarking
studies.
Address: 114 Power Road London W4 5PY
Web: www.altea-aero.com
Contacts:
Andrew Butler
Email: andrew.butler@altea-aero.com
Title: Founding Partner
Tel: 44 20 8995 3207
Angus Von Schoenberg
Email: angus.schoenberg@altea-aero.com
Title: Founding Partner		
Tel: 44 20 8995 3207				
Jean Sémiramoth
Email: jean.semiramoth@altea-aero.com
Title: Founding Partner
Tel: 44 20 8995 3207				
Robin Dunlop
Email: robin.dunlop@altea-areo.com
Title: Founding Partner
Tel: 44 20 8995 3207

Avia Solutions
Activities: Aviation Consultant
Address: Avia Solutions Ltd Links Business Centre, Old Woking
Road Old Woking Surrey GU22 8BF
Web: www.aviasolutions.com

Directory

Contacts:
Jolyon Kingham
Email: jolyon.kingham@aviasolutions.com
Title: Analyst
Tel: 44 1483 227080

Clyde & Co
Address: The St Botolph Building 138 Houndsditch London
EC3A 7AR 		
Web: www.clydeco.com

John Carter
Email: john.carter@aviasolutions.com
Title: Director		
Tel: 44 1483 227080

Contact:
Mark Bisset
Email: mark.bisset@clydeco.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 207 876 5000				

AXON Aviation Group

Deloitte LLP

Activities: Aircraft Sales, Acquisition, Lease and
Investments
Address: 55 Park Lane London W1K 2DR			
Web: www.axonaviation.com
Contact:
Niki Rokni
Email: niki@axonaviation.com
Title: Partner & Head of Aircraft Sales
Tel: 44 20 70780210				
						

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP
Activities: Global law firm
Address: Governor’s House 5 Laurence Pountney Hill London,
EC4R 0BR
Web: www.bclplaw.com
Contacts:
Rebecca Quayle
Email: rebecca.quayle@bclplaw.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 20 3400 4006
Anton Chambers
Email: anton.chambers@bclplaw.com
Title: Partner			
Tel: 44 2 3400 4366				

Contacts:
Mike Rhead
Email: mrhead@deloitte.co.uk
Title: Legal Director – Aviation
Tel: +44 (0)7903009941
Mark Costa
Email: markcosta@deloitte.co.uk
Title: Tax Director – Aviation
Tel: +44 (0)7775 900110
Aimee Perry
Email: aaperry@deloitte.co.uk
Title: Commercial manager – Aviation
Tel: +44 121 695 5634
Alistair Pritchard
Email: ajpritchard@deloitte.co.uk
Title: Partner - Travel & Aviation
Tel: +44 7710 326724
Mike Sein
Email: msein@deloitte.co.uk
Title: Commercial manager – Aviation
Tel: +44 115 936 3912

Centrus Aviation Partners
Activities: Aircraft and Engine Leasing, Finance, Trading and
Remarketing
Address: Senator House, 85 Queen Victoria Place, London
EC4V 1AB
Web: www.centrusaviation.com
Contact:
Bill Cumberlidge
Email: bill.cumberlidge@centrusaviation.com
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 44 (0)203 9460362

Dentons
Activities: Legal
Address: One Fleet Place London EC4M 7WS United Kingdom
Web: www.dentons.com
Contacts:
Nick Chandler
Email: nick.chandler@dentons.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 20 72467059
Serge Sergiou
Email: serge.sergiou@dentons.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 20 72467216				
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Sarah Dyke
Email: sarah.dyke@dentons.com
Title: Partner			
Tel: 44 20 73205457
				

Mark Rogers
Email: mark.rogers@floreat.com
Title: Managing Director			

Deucalion Aviation

FIS		
Address: Walbrook, 6th Floor, London EC4N 8AF

Activities: Aircraft acquisition, asset management, financing and
investment services
Address: Tower 42, Level 32 25 Old Broad Street London EC2N
1HQ United Kingdom
Web: deucalion.com

Contact:
Jane Golding
Email: jane.golding@fisglobal.com
Title: Senior Credit Analyst			

Contacts:
Stephan Sayre
Email: stephan.sayre@deucalion.com
Title: Co-Chief Executive Officer & CIO
Tel: 44 7887706167
Jon Skirrow
Email: jon.skirrow@deucalion.com
Title: Co-Chief Executive Officer & COO		
Tel: 44 7889063026			
Toby Iles
Email: Toby.Iles@deucalion.com
Title: Head of Commercial & Portfolio Management
Tel: 44 7889063027		
Les Walsh
Email: Les.Walsh@deucalion.com
Title: Chief Technical Officer
Tel: 44 7799656542

eCube Solutions
Activities: Aircraft disassembly, aircraft parking/storage care and
maintenance, engine removal and storage
Address: Dragon Way, Bro Tathan, Cardiff, CF313XR, UK
Web: www.ECube.aero
Contact:
Steven Taylor
Email: steven.taylor@ecube.aero
Title: SVP Sales and Marketing
Tel: 44 7761154369
Mike Corne
Email: mike.corne@ecube.aero
Title: Chief Commercial Officer			
Tel: 44 07919 305280

Floreat
Activities: Investor
Address: 33 Grosvenor Street London W1K 4QU
Web: www.floreat.com
Contacts:
Phillip Griffiths
Email: phillip.griffiths@floreat.com
Title: Managing Director			
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Halaby Aero 		
Address: 17b Gilston Road London SW10 9SJ United Kingdom
Contact:
Michael Halaby
Email: michael@halaby.aero
Title: Principal
Tel: 44 7711 298408				

HFW
Activities: Zohar is a Partner in our aviation department with
particular expertise in finance and leasing transactions, complex
commercial contracts and regulatory matters. He has advised
extensively on fleet management issues, such as aircraft
procurement, purchase and disposal, operating leasing, subleasing, lease novations and amendments and end of lease returns.
His aviation finance experience includes sale and leaseback
transactions, debt financing, hire purchase and conditional sale
agreements, receivables financing and securitisation.
Address: Friary Court 65 Crutched Friars London EC3N 2AE
United Kingdom
Contact:
Zohar Zik
Email: zohar.zik@hfw.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 (0) 20 7264 8251

Hogan Lovells
Activities: Legal Services, Aviation Finance.
Address: Atlantic House Holborn Viaduct London EC1A 2FG
United Kingdom
Web: www.hoganlovells.com
Contacts:
Robert Fugard
Email: robert.fugard@hoganlovells.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 20 7296 2015
Richard Goss
Email: richard.goss@hoganlovells.com
Tel: 44 20 7296 5730

Directory

ICF (SH&E)

Macquarie AirFinance		

Activities: Valuation, asset management, aviation sustainability,
Aviation market analysis.
Address: 10 Queen Street Place, London, EC4R 1BE UK
Web: www.icf.com/work/transportation/aviation

Address: Ropemaker Place, Level 11 28 Ropemaker Street
London EC2Y 9HD, United Kingdom
Web: www.macquarie.aero

Contact:
Benjmain Chapman
Email: ben.chapman@icf.com
Title: Senior Manager - Aircraft Consulting & Services
Tel: 44 7748283044				

Contact:
Liam Kavanagh
Email: Liam.Kavanagh@macquarie.aero
Title: Executive Vice President, Chief Commercial Officer
Tel: 44 20 3037 2780

Norton Rose Fulbright
K&L Gates LLP
Activities: Aviation Finance
Address: One New Change London EC4M 9AF, United Kingdom
Web: www.klgates.com
Contacts:
Sidanth Rajagopal
Email: sidanth.rajagopal@klgates.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 207 3608189
Philip Perrotta
Email: philip.perrotta@klgates.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 207 3608205
Manuela Krach
Email: manuela.krach@klgates.com
Title: Special Counsel
Tel: 44 207 3608271

KV Aviation/Pulsar Aero Global
Activities: Lessor, Asset Manager (Aircraft/Engines)
Address: 15 Bishopsgate, London, UK		
Contact:
Karine Brunet
Email: karine.brunet@kvaviation.com
Title: sales, marketing and origination
Tel: 44 7557194936					
					

MUFG Bank
Address: Ropemaker Place, 25 Ropemaker Street London,
EC2Y 9AN
Web: www.mufg.jp/english
Contact:
Mi Zhou
Email: mi.zhou@uk.mufg.jp
Title: Vice President - Origination
Tel: 44 0 7436 588413			

Activities: Aviation finance and leasing lawyers at the
cuttingedge of the development of innovative financing
structures, working with clients to develop new products as well
as to manage their legal requirements in relation to the sale,
purchase and financing of aviation assets.
Address: Norton Rose Fulbright LLP, 3 More London Riverside,
London, SE1 2AQ, United Kingdom			
Contact:
Duncan Batchelor
Email: duncan.batchelor@nortonrosefulbright.com
Title: Global Head of Aviation
Tel: 44 20 7444 2650

Qatar Reinsurance
Activities: Aircraft Residual Value Insurance
Address: 21 Lime St. London EC3M 7HB
Web: www.qatarreinsurance.com
Contact:
Nick Hester
Email: nhester@qicglobal.com
Title: Senior Underwriter, RVI
Tel: 44 7733 126605				

Skytra
Activities: Financial Services
Web: www.skytra.com
Contact:
Elise Weber
Email: elise.weber@skytra.com
Title: Co-founder / Chief Sales and Marketing Officer
Tel: 44 20 8059 7700
Matthew Tringham
Email: matthew.tringham@skytra.com
Title: Co-founder / Chief Product and Strategy Officer
Tel: 44 20 80597700
Mark Howarth
Email: mark.howarth@skytra.com
Title: CEO
Tel: 44 20 80597700		
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Stephenson Harwood LLP
Activities: Aviation Finance and Structured Finance
Address: Stephenson Harwood LLP 1 Finsbury Circus London
EC2M 7SH
Contact:
Rebecca Garner
Email: rebecca.garner@shlegal.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 207 8092125				

Strikitsa Consulting
Activities: Global connections for people and business
online
Web: www.strikitsaconsulting.co.uk
Contact:
Regina Wojciechowska
Email: regina@strikitsaconsulting.co.uk
Title: Global Connections Manager		

Alison Weal
Email: AWeal@winston.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 44 20 7011 8806			

Watson Farley & Williams
Activities: Legal services
Address: 15 Appold Street London EC2A 2HB
Web: www.wfw.com
Contact:
Jim Bell
Email: jbell@wfw.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 20 7814 8000

United States
					

Affinity Capital Exchange
UK Export Finance
Activities: Export Credit
Address: UK Export Finance, 1 Horse Guards Road, London,
SW1A 2HQ
Web: www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk-export-finance
Contact:
Will Cooper
Email: will.cooper@ukexportfinance.gov.uk
Title: Business Manager - Aerospace
Tel: 44 20 3922 0277				
			

volofin Capital Management
Activities: Financier
Address: One King William Street London EC4N 7AR
Web: www.volofin.com
Contact:
Jan Bockelmann
Email: jan.bockelmann@volofin.com
Title: Director
Tel: 44 7470 909315					
					

Winston & Strawn LLP
Activities: Full-service aviation finance and leasing law firm.
Address: CityPoint One Ropemaker Street London EC2Y 9AW,
United Kingdom
Web: www.winston.com
Contacts:
Mark Moody
Email: MBMoody@winston.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 44 20 7011 8714
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Activities: Affinity Capital Exchange is the operator of the world’s
first capital market for institutional loyalty-backed financial
instruments. Тhe permissioned marketplace is exclusively
available to global airlines, their commercial partners and
qualified institutional investors.
ACE delivers enhanced loyalty monetization for airlines by
lowering financing costs and providing access to fresh capital.
To institutional buyers and investors globally, ACE offers pureplay exposure to attractive Loyalty fundamentals. Institutional
investors receive direct trading access via standard capital
market interfaces to digital asset instruments, exclusive market
data and analytics to execute a variety of trading, portfolio and
risk management strategies. For more information, please email
airfin@afcx.co
Address: 40 Exchange Pl Suite 1302 New York, NY 10005
Web: www.afcx.co
Contacts:
Atanas Christov
Email: achristov@afcx.co
Title: CEO & President		
Tel: 1 646 8011221		
Samarth Sanghavi
Email: ssanghavi@afcx.co
Title: Chief Product Officer
Tel: 917 859 4529
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Irina Sadayo
Email: isadayo@afcx.co
Title: Executive Vice President			
Tel: 1 646 4551230					
					

AMBER International

AFIC (Aircraft Finance Insurance Consortium) Advisory
& Operations

Contact:
Arthur Bernstein
Email: bernstein@airfinance.com
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 1 561 994 5522				

Activities: supported aircraft financing
Address: Washington Square 1050 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 700 Washington, DC 20036
Web: www.marsh.com/uk/industries/aviation-aerospace/aficsupporting-aircraft-financing.html

Activities: Aircraft and aviation infrastructure financing
transaction advice and execution.
Address: 2255 Glades Road Suite 205-E Boca Raton, Florida 33431
Web: airfinance.com

American Airlines		
Contacts:
Bob Morin
Email: robert.morin@marsh.com
Ttile: Managing Director, Transaction and Business Development
Leader
Tel: 1 202 341 7653
Gabriel Okolski
Email: gabriel.okolski@marsh.com
Title: Senior Vice President, Credit and Financial Analyst
Tel: 1 202 320-9193

Aircastle		
Address: 201 Tresser Blvd, Suite 400 Stamford, CT, 06901
Contact:
Randal Nightingale
Email: Rnightingale@aircastle.com
Title: EVP, Analytics and Investments
Tel: 1 646 637 7996		

Allegiant
Activities: Airline, low cost, US
Address: 1201 N. Town Center Drive Las Vegas, NV 89144 United
States of America
Web: www.allegiant.com
Contact:
Robert Neal
Email: robert.neal@allegiantair.com
Title: SVP & Treasurer
Tel: 1 702 4196630					
						
				

Address: 1 Skyview Drive Fort Worth, TX 76155
Contact:
Meghan Montana
Email: meghan.montana@aa.com
Title: Vice President, Treasurer
Tel: 1 682 2780406				

Apple Bank
Activities: Aviation finance
Address: 122 E. 42nd Street, 9th Floor New York, NY 10168
Contact:
Dana MacKinnon
Email: dmackinnon@applebank.com
Title: SVP			
Tel: 212-224-6530

Atlas Air Worldwide		
Address: 2000 Westchester Avenue Purchase, NY 10577
Web: www.atlasitworlwide.com
Contacts:
Emidio Carrico
Email: emidio.carrico@atlasair.com
Title: Staff Vice President & Assistant Treasurer
Tel: 1 914 701 8789		
Ed McGarvey
Email: ed.mcgarvey@atlasair.com
Title: SVP & Treasurer
Tel: 11 914 7017084					
						

Alton Aviation Consultancy		
Address: 110 West 40th Street, Suite 505 New York, New York
10018 United States
Web: www.altonaviation.com
Contact:
John Mowry
Email: john.mowry@altonaviation.com
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 1 212 2568477				
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AVITAS

BlueArc Special Situations Credit Management

Activities: Valuation, Technical, and Consulting services
Address: 14520 Avion Parkway, Suite 300 Chantilly, VA 20151
Email: www.avitas.com

Activities: Aircraft Leasing, Distressed Investments, JointVentures
Address: Charlottesville, VA

Contacts:
Doug Kelly
Email: doug.kelly@avitas.com
Title: Senior Vice President - Asset Valuation
Tel: 1 703 4762498

Contact:
Peter Sheeran
Email: psheeran@bluearccapital.com
Title: Chief Investment Officer
Tel: 1 646 4910914
		
				

John Vitale
Email: john.vitale@avitas.com
Title: President and CEO		
Tel: 1 703 4762300			
Adam Pilarski
Email: adam.pilarski@avitas.com
Title: Senior Vice President - Consulting
Tel: 1 703 4762300
Tim Scott
Email: tim.scott@avitas.com
Title: Senior Vice President - Technical
Tel: 1 703 4762300

BNP Paribas			
Contact: Ahsan Avais
Email: ahsan.avais@us.bnpparibas.com
Title: Vice President

Castlelake		
Address: 90 South Seventh Street 4600 Wells Fargo Center
Minneapolis, MN 55402 United States of America
Web: https://www.castlelake.com/

Azorra

Contact:
Stuart MacGregor
Email: stuart.macgregor@castlelake.com
Title: VP Trading
Tel: 1 619 916 7077				

Activities: Aircraft Leasing
Address: 350 SW 34th Street Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 33315
Web: https://azorra.com

CDB Aviation

Contacts:
Alan Stanford
Email: astanford@azorra.com
Title: Chief Financial Officer
Tel: 1 954 6460300
John Evans
Email: jevans@azorra.com
Title: Chief Executive Officer			
Tel: 1 954 6468059		
Ron Baur
Email: rbaur@azorra.com
Title: President		
Tel: 1 281 6862067
Michael Davis
Email: mdavis@azorra.com
Title: Chief Marketing Officer
Tel: 1 954 6094689

Activity: Full-service Lessor		
Web: www.cdbaviation.aero
Contact:
Paul Thibeau
Email: Paul.Thibeau@CDBAviation.aero
Title: Senior Vice President Communications

Cowen
Activities: Trading of Airline and Aircraft Debt and Equity and
Analytics
Address: 962 Harbor Drive Stamford , Ct 06902
Web: www.cowen.com
Contact:
Chris Reddy
Email: chris.reddy@cowen.com
Title: Global Head of Aerospace Analytics
Tel: 646 616 3042				
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Cross Ocean Partners		

Escadra Aviation

Address: 20 Horseneck Lane, Hudson
Web: www.crossoceanpartners.com

Activities: aircraft financing, leasing & acquisitions
Address: 3789 Oak Ridge Lane Weston, FL 33331 USA

Contact:
Bryan Lange
Email: bl@crossoceanpartners.com
Title: Vice President, Aviation Origination & Trading
Tel: 1 203 5544338				

Contacts:
Greg Alberts
Email: gregalberts@escadra-aviation.com
Title: CEO
Tel: 1 954 2608266

Cusco Aviation
Activities: Aircraft and engine leasing and financing
Address: California, USA
Web: www.Cuscoaviation.com
Contact:
Manuel Cordero
Email: ceo@cuscoaviation.com
Title: CEO
Tel: 1 925 3229205
						

DelMorgan & Co
Address: Investment Banking - Capital Raise, M&A, Strategic Advisor
Address: 100 Wilshire Boulevard Suite 750 Santa Monica, CA
90401 USA
Web: https://delmorganco.com/
Contact:
Vahan Callan
Email: vc@delmorganco.com
Title: Managing Director - Head of Aviation Finance
Tel: 1 310 319 2000				

Deloitte LLP

Contacts:
Bryan Terry
Email: bryanterry@deloitte.com
Title: Global Aviation Leader
Tel: 1 678 431 4676
Anthony Jackson
Email: antjackson@deloitte.com
Title: Financial Advisory - Aviation
Tel: 1 214 632 6658

Vincent Menot
Email: vincent@escadra-aviation.com		

Fafinski Mark & Johnson
Activities: Law Firm
Address: 775 Prairie Center Drive, Suite 400 Eden Prairie, MN
55344
Web: www.fmjlaw.com
Contacts:
Robert Fafinski
Email: robert.fafinski@fmjlaw.com
Title: CEO & Shareholder
Tel: 1 952 995 9500
Kevin Johnson
Email: kevin.johnson@fmjlaw.com
Title: Shareholder		
Tel: 1 952 995 9500		
James Gladen
Email: james.gladen@fmjlaw.com
Title: Shareholder		
Tel: 1 952 995 9500
Garrett Caffee
Email: garrett.caffee@fmjlaw.com
Title: Shareholder
Email: www.fmjlaw.com
Tel: 1 952 995 9500
						
			

Flushing Bank
Activities: Equipment Finance
Address: 99 Park Avenue, Suite 820 New York, NY 10016
Contact:
Charles Moran
Email: cmoran@flushingbank.com
Title: VP Equipment Finance BDO
Tel: 1 212 477 9424 x 0658
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Global AirFinance Services

ING Capital LLC

Activities: Consulting
Address: 19 Edgewood Ave N West Orange, NJ 07052

Activities: Structured Finance, Risk-Mitigated Aircraft Financing
Solutions (ECA, AFIC, iFLI, Balthazar)
Address: 1133 Ave of the Americas New York, NY 10036 USA
Web: https://www.ing.com/Home.htm

Contact:
Evan Wallach
Web: ewallach@globalairfinance.com
Title: President & CEO
Tel: 11 516 6987968
		

Contacts:
David Jaquet
Email: david.jaquet@ing.com
Title: Director, Structured Export Finance Americas
Tel: 1 646 4246736

Global AVX
Activities: Global AVX is ushering in the future of aviation
transactions with an innovative new digital auction / trading
platform designed to deliver global exposure to maximize the
return on your assets (Aircraft/Engines). We specialize in managing
aviation assets that are: Distressed or End-of-Life, Coming Off
Lease Without Placement, Too Costly to Profitably Operate, or In
Long-Term Storage, in-other-words, those assets that are having
a negative impact on the financial and ESG commitments you’ve
made to your shareholders. Additional services include: Global
Asset Retrieval, Conversion/Mods, MRO, Short/Long-term Storage
and Preservation, Maximizing Re-Marketing Value through Global
Competitive Bidding Auctions, and Optimized end-of-life solutions
to enhance the value of your out-of-service assets. More than
another full-service claim, Global AVX in collaboration with best-inclass industry providers, can take the dead-weight assets off your
balance sheets allowing you to focus on your core business and
customers which is your strategic path to higher profitability.
Web: www.globalavx.com
Contact:
Steven Haro
Email: steve@globalavx.com
Title: Chairman
Tel: 1 253 7661958

GoJet Airlines, LLC		

Gemma Bae
Email: gemma.bae@ing.com
Title: Managing Director, Head of Structured Export Finance
Americas
Tel: 1 646 4246737

Interdevelopment
Activities: International management consulting with several
practice areas, one covers pre-owned helicopters
Address: 1629 K Street, NW., # 300 Washington, DC 20006 USA
Web: www.interdevelopment.com
Contact:
Margareta Faris
Eamil: comm@interdevelopment.com
Tel: 202 508 1459					
						
						

ISTAT Appraisers Program			
Web: www.istat.org
Contact:
Jeff Straebler
Email: jstraebler@istat.org
Title: Executive Director

Address: 11495 Navaid Rd Bridgeton, MO 63044
Contact:
Gerald Wigmore
Email: gerry.wigmore@tshstl.com
Title: SVP / CFO
Tel: 1 314 4979825					

Hogan Lovells
Activities: Legal Services, Aviation Finance.
Address: Hogan Lovells US LLP 390 Madison Avenue New York,
NY 10017 United States
Web: www.hoganlovells.com
Contact:
Mehtap Cevher Conti
Email: mehtap.cevherconti@hoganlovells.com
Title: Partner Hogan Lovells
Tel: 1 212 918 3617
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Inglesino, Webster, Wyciskala & Taylor, LLC
Activities: Legal services
Address: 600 Parsippany Rd, Ste 204 Parsippany, NJ 07054
Web: iwwt.law
Contact:
Justin Marchetta
Email: jmarchetta@jetlawnj.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 1 973 947 7111
						

JCB Consultants LLC
Activities: Advisory
Address: 340 East 57th Street, NY USA 10022
Contact:
Jonathan Byron
Email: jbyron333@aol.com
Title: CEO
Tel: 1 10022 9173993313

Directory

Kellstrom Aerospace
		

Marie-Pierre Grondin
Email: Marie-Pierre.Grondin@klgates.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 1 305 5393303
Address: 200 South Biscayne Blvd. Suite 3900 Miami, Fl. 33131
Milos (Misha) Kovacevic
Email: misha.kovacevic@klgates.com
Title: Counsel
Tel: 1 206 3707635
Address: 925 4th Ave Suite 2900 Seattle, WA 98104

Kellstrom Aerospace specializes in Aviation Asset Management
solutions, primarily focused on mid to mature aircraft, providing
aircraft and engine lease, sale and exchange through to end of
life supply chain. We support a diverse customer base of OEMs,
airlines, leasing companies, financial institutions, air transport
operators and MRO’s worldwide. Differentiated by its operational
heritage, green-time lease portfolio and in-house technical
expertise through Kellstrom Aerospace Technical Services (KATS).
Kellstrom Aerospace offers an unparalleled level of cost-effective
aftermarket solutions, including Green time aircraft/engine asset
leasing and trading, engine exchanges, OEM parts distribution and
OEM services, pre-owned parts distribution, technical consultancy
services, consignment management, ,and fleet provisioning
programs based on real world experience. Kellstrom Aerospace
provides 24/7/365 AOG and JIT support covering all service
offerings. For more information on Kellstrom Aerospace.
Activities: Asset Management / Leasing and Trading / Technical
Consultancy / Fleet Management / Technical Records / Parts
Distribution
Address: 3430 Davie Rd., Suite 302, Davie, Florida, United
States of America
Web: www.kellstromaerospace.com
Contact:
Michael Garcia
Title: VP of Commercial
Email: Michael.garcia@kellstromaerospace.com
Tel: (1) 833-247-7278

LA5 Group
Activities: Trading, Leasing, Part 135, MRO, Infrastructure.
Address: 7900 SW 128th Street Miami, Florida. 33156
Web: www.LA5group.com
Contact:
Luis Ayala
Web: luis@la5group.com
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 1 305 4917675				

Macquarie AirFinance		
Address: Two Embarcadero Center, Suite 200 San Francisco,
CA 94111
Web: www.macquarie.aero
Contacts:
John Willingham
Email: John.Willingham@macquarie.aero
Title: Chief Executive Officer
Tel: 1 415 829 6600
Michael Sims
Email: Michael.Sims@macquarie.aero
Title: Head of Corporate Finance
Web: www.macquarie.aero		
Tel: 1 415 829 6600

Mayer Brown LLP		
K&L Gates LLP
Activities: Aviation Finance
Address: 134 Meeting Street Suite 500 Charleston, SC 29401
Web: www.klgates.com
Contacts:
Amanda Darling
Email: amanda.darling@klgates.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 1 843 5795670
Elizabeth Evans
Email: elizabeth.evans@klgates.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 1 212 536-3958		
Address: 599 Lexington Ave New York, NY 10022

Address: 1221 Avenue of the Americas New York, NY 10020
		
Contact:
George Miller
Email: gmiller@mayerbrown.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 1 212 5062590

Natixis
Address: 1251 Avenue of the Americas New York City, NY 10020
Web: www.natixis.com
Contacts:
Benoist de Vimal
Email: benoist.devimal@natixis.com
Title: Executive Director
Tel: 1 917 2443076		
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Northwestern Mutual Investment Management

PTS Aviation

Address: 720 East Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee
Web: https://www.northwesternmutual.com/

Activities: Engine Purchasing/Selling/Leasing/Trading
Address: 1129 Templemore Dr Keller, TX 76248		
Web: www.pts-aviation.com

Contact:
Jing Xie
Email: jingxie@northwesternmutual.com
Title: Director
Tel: 1 414 6656649					
		

Contact:
David Blackburn
Email: dblackburn@pts-aviation.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 1 817 233-9755					
					

Northern Trust
Activity: Private Banking, Asset management, Aircraft Finance
Address: 11301 US Highway One North Palm Beach, FL 33458, USA
Web: www.northerntrust.com
Contact:
Jeffrey White
Email: jw132@ntrs.com
Title: Sr. Banking Officer
Tel: 1 561 803 7538				

Raymond James
Activities: Investment Banking; Capital Raise, M&A,
Restructuring
Address: 27502 Guthrie Ridge Lane Katy, TX 77494
Web: www.raymondjames.com
Contact:
David Fowkes
Email: dwfowkes@verizon.net
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 1 908 768 1797					

Norton Rose Fulbright
Activities: Aviation finance and leasing lawyers at the cutting
edge of the development of innovative financing structures,
working with clients to develop new products as well as to
manage their legal requirements in relation to the sale, purchase
and financing of aviation assets.
Web: www.nortonrosefulbright.com
Address: 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 100196022, United States
Contact:
Alyssa Marie Vazquez
Email: alyssa.vazquez@nortonrosefulbright.com
Title: Head of Aviation, United States
Tel: 1 212 318 3433

Simulator Equipment Financing
Activities: Full Flight Simulator - Finance, Brokerage, Appraisal
Address: 1320 S. Priest Dr STE 101 Tempe, AZ 85281
Contacts:
Richard Johnson
Email: Rick@Simulatorfinancing.com
Title: Managing Member
Tel: 1 480 736 8808
Ryan Grogger
Email: Ryan@SimulatorFinancing.com
VP Brokerage		
Tel: 1 480 736 8800

Odgers Berndtson LLC
Activities: Executive Search, Leadership Development & Human
Capital Consulting
Address: 1100 Connecticut Avenue, NW Suite 800 Washington,
DC 20036
Web: www.odgersberndtson.com
Contact:
Tim McNamara
Email: tim.mcnamara@odgersberndtson.com
Title: Vice Chair & Partner
Tel: 1 202 536.5168				

SkyWorks Holdings, LLC
Activities: Aviation investment banking, advisory, leasing, and
asset management
Address: 283 Greenwich Avenue, 4th Floor Greenwich, CT
06930
Web: www.skyworks.aero
Contacts:
Steven Gaal
Email: sgaal@skyworks.aero
Title: Managing Partner
Tel: 1 203 983 6688
Jeff Craine
Email: jcraine@skyworks.aero
Title: Partner & Head of Investment Banking
Tel: 1 203 983-6686			
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Anders Hebrand
Email: ahebrand@skyworks.aero
Title: Partner & Head of Asset Management
Tel: 1 203 983 6683				

Split Rock Aviation
Activities: Finance, lease advisory, consulting
Web: www.splitrockaviation.com

Matthew Landess
Email: mlandess@skyworks.aero
Title: Partner & Head of Commercial
Tel: 1 303 663-6330

Contact:
Steve Welo
Email: stevew@splitrockaviation.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 1 612 770 9356
					

Skye Aviation Capital LLC

SR Technics

Activities: Restructuring and capital raising advisory
Address: 3963 Springleaf Lane Boulder, CO 80304
Web: www.skyeaviation.com

Activities: Engine MRO		
Web: www.srtechnics.com

Contact:
James Clarke
Email: jclarke@skyeaviation.com
Title: Managing Director & Founder
Tel: 1 310 614 0440
					

Smith, Gambrell & Russell, LLP		
Address: 500 West 2nd Street Suite 1900 Austin, TX 78701
Web: www.sgrlaw.com

Contacts:
Caroline Vandedrinck
Email: caroline.vandedrinck@srtechnics.com
Title: SVP Business Development
Tel: 1 954 8500499
Jay Aiken
Email: jay.aiken@srtechnics.com
Title: VP Americas Business Development		
Tel: 1 770 6159444

Contacts:
Peter Barlow
Email: pbarlow@sgrlaw.com
Title: Partner and Head of the Global Transport Practice
Tel: 212 907 9714

The Aircraft Value Analysis

Marc Latman
Email: mlatman@sgrlaw.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 212 907 9787
Address: 1301 Avenue of the Americas 21st Floor New York, NY
10019

Contact:
Paul Leighton
Email: pleighton@aircraftvalues.net
Title: Managing Director
Tel: 44 203 4685594				

Joshua Gentner
Email: jgentner@sgrlaw.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 212 907 9778

TrueAero		
Address: 2401 E. Randol Mill Rd Suite 500 Arlington, TX 76011
Web: www.trueaero.com

Jeffrey Tenen
Email: jtenen@sgrlaw.com
Title: Partner		
Tel: 786 522 2539
Address: One Biscayne Tower 2 South Biscayne Blvd, Suite
3000 Miami, FL 33131

Activities: Appraisals, Market Analysis
Address: Buckland House, Haydons Close, Chipping Campden.
GL55 6JN. UK
Web: www.aircraftvalues.net

Contacts:
Karl Drusch
Email: kdrusch@trueaero.com
Title: CEO
Tel: 1 682 247 3961
Stratton Borchers
Email: sborchers@trueaero.com
Title: President			
Tel: 1 682 247 3955		
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Chris Luke
Email: cluke@trueaero.com
Senior Vice President of Leasing
Tel: 1 772 783-2300
Address: 6020 99th Street Sebastian, FL 32958

Web: www.wfw.com
Contact:
Susanne Burstein
Email: sburstein@wfw.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 1 212 922 2200

UMB Bank, N.A.
Activities: Trustee and Agency Services in the US and
Ireland
Address: 6440 S. Millrock Drive, Suite 400 Salt Lake City, UT
84121 Salt Lake City, UT 84121 USA
Web: umb.com
Contact:
Scott Rosevear
Email: scott.rosevear@umb.com
Title: Senior Vice President
Tel: 1 385 7153009

Winston & Strawn LLP
Activities: Full-service aviation finance and leasing law firm.
Address: 200 Park Avenue New York NY 10166-4193 United
States of America
Web: www.winston.com
Contacts:
Pete Morgan
Email: PMorgan@winston.com
Title: Partner
Web: www.winston.com
Tel: 1 212 294 6860		

Universal Asset Management Inc.
Activities: Aircraft Trading, Acquisitions, Component Sales,
Leasing
Address: 5350 Poplar Avenue Suite 150 Memphis, TN 38119
Web: www.uaminc.com
Contacts:
Goutham Ramdas
Email: goutham@uaminc.com
Title: Director - Aircraft Trading
Tel: 1 901 6824064
Richard Spaulding
Email: rspaulding@uaminc.com
Title: President			
Tel: 1 901 6824064
						
						

Valkyrie BTO Aviation LLC		
Address: 345 Park Avenue New York, NY 10154 		
Web: valkyriebto.com
Contacts:
Dean Gerber
Email: dean.gerber@valkyriebto.com
Title: Executive Vice President and General Counsel		
		
Greg May
Email: greg.may@valkyriebto.com
Title: Chief Executive Officer			
Marijn Kappen
Email: marijn.kappen@valkyriebto.com
Title: Chief Commercial Officer		
Sarah May
Email: sarah.may@valkyriebto.com

Watson Farley & Williams
Activities: Legal services
Address:
250
West 55thAnnual
Street •New
York New York 10019
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David Neier
Email: dneier@winston.com
Title: Partner
Tel: 1 212 294 5318

Zeevo Group
Activities: Zeevo Group’s extensive team of aviation and ‘big
four’ consulting experienced professionals advise lessors,
manufacturers, and airlines on a range of finance transformation,
business intelligence, and technology integration initiatives
that enable their organizations to better leverage capabilities,
optimize operations, and mitigate business risks.
Address: 701 Fifth Avenue; Floor 42, Seattle, WA 98104, United
States of America
Web: zeevogroup.com
Contacts:
Joey Johnsen, Principal
Email: jjohnsen@zeevogroup.com
Tel: (1) 760 933 8607
John McCartney, Principal
Email: jmccartney@zeevogroup.com
Tel: (1) 760 933 8607
Scott Kopacz, Senior Manager, Advisory
Email: skopacz@zeevogroup.com
Tel: (1) 760 933 8607
Brook Garberding
Email: bgarberding@zeevogroup.com
Tel: (1) 760 933 8607
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OBJ ECT IVE.
COLLABORATIVE.
GLOBAL.
Clients rely on Alton to provide data-driven guidance and insight to better inform their business
strategies, allocate capital, and manage risk. Our aircraft-related advisory services include:
• Market research and analysis

• Aircraft fleet selection and sourcing

• Strategy and business planning

• Aircraft, portfolio, and platform due diligence

• Financial analysis & cash flow forecasting

• Asset management and technical services

• Aircraft remarketing

• Fleet, lease, and loan restructuring support

• Credit and risk advisory

• Appraisals and valuations

AltonAviation.com
NEW YOR K | DU B L IN | HONG K O N G | B E I J I N G | S I N G A PO R E | T O K Y O
AVIATION FINANCE | AIRLINE | AVIATION & AEROSPACE INVESTMENT | BUSINESS & GENERAL AVIATION
AEROSPACE MANUFACTURING | MRO & AFTERMARKET | AIRPORT | TECHNOLOGY & MOBILITY

